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Abstract

In this thesis, we address the problem of estimating the 6D pose of rigid objects from a
single RGB or RGB-D input image, assuming that 3D models of the objects are available. This problem is of great importance to many application fields such as robotic
manipulation, augmented reality, and autonomous driving.
First, we propose EPOS, a method for 6D object pose estimation from an RGB image.
The key idea is to represent an object by compact surface fragments and predict the probability distribution of corresponding fragments at each pixel of the input image by a
neural network. Each pixel is linked with a data-dependent number of fragments, which
allows systematic handling of symmetries, and the 6D poses are estimated from the links
by a RANSAC-based fitting method. EPOS is applicable to a broad range of objects, including challenging ones with global or partial symmetries and without any texture, and
outperformed all RGB and most RGB-D and D methods on several standard datasets.
Second, we present HashMatch, an RGB-D method that slides a window over the input
image and searches for a match against templates, which are pre-generated by rendering
3D object models in different orientations. The method applies a cascade of evaluation
stages to each window location, which avoids exhaustive matching against all templates.
The key is a voting stage based on hashing that generates a small set of candidate templates, which are then processed by more expensive verification and refinement stages.
Third, we propose ObjectSynth, an approach to synthesize photorealistic images of 3D
object models for training methods based on neural networks. The 3D object models are
arranged in 3D models of indoor scenes and the images are synthesized by physically-based
rendering. The resulting images yield substantial improvements compared to commonly
used images of objects rendered on top of random photographs.
Fourth, we introduce T-LESS, a dataset for 6D object pose estimation that includes
3D models and training and test RGB-D images of thirty electrical parts. These objects
have no significant texture or discriminative color, exhibit symmetries and similarities in
shape and size, and some objects are a composition of others. T-LESS is the first dataset
to include objects of such properties which are common in industrial environments.
Fifth, we define BOP, a benchmark that captures the status quo in the field. The
benchmark currently comprises eleven datasets in a unified format, an evaluation methodology, an online evaluation system, and public challenges held at international workshops
organized annually at the ICCV and ECCV conferences.
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Abstrakt

Tématem této disertačnı́ práce je odhad 3D pozice a 3D orientace rigidnı́ch objektů z
jediného RGB nebo RGB-D snı́mku, kdy 3D modely objektů jsou předem známé. Řešenı́
této úlohy počı́tačového viděnı́ má široké uplatněnı́ v mnoha aplikacı́ch, jako je napřı́klad
robotická manipulace, rozšı́řená realita nebo autonomnı́ řı́zenı́ vozidel.
Prvnı́m přı́nosem práce je metoda EPOS pro odhad pozice a orientace objektů z RGB
snı́mku. Hlavnı́ myšlenkou je reprezentovat povrch objektů množinou kompaktnı́ch fragmentů a pro každý fragment a každý bod na snı́mku odhadnout pomocı́ neuronové sı́tě
pravděpodobnost, s jakou daný bod ležı́ na projekci daného fragmentu. Každý bod na
snı́mku je na základě těchto odhadů provázán s potenciálně mnoha fragmenty, což umožňuje zachytit přı́padné symetrie objektu. Pozice a orientace objektů jsou odhadnuty z
navázaných korespondencı́ robustnı́ metodou založenou na algoritmu RANSAC. Metoda
EPOS je použitelná pro celou řadu objektů, včetně symetrických objektů a objektů bez
textury, a překonala všechny metody pro odhad z RGB snı́mku a většinu metod pro odhad
z RGB-D a D snı́mku na několika standardnı́ch datasetech.
Druhým přı́nosem je metoda HashMatch, která procházı́ vstupnı́ RGB-D snı́mek posuvným oknem a pro každou pozici okna hledá odpovı́dajı́cı́ šablonu z množiny zı́skané
syntézou různých pohledů na 3D modely objektů. Každá pozice okna je vyhodnocena
kaskádou kroků, dı́ky které se metoda vyhýbá porovnávánı́ se všemi šablonami. Klı́čovým
krokem je rychlá identifikace malého počtu potenciálně odpovı́dajı́cı́ch šablon pomocı́
hlasovánı́, kde každý hlas je vypočı́tán z hloubkové informace z několika bodů v okně.
Třetı́m přı́nosem je přı́stup ObjectSynth pro syntézu fotorealistických snı́mků pro
trénovánı́ metod využı́vajı́cı́ch neuronové sı́tě. 3D modely objektů jsou rozmı́stěny v 3D
modelech mı́stnostı́ a snı́mky jsou zı́skány fyzikálně založeným renderovánı́m. Metody
trénované na těchto snı́mcı́ch dosahujı́ výrazného zlepšenı́ v porovnánı́ s běžně použı́vanými
snı́mky zobrazujı́cı́mi 3D modely objektů na náhodných fotografiı́ch.
Čtvrtým přı́nosem je dataset T-LESS, který obsahuje 3D modely a trénovacı́ a testovacı́ snı́mky třiceti elektronických součástek. Tyto součástky nemajı́ výraznou texturu
nebo barvu, v mnoha přı́padech jsou symetrické, vzájemně si podobné tvarem či velikostı́, a některé součástky jsou složeninami z ostatnı́ch. T-LESS je prvnı́m datasetem
obsahujı́cı́m objekty těchto vlastnostı́, které jsou časté v průmyslovém prostředı́.
Pátým přı́nosem je srovnávacı́ systém BOP, který zachycuje status quo v odhadu pozice a orientace objektů. BOP aktuálně obsahuje jedenáct datasetů v jednotném formátu,
vyhodnocovacı́ metodologii, webový vyhodnocovacı́ portál, a veřejné soutěže pořádané na
mezinárodnı́ch seminářı́ch organizovaných každoročně na konferencı́ch ICCV a ECCV.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

As humans, we heavily rely on visual perception when exploring and navigating the world
around us. With a flash glance, we can estimate the three-dimensional structure of the
surrounding scene, recognize the scene elements, and understand the semantic context.
Researchers in computer vision aim to bring such perception ability to computers, i.e., to
create a “seeing machine” [200], by applying mathematical techniques to digital images.
One classical area of computer vision is object recognition, which focuses on extracting
information about objects from images. An object is commonly defined as a thing with a
well-defined boundary and center [3], and may be of various materials and flexibility properties. Multiple object instances may be visible in an image, with each instance belonging
to a possibly different object class, which may represent an object category (dogs, cars,
drinks, etc.) or a specific object (a black Ford T from 1908, a 0.33l Coca-Cola can, etc.).
Depending on the required information about object classes or instances visible in the
input image, we can distinguish several object recognition problems. The basic problem is
image classification [218], where the goal is to predict only labels of visible object classes
without requiring any information about individual object instances. The number of visible object instances is additionally required in object counting [7], their bounding boxes
in object detection [116], and pixel-accurate delineations in object segmentation [89].
The problem of object pose estimation goes further and requires estimating poses of
visible object instances in the 3D space. In the case of rigid objects, the pose has six degrees of freedom, i.e., three in translation and three in rotation, and is referred to as the
6D object pose (Figure 1.1). This problem is of great importance to numerous application
fields. For example, in robotic manipulation, the information about object poses allows
an end effector to act upon the objects. In augmented reality, this information enables
enhancing one’s perception of reality by visually augmenting the objects with extra information such as hints for assembly. In autonomous driving, the poses of surrounding
vehicles, pedestrians, and obstacles facilitate the planning of the next actions.

1.1

Problem Formulation

In this thesis, we consider the problem of estimating the 6D pose of specific rigid objects
with available 3D mesh models. In particular, given the 3D models and a set of training
images showing object instances in known 6D poses, the considered problem is to estimate
1
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6D object pose

Camera
frame

Image
plane

Model frame

Figure 1.1. 6D pose of a rigid object. The size and shape of a rigid object are fixed and
remain unaltered when forces are applied. The pose of a rigid object is therefore fully defined
by a rigid transformation with six degrees of freedom (three in translation and three in rotation)
from the 3D coordinate frame of the object model to the 3D coordinate frame of the camera.

...

and

3D model

Images + 6D poses
Training input

Method

Estimated
6D object pose(s)
Test RGB/RGB-D image
Figure 1.2. Estimating 6D pose of specific rigid objects. At training time, a method is
given 3D object models and images annotated with 6D object poses. At test time, the goal of
the method is to estimate the 6D poses of visible object instances from a single input image.
The images may have RGB or RGB-D channels and the intrinsic camera parameters are known.

the 6D poses of possibly multiple instances of possibly multiple object classes from a single
test image. The training and test images may have RGB or RGB-D (aligned color and
depth) channels and the intrinsic camera parameters are assumed known (Figure 1.2).
Depending on whether prior information about the object instances visible in the test
image is provided, we distinguish two variants of the 6D object pose estimation problem:
(1) 6D object localization, where the identifiers of visible object instances are provided,
and (2) 6D object detection, where no prior information is provided. The first problem is
relevant for robotic assembly, where the robot needs to find a specific set of objects which
are guaranteed to be present in the workspace, while the second is relevant for augmented
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reality and autonomous driving, where the surrounding scene is typically unknown.
We primarily focus on the 6D object localization problem under a practical scenario
where no real images of the objects are available at training time, only the 3D object
models and images synthesized using the models. While capturing real images of objects
under various conditions and annotating the images with 6D object poses requires a significant human effort [102], the 3D models are either available before the physical objects,
which is often the case for manufactured objects, or can be reconstructed at an admissible
cost.1 Moreover, besides being useful for estimating object poses, the 3D models enable
further reasoning about the objects. For example, a robot can use the estimated poses
together with the model surface to compute grasps of the objects.

1.2

Limitations of Existing Methods

A popular approach to 6D object pose estimation is to extract regions of the input image
that possibly contain an object, and for each region holistically predict the object class,
the object pose, and a confidence score. The image regions can be extracted by instance
segmentation [89], object proposal generation [113], or by exhaustive enumeration of regions over the whole image. The per-region prediction is traditionally made by matching
the region against prototype image representations, called templates, which exhaustively
capture different object appearances [20, 94]. The time complexity of such an approach
is linear in the number of templates and the processing time quickly becomes prohibitive
with an increasing number of objects and with a growing variety of object appearances.
In this thesis, we propose an extension of the template matching approach which makes
the time complexity largely unaffected by the number of templates.
Recently, efficient per-region prediction has been achieved with neural networks that
learn object appearances implicitly through the network parameters [127, 146, 237]. The
time complexity of these methods is constant in the number of learned objects, although
learning new objects requires re-training the network and the accuracy tends to degrade
with the number of learned objects [126]. As shown by the failure cases presented in [127,
237], estimating pose of partially occluded objects remains challenging for the recent
holistic methods, even when occlusions are simulated at training time [237].
Another common approach to 6D object pose estimation, which tends to be more
robust to occlusions, is to establish 2D-3D correspondences between pixels of the input
image and locations on the 3D object model, and robustly estimate the pose by the PnPRANSAC algorithm [71, 145]. Early methods establish the correspondences by matching
local image features, such as SIFT [156], while recent methods mostly rely on neural networks and predict either the corresponding 3D location at each pixel [17, 188, 277] or the
2D projections of pre-selected 3D keypoints [205, 182, 192].
1

3D reconstruction approaches for opaque, matte, and mildly specular objects are established [178]
and promising approaches for transparent and highly specular ones are emerging [204, 269, 81].
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Establishing 2D-3D correspondences is challenging for objects with global or partial
symmetries [169] in shape and texture. The visible part of such objects, which is determined by self-occlusions and occlusions by other objects, may have multiple fits to the
object model. Consequently, the potentially corresponding 2D and 3D locations form
a many-to-many relationship, i.e., a 2D image location may correspond to multiple 3D
locations on the object model surface and vice versa. The existing correspondence-based
methods assume a one-to-one relationship and therefore cannot reliably handle objects
with symmetries. Additionally, methods relying on local image features have a poor performance on texture-less objects as the feature detectors often fail to provide a sufficient
number of reliable locations and the descriptors are no longer discriminative enough [248,
112]. In this thesis, we propose a method that can handle the many-to-many relationship of potentially corresponding locations and is applicable to a broad range of objects,
including objects with symmetries and objects without any texture.
One of the critical factors to the success of neural networks is the availability of a large
number of training images [82]. Researchers often resort to training on synthetic images as
obtaining real training images annotated with 6D object poses is expensive. The images
are typically synthesized by rendering the 3D object models and pasting the renderings
on top of random photographs [234, 205, 127, 97]. However, the evident domain gap between these “render & paste” training images and real test images limits the potential of
neural networks. In this thesis, we propose an approach to generate highly photorealistic
training images and show significant improvements over the “render & paste” images.
Although many methods for 6D object pose estimation have been published recently,
it has been largely unclear which methods perform well and in which scenarios. This has
been the case because new methods have usually been compared with only a few competitors on a small subset of publicly available datasets. Moreover, evaluating the 6D
object pose estimates is not straightforward. Due to object symmetries and occlusions,
there may be multiple 6D poses consistent with the image and no standard evaluation
methodology that can reliably handle such ambiguities has emerged. In this thesis, we
define a benchmark that includes a new evaluation methodology and multiple datasets
covering different practical scenarios. We also present a new industry-relevant dataset.

1.3

Contributions

In this thesis, we make the following contributions:
EPOS. We present a novel method for 6D object pose estimation from an RGB image
applicable to a broad range of objects, including objects with global or partial symmetries
and objects without any texture. The key idea is to represent an object by a set of compact
surface fragments, predict the probability distribution of corresponding fragments at each
pixel of the input image by a neural network, and link each pixel with possibly multiple
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surface fragments. The 6D poses are estimated from the predicted many-to-many 2D-3D
correspondences by a RANSAC-based robust fitting procedure. In the BOP Challenge
2019 [100, 106], the method outperformed all RGB and most RGB-D and D methods on
the T-LESS [102], YCB-V [271], and LM-O [17] datasets.
HashMatch. Another proposed method extends the traditional template matching paradigm with a cascade of evaluation stages that is applied to each location on an RGB-D
input image. The cascade avoids exhaustive matching of every location against all templates and makes the time complexity of the method sub-linear in the number of templates.
The key stage of the cascade is a voting procedure based on hashing that generates a small
set of candidate templates, which are then processed by more expensive verification and
refinement stages. The method placed fourth out of the 15 participants in the BOP
Challenge 2017 [106] and was successfully deployed in a robotic assembly project.
ObjectSynth. We propose a procedural approach to synthesize photorealistic images
of 3D object models, which can be used to effectively train neural networks for object
pose estimation from real images. The key ingredients are: (1) 3D models of objects are
arranged in 3D models of indoor scenes with realistic materials and lighting, (2) plausible
geometric configurations of objects and cameras are generated by physics simulation, and
(3) a high level of photorealism is achieved by physically-based rendering. The effectiveness of the synthesized training images is demonstrated on object detection experiments
and confirmed in the BOP Challenge 2020 [109], where strong object pose estimation results are achieved with images synthesized by a refined version of the proposed approach.
T-LESS. By creating the T-LESS dataset, we introduce industry-relevant objects to the
academic community. The included objects have no significant texture or discriminative
color, exhibit symmetries and similarities in shape and size, and some objects are a composition of others. T-LESS provides two types of 3D models for each object (a manually
created CAD model and a semi-automatically reconstructed one), and training and test
images captured with three synchronized sensors (a structured-light and a time-of-flight
RGB-D sensor and a high-resolution RGB camera) and annotated with 6D object poses.
BOP. To capture the status quo in 6D object pose estimation, we created the BOP benchmark that currently comprises of (1) eleven datasets in a unified format covering different
practical scenarios, (2) an evaluation methodology with three new pose-error functions,
which address limitations of the previously used functions, (3) an online evaluation system at bop.felk.cvut.cz, which is open for continuous submission of new results and
reports the up-to-date state of the art, and (4) public challenges held at the Workshops on
Recovering 6D Object Pose [110], which we organize at the ICCV and ECCV conferences.
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1.4

Structure of the Thesis

The rest of the thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 reviews existing methods, datasets,
and evaluation methodologies for 6D object pose estimation. Chapter 3 proposes HashMatch, a method for efficient template matching. Chapter 4 presents EPOS, a method that
can systematically handle objects with symmetries. Chapter 5 presents ObjectSynth, an
approach for the synthesis of photorealistic training images. Chapter 6 describes T-LESS,
the first dataset with industry-relevant objects. Chapter 7 introduces BOP, a widelyaccepted benchmark for 6D object pose estimation. Finally, Chapter 8 concludes the
thesis and suggests topics for future work.

1.5

Publications

The thesis builds on the following publications (chronologically ordered):
[112] Tomáš Hodaň, Xenophon Zabulis, Manolis Lourakis, Štěpán Obdržálek, Jiřı́ Matas.
Detection and Fine 3D Pose Estimation of Texture-less Objects in RGB-D Images.
International Conference on Intelligent Robots and Systems (IROS), 2015.
[105] Tomáš Hodaň, Jiřı́ Matas, Štěpán Obdržálek. On Evaluation of 6D Object Pose
Estimation. European Conference on Computer Vision Workshops (ECCVW), 2016.
[102] Tomáš Hodaň, Pavel Haluza, Štěpán Obdržálek, Jiřı́ Matas, Manolis Lourakis,
Xenophon Zabulis. T-LESS: An RGB-D Dataset for 6D Pose Estimation of Textureless Objects. Winter Conference on Applications of Computer Vision (WACV), 2017.
[106] Tomáš Hodaň, Frank Michel, Eric Brachmann, Wadim Kehl, Anders Glent Buch,
Dirk Kraft, Bertram Drost, Joel Vidal, Stephan Ihrke, Xenophon Zabulis, Caner
Sahin, Fabian Manhardt, Federico Tombari, Tae-Kyun Kim, Jiřı́ Matas, Carsten
Rother. BOP: Benchmark for 6D Object Pose Estimation. European Conference
on Computer Vision (ECCV), 2018.
[104] Tomáš Hodaň, Rigas Kouskouridas, Tae-Kyun Kim, Federico Tombari, Kostas
Bekris, Bertram Drost, Thibault Groueix, Krzysztof Walas, Vincent Lepetit, Ales
Leonardis, Carsten Steger, Frank Michel, Caner Sahin, Carsten Rother, Jiřı́ Matas.
A Summary of the 4th International Workshop on Recovering 6D Object Pose. European Conference on Computer Vision Workshops (ECCVW), 2018.
[111] Tomáš Hodaň, Vibhav Vineet, Ran Gal, Emanuel Shalev, Jon Hanzelka, Treb
Connell, Pedro Urbina, Sudipta N. Sinha, Brian Guenter. Photorealistic Image Synthesis for Object Instance Detection. International Conference on Image Processing
(ICIP), 2019.
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[99] Tomáš Hodaň, Dániel Baráth, Jiřı́ Matas. EPOS: Estimating 6D Pose of Objects with Symmetries. Conference on Computer Vision and Pattern Recognition
(CVPR), 2020.
[54] Maximilian Denninger, Martin Sundermeyer, Dominik Winkelbauer, Dmitry Olefir,
Tomáš Hodaň, Youssef Zidan, Mohamad Elbadrawy, Markus Knauer, Harinandan
Katam, Ahsan Lodhi. BlenderProc: Reducing the Reality Gap with Photorealistic
Rendering. Robotics: Science and Systems (RSS) Workshops, 2020.
[109] Tomáš Hodaň, Martin Sundermeyer, Bertram Drost, Yann Labbé, Eric Brachmann, Frank Michel, Carsten Rother, Jiřı́ Matas. BOP Challenge 2020 on 6D Object Localization. European Conference on Computer Vision Workshops (ECCVW),
2020.
Other publications not explicitly discussed in the thesis:
[101] Tomáš Hodaň, Dima Damen, Walterio Mayol-Cuevas, Jiřı́ Matas. Efficient Textureless Object Detection for Augmented Reality Guidance. International Symposium on
Mixed and Augmented Reality Workshops (ISMARW), 2015.
[190] Yash Patel, Tomáš Hodaň, Jiřı́ Matas. Learning Surrogates via Deep Embedding.
European Conference on Computer Vision (ECCV), 2020.
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Related Work

Research in object pose estimation has closely followed trends common in the whole field
of computer vision. Early methods, dating back to the work of Roberts from 1963 [213],
had to deal with a limited computational power and typically aim to fit 3D object models
to the intensity edges extracted from the input image, which provide an efficient and
relatively stable representation (Section 2.1.1). Following the success of SIFT-like local
features from the turn of the century [156], later methods estimate the object pose from
correspondences that are established between the input image and the object model by
matching the local features (Section 2.1.2). With the introduction of Microsoft Kinect
in 2010, the attention of the research field was steered towards estimating the object
pose from RGB-D or D-only images, yielding methods based on 3D local features (Section 2.1.3), particularly successful point pair features (Section 2.1.4), and methods based
on RGB-D template matching (Section 2.1.5).
Significant improvements in object pose estimation have been recently achieved by machine learning techniques. The contributions of most of the “classical” methods mentioned
above are related to extracting and matching representations suitable for the problem at
hand. In contrast, recent methods typically count on representations learned by general function approximators, such as random forests or deep neural networks, and focus
on more abstract, conceptual aspects of the problem such as formulating the training
loss function, handling object symmetries, or bridging the domain gap between synthetic
training and real test images (Section 2.2).

2.1

Classical Methods

The classical, non-learning-based methods for object pose estimation are split in this section according to the image representations they rely on, as the chosen image representation often determines the type of objects and scenes for which the method is suitable.
Sections 2.1.1–2.1.4 describe methods based on matching local or semi-local features extracted from an image or a point cloud, and Section 2.1.5 describes methods based on
matching holistic templates of the objects against regions of the input image.
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2.1.1

Edge-Based Features

In his Ph.D. thesis, Roberts [213] assumes that objects can be constructed from transformations of known simple 3D wire-frame models. His approach is to detect intensity edges
in the input image, match junctions of the intensity edges with junctions of the model
edges, and solve for the pose by minimizing the re-projection error (Figure 2.1). A similar approach was proposed by Lowe [155], who assumes the 3D object model is known
and establishes correspondences between groups of edges that are likely to be invariant
over a wide range of viewpoints (examples include instances of collinearity, proximity, or
parallelism). The scalability of the matching stage to multiple objects is addressed by
Lamdan and Wolfson [141] with geometric hashing, and by Beis and Lowe [12] with an
approximate nearest-neighbour search. Damen et al. [49] propose a scalable approach
which traces constellations of short edge segments using pre-defined paths, matches the
constellations against training images of the objects using a pre-calculated hash table,
and verifies the hypotheses by the distance transform. A similar approach based on
grouping of neighboring edge segments is proposed by Tombari et al. [248], who also
demonstrates the superiority of edge-based features for detection of texture-less objects
over the texture-based local features described in Section 2.1.2.
Edge-based methods have also been proposed for the related task of object category
recognition. For example, Carmichael and Hebert [29] apply weak classifiers to assign individual edge pixels to the target object or to clutter, based on the configuration of edges
in the vicinity. Chia et al. [35] extract shape primitives composed of edge segments and
ellipses from the input image, match the primitives against a pre-calculated codebook,
and cast votes for the object center. Similarly, Opelt et al. [185] apply boosting to classify
contour fragments which then vote for the object center. Danielsson et al. [50] learn consistent constellations of edge segments over object categories from training images. The
most consistent pair of edge segments is selected as the aligning pair and exhaustively
Input image

Detected edges

Two views at the fitted 3D models

Figure 2.1. Roberts [213] fits simple 3D models to intensity edges. The models are
represented by a set of line segments in 3D, junctions of the segments are matched with junctions of intensity edges detected in the input image, and the object pose is estimated from the
established correspondences.
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matched against all pairs in the input image. An extension to multiple edge segments
forming a fully connected clique was proposed by Leordeanu et al. [144].
Many of the edge-based methods above rely on edge maps computed with traditional
edge detectors such as Canny [28]. In [101], we show that the performance of the method
by Damen et al. [49] can be improved if the the Canny detector is replaced with the
detector by Dollár and Zitnick [58], which produces cleaner edge maps and favor the object outline while eschewing noise and higher-frequency patterns. The improved method
works well on texture-less objects in clean scenes but struggles from spurious edges of
shadows and background clutter – this limitation is typical for edge-based methods.

2.1.2

2D Local Features

Methods from this category represent an object by a set of discriminative 2D local features,
which are extracted from training (color or grayscale) images of the object and need to be
registered in a common 3D coordinate system to enable estimating the 6D object pose.
The local features are typically invariant to changes in illumination and to similarity or
affine image transformations. Examples of such features include SIFT [156], MSER [161],
and SURF [11]. At test time, the training features are matched against features extracted
from the test image, and the 6D object poses are estimated from the established 2D-3D
correspondences typically by the PnP-RANSAC algorithm [71, 145].
Lowe [156] matches the SIFT features between a set of training images and the test
image without recovering any 3D information but demonstrates the robustness of the
approach against occlusion and clutter in the case of objects with a distinct and nonrepeatable shape or texture. A survey of subsequent approaches that aim to recognize
the objects but not to estimate their poses in the 3D space is provided by Matas and
Obdržálek [162]. Ponce et al. [199] represent an object by a set of small affine-covariant
image patches and a description of their 3D spatial relationship. This representation is
created automatically from a small set of unordered training images and enables estimating the 6D object pose (Figure 2.2). Muja and Lowe [173] created the widely used
FLANN library for an approximate nearest neighbor search with automatic algorithm
configuration, which provides a significant improvement in speed of the feature matching
stage. Collet et al. [42] achieve robust performance with a novel algorithm that iteratively
combines feature clustering with robust pose estimation – the feature clustering quickly
partitions the scene and produces object hypotheses that are used to refine the feature
clusters, and the two steps iterate until convergence.
Methods based on 2D local features excel on objects with a distinct and non-repeatable
texture but have difficulties with texture-less objects (Figure 2.3), where the feature detectors often fail to provide a sufficient number of reliable locations and the descriptors are
not discriminative enough to provide reliable correspondences [248]. Moreover, methods
based on 2D local features tend to have a poor performance on objects with symmetries,
where the features are in a many-to-many relationship, i.e., a feature in the input image
11
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Object 1

Model 1

Object 2

Model 2

Input image

Estimated poses

Figure 2.2. Ponce et al. [199] represent an object by small patches registered in 3D.
This representation is created automatically from a small set of unordered training images. Registration in 3D enables estimating the 6D object pose from correspondences between the model
patches and patches detected in the input image.

Textured objects

Texture-less objects

Figure 2.3. Textured vs. texture-less objects. Objects without a significant texture (right)
are common in household, office, and industrial environments and are challenging for methods
relying on 2D local features. This is because the feature detectors often fail to provide a sufficient number of reliable locations and the descriptors are not discriminative enough [248]. The
shown images originate from [156, 125, 271, 181, 102, 248, 114, 25].

potentially corresponds to multiple features on the object model, and vice versa (Section
2.2.6). This degrades the performance of the methods which usually assume a one-to-one
relationship. In Chapter 4, we present a correspondence-based method that learns the
many-to-many relationship and can handle both symmetric and texture-less objects.

2.1.3

3D Local Features

A number of techniques to detect and describe repeatable and distinctive local features on
3D surfaces have been proposed after the introduction of consumer-grade depth sensors
such as Microsoft Kinect, Primesense Carmine, or Intel RealSense. Examples of the 3D
local features include SHOT [219], KPQ [165], ISS [280], and MeshDoG [256], and their
comprehensive evaluation is provided in [249, 85]. Methods based on these features often
assume that the 3D object models are available, typically in the form of mesh models.
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Features extracted from the 3D models are organized into a database, matched against
features extracted from the input point cloud (calculated from the depth image channel
and known camera parameters), and the poses are estimated from the established correspondences, e.g., by a RANSAC-based estimation technique [186]. The pose hypotheses
can be further refined individually by a surface registration method, such as Iterative
Closest Point (ICP) [13, 217], or globally by optimizing all hypotheses together [186, 2].
Guo et al. [84] provide a detailed survey of methods based on 3D local features.
Similarly to methods based on 2D local features (Section 2.1.2), methods based on 3D
local features tend to have a poor performance on objects with symmetries. This was also
shown by the relatively low accuracy scores of the methods by Buch et al. [21, 22] on the
symmetric objects from the T-LESS dataset (Section 7.3).

2.1.4

Point Pair Features

In 2010, Drost et al. [63] introduced a depth-based method that even in 2020 still belongs to the top-performing methods. Based on the idea of surflet pairs [259], the method
matches pairs of oriented points (given by the 3D coordinates and the surface normals)
between the point cloud of the test scene and the object model, and groups the matches
via a voting scheme. At training time, point pairs from the model are exhaustively sampled and stored in a hash table. At test time, reference points are sampled in the scene
and a low-dimensional voting space is defined for each reference point by restricting to
those poses that align the reference point with a model point (in both the location and
the orientation). Point pairs are then created from the reference point and other points
sampled in the scene, similar point pairs are retrieved from the hash table, and each retrieved point pair casts a vote for an object pose. The votes are accumulated to produce
a set of pose hypotheses, which are finally refined by a coarse-to-fine ICP algorithm and
re-scored by the relative amount of the visible model surface (Figure 2.4).
Multiple improvements of the method by Drost et al. [63] have been proposed. Kim
and Medioni [133] include visible context information, differentiating visible points, points
on the surface, and invisible points. Choi and Christensen [36] augment the point pair

Figure 2.4. 3D models aligned to point clouds using point pair features [63, 37, 36].
The point clouds are calculated from the depth image channel and known camera parameters.
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feature with color information. Drost and Ilic [61] propose a multimodal extension including edge information extracted from RGB image channels. Birdal and Ilic [14] reduce the
search space by a coarse-to-fine segmentation, favor points with higher expected visibility,
and filter pose hypotheses by an occlusion-aware ranking. Hinterstoisser et al. [96] introduce novel sampling and voting schemes that significantly reduce the influence of clutter
and sensor noise. Inspired by [96], Vidal et al. [257] propose further improvements, including a novel view-dependent verification process, and achieved the top scores in the first
two editions of the BOP Challenge in 2017 and 2019 (Sections 7.3 and 7.4). In the 2020
edition of the challenge, the point pair features were represented by a hybrid method by
König and Drost [135], which placed second overall and first among fast methods with the
average processing time below 1 s per image. This method starts by segmenting object
instances by a deep neural network and then uses the point pair features to estimate the
object poses from subsets of the point cloud defined by the instance masks.
Kiforenko et al. [132] present a comprehensive evaluation of the point pair features,
including a comparison with 3D local features such as SHOT [219]. The comparison shows
that the point pair features perform better in general but are inferior on point clouds with
a higher degree of noise and with a lower resolution.

2.1.5

Template Matching

These methods compare prototype image representations, called templates, against regions of the input image that are of the same size as the templates and are usually
extracted by an exhaustive sliding window technique. The templates show an object under different conditions, such as different viewpoints and illumination, and are obtained
by capturing the object in a controlled environment (Figures 2.5 and 6.3) or by rendering
the 3D model of the object [94]. In both cases, the templates are automatically annotated
with 6D object poses. When a template is detected, the associated 6D pose can be used
as a starting point for an edge-based or a depth-based refinement procedure [25, 94, 112].
Murase and Nayar [176] avoid exhaustive matching of an image region against all templates by compressing the templates into a low-dimensional eigenspace where each object
is represented by a manifold. The identity of the object in an image region is determined
by projecting the region to the eigenspace and finding the corresponding manifold, and
the object pose is determined by the position on the manifold. Cai et al. [25] avoid exhaustive template matching by an efficient edge-based voting procedure that for each image
region rapidly retrieves a small set of candidate templates, which are then verified by the
oriented chamfer matching [224]. The voting procedure is based on hashing of distances
and orientations of intensity edges that are the closest to fixed reference points, which are
located on a regular grid attached to the sliding window. Multiple hash tables are used
to increase the robustness against occlusion, with the hash key for each table calculated
by discretizing measurements from a different subset of reference points. In Chapter 3,
we present an RGB-D method that avoids exhaustive template matching by applying a
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Figure 2.5. An acquisition setup (left) for capturing template images (right) [176].
Capturing the templates in such a controlled environment allows to automatically annotate the
templates with 6D object poses. Alternatively, if 3D models of the objects are available, the
templates can be obtained by rendering the models, as in [94].

cascade of evaluation stages to each image region. The key stage is a voting procedure
inspired by [25] and based on hashing of depth measurements and orientations of surface
normals. A similar RGB-D method was concurrently proposed by Kehl et al. [129] who
hash orientations of image gradients and surface normals. Hinterstoisser et al. [95, 93]
represent each template by a map of color gradient orientations and, if the depth image
channel is available, by a map of surface normal orientations. The orientation angles are
quantized and represented as bit vectors, allowing for fast matching via binary operations.
Robustness to misalignments is achieved by comparing the binarized representation with
pixels in a local neighborhood. Hinterstoisser et al. [94] later made the method more efficient by matching the orientation of color gradients at only a subset of locations with large
gradient magnitude, and the orientation of surface normals at only a subset of locations
with locally stable normals. Rios-Cabrera et al. [212] extend the template representation
of [93] by learning weights of template parts based on their discriminative power.
In general, the template matching methods tend to be sensitive to a cluttered background and partial object occlusions [176, 143]. Moreover, since a large number of templates is required to exhaustively capture possible object appearances, the application of
these methods is typically limited to industrial setups with a controlled variation of the
image formation conditions [112].

2.2

Learning-Based Methods

With the rise of machine learning techniques in computer vision, most 6D object pose
estimation methods started to rely on image features learned by deep neural networks.
Such features have been shown versatile and suitable for any type of objects, including
textured and texture-less objects [99]. The methods reviewed in this section are therefore
split according to the conceptual approach rather than the used features.
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2.2.1

Learning to Vote for 6D Object Pose

Tejani et al. [241] adapt the template representation of [94] into a scale-invariant patch
representation and train a random forest with the split function at each node defined by
a random patch and a random threshold on the similarity with that patch. During the
inference phase, each patch of the input image is processed by the forest, going to the left
subtree of a node if the similarity with the split-function patch is below the threshold, and
to the right subtree otherwise. Each tree in the forest maps a patch to a leaf that stores a
set of 6D pose votes, and the pose estimates are obtained by aggregating the votes from
all patches. Doumanoglou et al. [60] improve the method by replacing the representation
of [94] with features calculated with an auto-encoder neural network. Kehl et al. [128]
follow a similar strategy but instead of using a random forest they calculate auto-encoder
features for the image patches and find the nearest neighbors in a codebook, where each
entry is associated with 6D pose votes (Figure 2.6).

Figure 2.6. Patch-wise 6D voting by Kehl et al. [128]. Auto-encoder features are calculated for scale-invariant patches extracted from the input RGB-D image, and the nearest
features retrieved from a codebook cast votes for the 6D object pose.

2.2.2

Predicting 3D Object Coordinates

Inspired by the work of Taylor et al. [240] on human pose estimation, Brachmann et
al. [17] apply a random forest to the RGB-D input image to densely predict the object
identity and the 3D object coordinates, i.e. the 3D location in the coordinate frame of the
object model (Figure 2.7). Split functions at the tree nodes are defined by differences in
RGB and depth. A pool of pose hypotheses is generated by a RANSAC-based procedure,
with each hypothesis calculated from a triplet of predicted 3D-3D correspondences by the
Kabsch algorithm. The top hypotheses are iteratively refined to maximize the alignment
of the predicted correspondences as well as the alignment of the observed depth with the
object model, and the best hypothesis is chosen as the final pose estimate.
Brachmann et al. [18] later extended the method in three ways. Firstly, instead of a
single random forest, a stack of random forests is trained using the auto-context framework [255]. Secondly, when the identities of objects visible in the input image are un16
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Figure 2.7. Densely predicting 3D object coordinates [17, 188]. The 3D points on the
model surface (left) are mapped to RGB (middle) for visualization. The 3D object coordinates
are predicted for densely sampled pixels of the input image (right) to establish 2D-3D correspondences (or 3D-3D if the depth image channel is available). The 6D object poses are then
estimated from the correspondences by a RANSAC-based procedure.

known, the RANSAC-based procedure generates not only the object pose but also the
object identity. Thirdly, to represent uncertainty, the random forest predicts at each pixel
a distribution over 3D object coordinates. The distribution is defined by a Gaussian mixture model, which is suitable for objects with no or a few discrete symmetries, but not for
objects with continuous symmetries. A pixel from the silhouette of objects with continuous symmetries corresponds to a circle on the 3D object model, which is problematic to
represent with several Gaussian distributions. The method is further extended by Michel
et al. [167] who substitute the RANSAC-based procedure with a conditional random field
to identify geometrically consistent clusters of predicted object coordinates.
Multiple subsequent methods focus primarily on RGB images, predict the 3D object
coordinates with a neural network instead of the random forest, and estimate the object
poses from 2D-3D correspondences by the PnP-RANSAC algorithm [71, 145]. Jafari et
al. [121] and Nigam et al. [179] segment object instances to eliminate surrounding clutter and occluders, and predict the 3D object coordinates only for pixels in the instance
masks. Zakharov et al. [277] predict the UV texture coordinates instead of the 3D object
coordinates. Park et al. [188] detect the object instances with 2D bounding boxes and for
each detection predict the object silhouette, the 3D object coordinates, and the expected
per-pixel error of the coordinates. Additionally, they apply adversarial training to improve prediction in the occluded parts and propose a novel loss function that can handle
objects with global symmetries by guiding predictions to the closest symmetric pose. Li
et al. [149] estimate the 3D rotation from predicted 2D-3D correspondences and the 3D
translation by directly regressing a scale-invariant 3D translation vector. Instead of the
3D object coordinates, Pitteri et al. [194] predict an embedding of local 3D geometry and
match it to 3D locations on the object model that have a similar embedding vector.
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2.2.3

Predicting 2D Projections of 3D Keypoints

Another approach to establish the 2D-3D correspondences is to predict the 2D projections
of a fixed set of 3D keypoints, which are pre-selected for each object model (Figure 2.8).
Rad and Lepetit [205] define the 3D keypoints by the corners of the 3D bounding box
of the object model, for each keypoint predict a probability distribution over all pixels
of a 2D object detection, and link each 3D keypoint with the maximum of the predicted
distribution. Pavlakos et al. [191] define the 3D keypoints manually on the model surface. Oberweger [182] increase the robustness of the approach to partial occlusions by
predicting the probability distribution from multiple small patches independently and
accumulating the predictions before establishing the correspondences. Fu and Zhou [74]
present a similar idea. Tremblay et al. [254] predict over the whole image nine probability
distributions, one for each corner of the 3D bounding box and one for its centroid, and
eight vector fields pointing from the projections of the eight corners to the projection of
the corresponding centroid. The vector fields enable recovering poses of multiple instances
of the same object without the 2D object detection stage. Tekin et al. [242] achieve a
speed of 50 frames per second with a method inspired by the YOLO object detector [207].
They split the input image into regular cells, and for each cell predict the probability of
each object’s presence and regress the 2D projection coordinates of the 3D keypoints. Hu
et al. [115] follow a similar strategy but use smaller cells and aggregate the predictions
over the cells. Peng et al. [192] densely regress 2D unit vectors pointing to the 2D projections of the 3D keypoints and find the 2D projections via a RANSAC-based procedure.
Pitteri et al. [195] focus on objects with prominent corners, detect generic 3D corners by
predicting 2D projections of virtual keypoints around the corners, and estimate object
poses by fitting 3D object models to the detected 3D corners. The advantage of this
approach is that no re-training is necessary when adding new objects.

Input image

Predicted heatmaps

Extracted maxima

Estimated pose

Figure 2.8. Predicting 2D projections of 3D keypoints. The 2D projections are usually
obtained either by extracting maxima of predicted keypoint-specific heatmaps, as done in [205,
191, 182, 254] and shown in this figure, or by directly regressing the 2D coordinates, as done
in [242, 115, 192]. In the third image, the green dots show the extracted maxima and the blue
dots show the ground-truth projections of the 3D keypoints associated with the 3D object model.
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2.2.4

Classifying Into Discrete 3D Viewpoints

This group includes methods that apply a 2D object detector such as SSD [153] or Faster
R-CNN [208] to localize object instances with amodal 2D bounding boxes (covering the
whole instances including the occluded parts), and classify each box into a set of discrete
3D viewpoints. The 6D object poses are calculated from the predicted 3D viewpoints and
from the scale and location of the 2D bounding boxes. Because the predicted 3D viewpoints are discrete and estimating accurate amodal 2D bounding boxes is challenging [127],
a post-refinement step is usually necessary to achieve a competitive performance.
Kehl, Manhardt et al. [127] extend the SSD object detector [153] to predict for each
anchor box also a probability distribution over a set of discrete 3D viewpoints. Sundermeyer et al. [237], who received the best paper award at ECCV 2018, propose to calculate
a global descriptor of a localized object instance by the so-called Augmented Autoencoder
network. The network consists of an encoder, which maps the image region to a latent
descriptor space, and a decoder, which maps the descriptor to a denoised reconstruction of
the image region. The network is trained on renderings of the 3D object models that are
heavily augmented by randomizing the light positions and reflectance properties, inserting
random background images, varying image contrast and brightness, adding Gaussian blur
and color distortions, and by creating random occlusions. At inference time, the nearest
neighbor of the descriptor is retrieved from a pre-calculated codebook, where each entry
is associated with a 3D orientation (Figure 2.9). Instead of training a specific encoder
and decoder per object, Sundermeyer et al. [235] propose to share a single encoder among
multiple objects, which dramatically improves the scalability of the method.

Figure 2.9. Augmented Autoencoder by Sundermeyer et al. [237]. The network is
trained to reconstruct clean object views from their augmented versions. The encoder is used
to calculate descriptors of 2D object detections that are matched against a codebook.
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2.2.5

Regressing 3D Orientation and 3D Location

Methods that aim to directly regress the 3D orientation and/or 3D location of the objects have also emerged. Xiang et al. [271] first densely predict object labels, unit vectors
pointing to the 2D projection of the corresponding object center, and the distance of the
object center from the camera. The 2D projections of object centers are found by Hough
voting, and masks of object instances are estimated by clustering pixels that vote for the
same object center. The 3D location of the object center is calculated from the predicted
2D projection of the center and the predicted distances from the camera, which are averaged over the instance mask. The 3D orientation is then predicted by cropping a region
determined by the instance mask and regressing to a quaternion representation. Manhardt et al. [158] regress multiple quaternions for each 2D object detection to estimate
the distribution of possible poses induced by object symmetries. Do et al. [57] predict the
3D orientation by regressing a Lie algebra representation. Li et al. [146] and Mahendran
et al. [157] predict the 3D orientation via a mixed classification-regression scheme – a 2D
object detection is classified into 3D orientation bins and refined by regressing a continuous delta w.r.t. the center of a bin. This scheme allows capturing distributions that are
non-unimodal due to object symmetries and does not suffer from quantization errors. Li
et al. [146] use this scheme to predict also the 3D object location. Bui et al. [24] directly
regress the 3D orientation and 3D location of the object from X-ray images and show
that the accuracy can be improved if the network is trained by jointly minimizing a pose
error, as in [130], and a re-projection error. Wang et al. [262] aggregate deep per-pixel
features over an object instance mask to obtain a global instance-level feature. The 6D
object pose and its confidence are then predicted at each pixel of the instance mask from
Input image

Object labels

Distances

ROI

Instance center X

Instance center Y

Estimated poses

Figure 2.10. Regressing 3D orientation and 3D location by Xiang et al. [271]. Object
instances are first found by densely predicting object labels, unit vectors to the 2D projection of
the object center, and the distance from the camera. The 3D orientation of an instance is then
predicted by cropping the corresponding region and regressing to a quaternion representation.
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a concatenation of the per-pixel features and the global feature, and the pose with the
highest confidence is selected as the final estimate. Labbé et al. [139] propose a method
that detects the objects by Mask R-CNN [89] and to each detection applies a neural
network for coarse pose estimation followed by a neural network for iterative refinement.
Both networks have the same structure inspired by DeepIM [147], but the first network
is trained to predict the relative transformation w.r.t. the canonical pose and the second
network is trained to predict small deltas w.r.t. the current estimate. Instead of regressing
the discontinuous 4D quaternion representation, as done in [147], Labbé et al. regress a
continuous 6D representation from [281] which is more suitable for training.

2.2.6

Handling the Pose Ambiguity

The object pose may be ambiguous, i.e., there may be (infinitely) many poses that are
consistent with the image. The ambiguity is caused by the existence of multiple fits of the
visible part of the object surface to the object model. The visible part is determined by
self-occlusion and occlusion by other objects and the multiple fits are induced by global
or partial object symmetries [105, 169]. See Figure 2.11 for examples of ambiguous poses.
When the object pose is ambiguous, a 2D image location potentially corresponds to
multiple 3D locations on the object model, and vice versa. Such a many-to-many relationship degrades the performance of the correspondence-based methods (Sections 2.2.2 and
2.2.3) which assume a one-to-one relationship. The correspondence-based methods can
be split into a classification-based and a regression-based group. The classification-based
methods predict up to one corresponding 3D location for each 2D location by classifying
into 3D bins [17, 179], or predict up to one 2D location for each 3D keypoint, where the
2D location is typically given by the maximum response in a predicted heatmap [191,
182, 74] (Figure 2.8). Both approaches yield a set of correspondences which carries only a
limited support for each of the possible object poses. On the other hand, the regressionbased methods [242, 277, 192] need to compromise among the potentially corresponding
locations and tend to return the average, which is often not a valid solution. For example,
the average of all points on a sphere is the center of the sphere, which is not a valid surface location. The problem is illustrated in Figure 2.12. Besides, the pose ambiguity also
causes problems to methods aiming to regress the pose directly (Section 2.2.5), as these
methods usually assume a unimodal pose distribution.
The problem of pose ambiguity Rad and Lepetit [205] assume that the global object
symmetries are known and propose a pose normalization applicable to the case when the
projection of the axis of symmetry is close to vertical. Pitteri et al. [196] introduce a pose
normalization that is not limited to this special case. Kehl et al. [127] train a classifier
for only a subset of viewpoints defined by global object symmetries. Corona et al. [45]
show that predicting the order of rotational symmetry can improve the accuracy of pose
estimation. Xiang et al. [271] optimize a loss function that is invariant to global object
symmetries. Park et al. [188] and Labbé et al. [139] guide pose regression by calculating
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(a)
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(c)
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Figure 2.11. Object pose ambiguity. Different poses of a cup (a, b) cannot be distinguished
if the handle is not visible due to self-occlusion (c). The pose of a pen (d) is ambiguous if its
discriminative ends are occluded by other objects (e).

Predicting 3D object coordinates

Predicting 2D projections of 3D keypoints

Figure 2.12. Ambiguity of 2D-3D correspondences. A 2D image location corresponds to
a single 3D location on the object model in the case of distinct object parts, but to one of multiple indistinguishable 3D locations in the case of global or partial symmetries (left two columns).
Existing correspondence-based methods (i) compromise among the possible 3D locations and
tend to return the average, which is often not a valid solution, or (ii) consider only the most
confident 3D location, which is also problematic as this yields a limited support for each of the
possible object poses. A similar problem arises when predicting 2D projections of 3D keypoints.

the loss w.r.t. to the closest symmetric pose. However, all of these approaches cover only
pose ambiguities due to global object symmetries, not due to partial object symmetries.
As the EPOS method, which we present in Chapter 4, the methods by Li et al. [146],
Manhardt et al. [158], Sundermeyer et al. [237], and Ammirato et al. [6] can handle pose
ambiguities due to both global and partial object symmetries without requiring any prior
information about the symmetries. Li et al. [146] deals with the possibly non-unimodal
pose distribution by a classification and regression scheme applied to the rotation and
translation space. Manhardt et al. [158] predicts multiple poses for each object instance
to estimate the distribution of possible poses induced by symmetries. Sundermeyer et
al. [237] detects object instances in the input image, for each detected region calculates
a descriptor, and find its nearest neighbor among pre-calculated descriptors obtained by
rendering the object model from different viewpoints and under different occlusions. This
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approach handles object symmetries implicitly and allows to enumerate all poses that are
consistent with the image by considering all nearby descriptors [53]. Ammirato et al. [6]
learn to predict object orientation via an adversarial training framework that consists of
a generator and a discriminator. The generator predicts the object orientation from the
input image and the discriminator evaluates the visual similarity of the input image and
the object model rendered in the predicted orientation. Since the visual similarity is used
as a training signal for the generator, the generator is encouraged to predict any orientation that is consistent with the input image. Nevertheless, all of these methods rely
on localizing the object instances with amodal 2D bounding boxes, which is challenging
when the instances are partially occluded [127]. EPOS does not rely on such localization.

2.2.7

Bridging the Domain Gap

Deep neural networks have become the standard tool for tackling many computer vision
problems including object detection and object pose estimation. Besides the progress in
optimization and architecture design of neural networks and the development of graphics
cards that accelerate the training process, another critical factor to the success of neural
networks is the availability of a large number of training images [82]. However, capturing
and annotating real training images for problems such as object pose estimation requires
a significant human effort or a specialized acquisition setup [102].
An alternative to acquiring real training images is synthesizing images by computer
graphics. This approach scales well as it requires only a minimal human effort, which may
include 3D modeling. Su et al. [234] synthesize images of 3D object models for viewpoint
estimation, Hinterstoisser et al. [97] for object instance detection (Figure 2.13), and Dosovitskiy et al. [59] for optical flow estimation. They all use a fixed OpenGL pipeline and
paste the rendered pixels over randomly selected real photographs. Rad et al. [205], Tekin

Figure 2.13. Image synthesis pipeline by Hinterstoisser [97]. The 3D object models are
rendered by OpenGL on top of randomly selected photographs, with randomized parameters of
the Phong illumination model, random light color, and random image noise and blur.
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et al. [242] and Dwibedi et al. [65] paste segments of objects from real images on other
real images for object detection and pose estimation. Dvornik et al. [64] demonstrate the
importance of selecting suitable background images, and Hinterstoisser et al. [98] achieve
improvements when both the objects and the background are synthetic. While these approaches are easy to implement, the resulting images are not realistic. Objects often have
inconsistent shading with respect to the background scene, interreflections and shadows
are missing, and the object pose and context are not natural.
Another line of work explore rendering of complete scenes and generating corresponding ground-truth maps. Richter et al. [211, 210] leverage existing commercial game engines
to acquire training data for several tasks. Synthia [215] and Virtual KITTI [75] were generated using virtual cities modeled from scratch. Handa et al. [88] and Zhang et al. [278]
model 3D scenes for semantic scene understanding and McCormac et al. [163] synthesize
RGB-D video frames from simulated cameras moving within static scenes.
Despite training neural networks on massive datasets of diverse synthetic images,
a large drop in performance was observed when models trained only on synthetic images
were tested on real images [211, 234, 216]. The domain gap between the synthetic and
real images can be reduced by domain adaptation techniques, which aim to learn domain
invariant representations or to transfer trained models from one domain to another [48].
Besides, the issue can be mitigated by domain randomization techniques, which randomize rendering parameters and were shown beneficial for training object detection and pose
estimation models [245, 253, 237, 276] (Figure 2.14).
A different line of work, presumably complementary to the domain adaptation and
randomization techniques, has recently tried to reduce the domain gap by synthesizing
training images with a higher degree of visual realism. The use of physically-based rendering has been considered with this motivation and shown promising results [148, 278].
Physically-based rendering (PBR) techniques, e.g., Arnold [80], accurately simulate
the flow of light energy in the scene by ray tracing. This approach naturally accounts for
complex illumination effects such as scattering, refraction and reflection, including diffuse
Examples of training images

Test image

Figure 2.14. Domain randomization by Tobin et al. [245]. An object detector is trained
on hundreds of thousands of low-fidelity rendered images with randomized camera/object positions, textures, and lighting conditions. At test time, the detector is applied to real images.
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and specular interreflection between the objects and the scene and between the objects
themselves. The rendered images look realistic and are often difficult to differentiate from
real photographs [193]. Rendering techniques based on rasterization, e.g., OpenGL [225],
can approximate the complex effects in an ad hoc way through custom shaders, but the
approximations cause physically incorrect artifacts that are difficult to eliminate [160].
Physically-based rendering has been noticeably slower than rasterization, however, the
recently introduced Nvidia RTX ray tracing GPU promises a substantial reduction of the
rendering time. Moreover, the rendering time can be reduced by tracing fewer rays per
pixel and applying a denoiser to effectively eliminate noise in the rendered image [118].
Li and Snavely [148] use PBR images to train models for intrinsic image decomposition and Zhang et al. [278] for semantic segmentation, normal estimation and boundary
detection. Wood et al. [268] use PBR images of eyes for training gaze estimation models.
Attias et al. [172] render photorealistic images of 3D car models placed within 3D scene
models and show the benefit over naive rendering methods, whereas Tremblay et al. [254]
render objects in physically plausible poses in diverse scenes, but do not use physicallybased rendering. Other ways to generate photorealistic images [267, 226] and methods to
synthesize realistic depth images [197] have also been proposed.
In Chapter 5, we present an approach to synthesize PBR images of 3D object models
arranged in physically plausible poses inside 3D scene models, and show that the images
can be used to effectively train networks for object detection or object pose estimation.

2.2.8

Using the Depth Image Channel

While most existing methods for 6D object pose estimation that are based on neural networks apply the networks only to the RGB channels, promising methods using the depth
channel as an additional input start to emerge. Wang et al. [262] segment objects in RGB
channels, in each mask calculate per-pixel color features by an auto-encoder network and
per-pixel depth features by PointNet [202], fuse the two types of features, and regress
object poses as described in Section 2.2.5. He et al. [91] fuse color and depth features
(the latter are calculated by PointNet++ [203]) and regress 3D coordinates of model keypoints. Similarly, Qi and Chen [201] use fused features to vote for 3D object centers and
predict 3D bounding boxes. Hagelskjær and Buch [87] process a color point cloud with
PointNet to find candidate object locations and to establish 3D-3D correspondences at
each such location. Chen et al. [32] train PointNet to predict the mask and translation
of an object instance from the depth channel. Li et al. [146] process the RGB and depth
channels with two convolutional branches and fuse them before predicting the object pose
via a mixed classification-regression scheme (Section 2.2.5). Sock et al. [230] process the
depth channel with a convolutional neural network that is trained jointly for 2D detection,
6D pose estimation, and hypotheses verification. Félix and Neves [214, 206] and König
and Drost [135] propose hybrid methods which segment object instances using a neural
network and estimate the object pose from each mask using the point pair features.
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2.3

Refinement Methods

The accuracy of pose estimates produced by any of the methods reviewed above can be
often improved by methods specialized on estimating small refinement transformations.
The refinement is crucial especially for template-matching methods (Sections 2.1.5) and
methods predicting the pose by classification into discrete 3D viewpoints (Sections 2.2.4).
The Iterative Closest Point (ICP) algorithm [13] is the golden standard for pose refinement from point clouds. ICP aims to find an aligning transformation between two sets of
points by alternating between establishing putative correspondences between the closest
points and estimating a transformation that aligns them. When refining object poses, the
source point cloud is defined by vertices of the 3D object model in the estimated pose or
calculated from rendered depth image of the model. The target point cloud is calculated
from the depth channel of the input image. ICP converges to the correct transformation
when the source point cloud is initially sufficiently close to the target point cloud. However, when the two point sets are relatively far apart or have a small overlap, the strategy
of matching closest points generates large numbers of incorrect correspondences. The situation is aggravated by the inevitable presence of noise and outliers. Consequently, ICP
can easily get stuck in local minima and its performance largely depends on the quality
of initialization. To counter this, numerous enhancements to the basic ICP have been
proposed that aim to improve the speed of convergence or increase the robustness to local
minima, outlying points, and noise [217]. These enhancements often require considerable
trial and error for tuning their parameters. ICP can be applied also to the intensity edges
to align the projection of the object model to the image content [279, 49].
An alternative to ICP is Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) [198, 184, 120], which
stochastically evolves a population of candidate pose estimates over multiple iterations

Figure 2.15. Deep iterative refinement by Li et al. [147]. A neural network is trained
to predict a relative rigid transformation from a cropped region of the input RGB image and a
rendering of the 3D object model in the current pose estimate.
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and was demonstrated to be less prone to local minima than ICP [275]. PSO is applied
for post-refinement in the template-matching method proposed in Chapter 3.
Learning-based refinement methods have emerged as well. Oberweger et al. [183] use
a neural nework to iteratively refine a hand pose estimate. The network predicts a pose
update from the input image and a rendered image of the hand in the current pose. The
update is applied to the current pose and the process is repeated. A conceptually similar
procedure was used to refine object pose estimates by Rad and Lepetit [205], Li et al. [147]
(Figure 2.15), Manhardt and Kehl et al. [159], and Wang et al. [262]. Bauer et al. [10]
additionally integrate physics simulation to achieve physically plausible pose estimates.

2.4

Datasets

This section reviews datasets for estimating the 6D pose of specific rigid objects, grouped
by the type of included images, and also mentions datasets for similar problems. If not
stated otherwise, the datasets include ground truth in the form of 6D object poses.

2.4.1

RGB-D Datasets

Most datasets used for research in object pose estimation are captured with consumergrade RGB-D sensors which became widely available with the launch of Microsoft Kinect
in 2010. The first generation of Kinect is based on the structured-light principle – a light
speckle pattern is projected onto the scene using a near-infrared laser emitter and the
light reflected back to a standard off-the-shelf infrared camera is analyzed to estimate
the depth of the scene surfaces [131, 136]. Although the exact details are not publicly
available as the technology is patented, it is known that the sensor relies upon established
computer vision techniques such as depth from focus and depth from stereo. In 2014, the
second generation of Kinect was released. This completely new sensor is based on the
time-of-flight principle in which the depth of a scene is measured by the absolute time
needed by a light wave to travel into the scene and, after reflection, back to the sensor.
For the evaluation of methods based on the 3D local features, Aldoma et al. [2] created
a dataset with 3D mesh models without color of 35 household objects. The objects are
often symmetric and mutually similar in shape and size. The dataset includes 50 test
RGB-D images of table-top scenes with multiple objects in single instances, with no clutter and various levels of occlusion. Several small datasets that were used for evaluation of
the SHOT descriptor are provided by Salti et al. [219]. These datasets include synthetic
data as well as data acquired with a spacetime-stereo method and an RGB-D sensor.
The Challenge and Willow datasets [273], which were collected for the 2011 ICRA
Solutions in Perception Challenge, share a set of 35 textured household objects. Training
data for each object is given in the form of 37 RGB-D training images that show the
object from different viewpoints, plus a color point cloud obtained by merging the train-
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ing images. The Challenge and Willow datasets respectively contain 176 and 353 test
RGB-D images of several objects in single instances placed on top of a turntable. The
Willow dataset also features distractor objects and object occlusion. Similar is the TUW
dataset [1] that presents 17 textured and texture-less objects shown in 224 test RGB-D
images. Instead of a turntable setup, images were obtained by moving a robot around
a static cluttered environment with some objects appearing in multiple instances. The
BigBIRD dataset [228] includes images of 125 mostly textured objects that were captured
in isolation on a turntable with multiple calibrated RGB-D and DSLR sensors, with fixed
lighting and object-sensor distance, and with no occlusions or clutter. For each object,
the dataset provides 600 RGB-D point clouds, 600 high-resolution RGB images, and a
color 3D mesh model reconstructed from the point clouds. Georgakis et al. [79] provide
6735 test RGB-D images from kitchen scenes including a subset of the BigBIRD objects,
with the ground truth in the form of 2D bounding boxes and 3D point labeling. Lai et
al. [140] created an extensive dataset with 250K segmented RGB-D images of 300 household objects captured on a turntable from three elevations. The dataset also contains 22
test video sequences with a few hundred RGB-D frames in each showing the objects in
household scenes. The ground truth is provided only in the form of approximate rotation
angles for training images and in the form of 3D point labeling for test images. Schlette
et al. [222] synthesized RGB-D images from simulated object manipulation scenarios involving 4 texture-less objects from the Cranfield assembly benchmark [43].
The RGB-D datasets by Hinterstoisser et al. [94], Brachmann et al. [17], Tejani et
al. [241], Doumanoglou et al. [60], Rennie et al. [209], Drost et al. [62], Xiang et al. [271],
and Kaskman et al. [126] are included in the BOP benchmark and reviewed in Section 7.2.
The T-LESS dataset, which features industry-relevant texture-less objects with symmetries and mutual similarities and is also included in BOP, is presented in Chapter 6.

2.4.2

Depth-Only and RGB-Only Datasets

The depth-only dataset of Mian et al. [166] includes 3D mesh models of 5 objects and
50 test depth images from an industrial range scanner which show the modeled objects
occluding each other. A similar dataset is provided by Taati et al. [239]. The Desk3D
dataset by Bonde et al. [16] includes 3D mesh models of 6 objects captured in over 850 test
depth images with occlusion, clutter and similarly looking distractor objects. The images
were taken with an RGB-D sensor but only the depth images are publicly available.
The IKEA dataset by Lim et al. [150] includes RGB images of objects that are aligned
with their 3D models. Crivellaro et al. [46] supply 3D CAD models and annotated RGB
sequences with 3 highly occluded and texture-less objects. Muñoz et al. [174] provide
RGB sequences of 6 texture-less objects captured in isolation against a clean background
and without occlusion. Further to the above, there exist RGB datasets such as [49, 248,
212, 114] for which the ground truth is provided only in the form of 2D bounding boxes.
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2.4.3

Datasets for Similar Problems

The RGB-D dataset of Michel et al. [168] is focused on articulated objects with the goal
to estimate the 6D pose of each object part, subject to the constraints introduced by
their joints. There are also datasets for categorical pose estimation. For example, the
3DNet [266] and the UoB-HOOC [261] contain generic 3D models and RGB-D images annotated with 6D object poses. The UBC VRS [164], the RMRC (a subset of NYU Depth
v2 [227] with annotations derived from [83]), the B3DO [122], and the SUN RGB-D [231]
provide no 3D models and ground truth only in the form of bounding boxes. The PASCAL3D+ [270] and the ObjectNet3D [272] provide generic 3D models and RGB images
annotated with ground-truth 6D poses. A comprehensive overview of RGB-D datasets
for various computer vision tasks is provided by Firman [70].

2.5

Evaluation Methodologies

This section reviews common approaches to evaluate 6D object pose estimation, including
the problem formulation and definition of functions measuring error of the pose estimates.

2.5.1

6D Object Pose Estimation Problems

Methods for 6D object pose estimation usually report their predictions on the basis of
two sources of information. Firstly, at training time, a method is given 3D object models
and/or training images showing the objects in known poses. Secondly, at test time, the
method is provided with an input image and possibly a list of object instances visible
in the image. If the list is provided, the problem is referred to as 6D object localization
and the evaluated method reports pose estimates of the listed instances. Otherwise, the
problem is referred to as 6D object detection and the method reports pose estimates of
instances which the method detects. In both cases, the method also reports confidences
of the estimates. The intrinsic camera parameters are assumed known.
In the 6D object localization problem, the performance of a method is measured by
the recall rate, i.e., the fraction of annotated object instances for which a correct pose was
estimated (commonly used criteria of pose correctness are described in Section 2.5.2). In
the 6D object detection problem, the performance is typically measured by scores based
on the precision and recall, such as the F1-score [241].
The aspect which is evaluated on the 6D object detection but not on the 6D object
localization problem is the capability of the method to calibrate the predicted confidence
scores across all object models, i.e., whether the same score represents the same level of
confidence no matter what object model the pose is estimated for. This calibration is
important for achieving a good performance w.r.t. to both the precision and recall. The
6D object localization problem still requires the method to sort the pose estimates, although only within the set of pose estimates associated with the same object model – the
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method needs to output the top n pose estimates for a given object model which are then
evaluated against n ground-truth poses associated with that model.
In the literature on 6D object pose estimation, methods are mostly evaluated on the 6D
object localization problem, mainly because the accuracy scores on this simpler problem
are still far from being saturated (the current state of the art is reported in Section 7.4).

2.5.2

Measuring Pose Error

The object pose is defined by a rigid transformation from the 3D coordinate system of
the model to the 3D coordinate system of the camera and represented by a 3 × 4 matrix
P = [R | t], where R is a 3 × 3 rotation matrix and t is a 3 × 1 translation vector.
Evaluating object pose estimates is not straightforward. This is because each object
instance visible in an image is annotated with a single ground-truth pose in all commonly
used datasets, but the object pose may be ambiguous and there may be (infinitely) many
poses consistent with the image (Section 2.2.6). The indistinguishable poses should be
treated as equivalent, but explicitly enumerating all of them is difficult as one would need
to identify the visible object parts in each image and find their fits to the object model.
In several papers, e.g., [63, 36, 18], the error of an estimate P̂ = [R̂ | t̂] w.r.t. the
ground-truth P̄ = [R̄ | t̄] is measured by the translational and rotational errors (the latter
is defined by the angle from the axis-angle representation of the relative rotation [170]):


eTE t̂, t̄ = t̄ − t̂ 2 , eRE R̂, R̄ = arccos


 
Tr R̂R̄−1 − 1 / 2

(2.1)

The estimated pose P̂ is considered correct if both eTE and eRE are below a respective
threshold. Choi and Christensen [36] set the thresholds to 1 cm and 10◦ , Brachmann et
al. [18] to 5 cm and 5◦ , and Drost et al. [63] to 0.1d cm and 12◦ , where d is the object
diameter, i.e., the largest distance between any pair of points on the model surface.
The rotational error could be extended to take into account the axes of symmetry,
which can be identified as in Section 7.1.5. The downside of measuring the error directly
in rotation is that even a small deviation in rotation can yield a large misalignment of
the object surface in the case of elongated objects or objects with a complex surface.
The rotational error is therefore less relevant for applications such as robotic grasping or
augmented reality, where the surface alignment is the main indicator of the pose quality.
The most widely used pose-error function has been the Average Distance (AD) by
Hinterstoisser et al. [94], defined as the average distance from vertices VM of the object
model M in the ground-truth pose P̄ to the vertices in the estimated pose P̂. If all views
at the object are distinguishable, i.e., the object looks different from every viewpoint, the
distance is measured between the corresponding vertices (in homogeneous coordinates):

eADD P̂, P̄, VM =

1 X
P̄x − P̂x
|VM | x∈V
M
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Otherwise, for an object with indistinguishable views (i.e., the object looks the same from
two or more viewpoints), the distance is measured to the closest vertex, which may not
necessarily be the corresponding vertex:

eADI P̂, P̄, VM =

1 X
min P̄x1 − P̂x2
|VM | x ∈V x2 ∈VM
1

2

(2.3)

M

The estimated pose P̂ is usually considered correct if e ≤ 0.1d, where e is eADD or eADI ,
and d is the object diameter defined as above.
The downside of ADD and ADI is their high dependence on the geometry of the object
model and on the sampling density of its surface – the average distance tends to be dominated by higher-frequency surface parts. Besides, the existence of indistinguishable object
views does not imply that the whole object is symmetric, as parts that break the symmetry may be occluded. ADI penalizes misalignment of such invisible parts, which may not
be desirable for applications such as robotic manipulation with suction cups where only
alignment of the visible part is relevant. For example, if (c) in Figure 2.11 was the input
image showing a cup, and (a) and (b) were the top views at the cup in the ground-truth
and the estimated pose, ADI would yield a non-zero error because the invisible handle has
a different position in the two poses. Another example of invisible parts whose misalignment would be penalized are inner parts of the object models, which are often included
in CAD models used in industry. Moreover, the ADI variant may yield unintuitively low
errors for poses that are clearly distinguishable due to a many-to-one vertex matching
that may be established by the search for the closest vertex, and due to the possibility of
matching the outer and the inner model parts – see Section 7.1.2 for examples.
In Section 7.1, we propose a new methodology which is used in BOP and includes
three pose-error functions that address the downsides of the functions reviewed above.
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Chapter 3

HashMatch
Hashing for Efficient Template Matching

The method presented in this chapter, referred to as HashMatch, aims at accurate 6D pose
estimation of texture-less objects with available 3D models from a single RGB-D image.
The method slides a window of a fixed size over the input image in multiple scales and
searches for a match against a set of object templates. The templates are pre-generated
by rendering isolated 3D object models in different orientations and annotated with 6D
object poses. Instead of matching each window location to all templates, HashMatch
applies an efficient cascade of evaluation stages to each window location, which makes the
computational complexity of the method sub-linear in the number of templates.
The evaluation cascade starts with fast filtering that rapidly rejects most window locations by a simple objectness check based on the number of discontinuities in the depth
image channel. For each remaining window location, a set of candidate templates is retrieved by an efficient voting procedure based on hashing of depth measurements and
surface normals, which are sampled on a regular grid. The candidate templates are then
verified by a sequence of tests evaluating the consistency of color, depth, image gradients,
and surface normals. Finally, the approximate 6D object pose associated with each detected template is used as a starting point for a stochastic, population-based optimization
procedure that refines the pose by fitting the 3D object model to the depth image channel.
The pipeline of HashMatch is illustrated in Figures 3.1 and 3.2 together with the
typical numbers of detection candidates advancing through individual stages. The key is
the voting stage based on hashing, which substantially reduces the number of candidates,
usually by three orders of magnitude, before the more expensive template verification
stage. The object detection part of the method is detailed in Section 3.1 and the pose
refinement part in Section 3.2. An experimental evaluation is provided in Section 3.3,
demonstrating the proposed method to achieve accuracy comparable to the state of the
art, while improving the computational complexity w.r.t. the number of templates.
The HashMatch method was published in [112], used to report baseline results on
T-LESS (Chapter 6), placed fourth out of the 15 participants in the BOP Challenge 2017
(Section 7.3), and was successfully deployed in a robotic assembly project (Section 3.3.2).
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Figure 3.1. HashMatch pipeline. The method applies an cascade-style evaluation to each
sliding window location. Note the typical numbers of detection candidates, each defined by a
template identifier and a window location, advancing through individual stages (for a 5 px sliding
step, 108×108 px templates, a VGA input image, and an image pyramid with four larger and
four smaller scales with a scaling factor of 1.2). The hashing stage efficiently reduces the number
of candidates usually by three orders of magnitude before the more expensive verification stage.
Input RGB-D image

All windows (4 · 108 )

Objectness (1.7 · 108 )

Hashing (5.2 · 105 )

Verification (44)

Non-max supp. (1)

Rough 6D pose

Refined 6D pose

Figure 3.2. 6D localization of a cat in a sample RGB-D image from [94]. The numbers
of detection candidates advancing through the pipeline are in brackets. The heatmaps show the
density – red indicates a high and blue indicates a low number of candidates overlapping a pixel.

3.1

Object Detection by Template Matching

Detection of objects in the input RGB-D image is based on a sliding window approach
operating on an image pyramid constructed from the input image. Let W denote a set of
all tested window locations. Each window location is defined by a triplet w = (uw , vw , sw ),
where (uw , vw ) are the 2D image coordinates of the center of the window and sw is the
image scale. The window is a square with its size (in pixels) fixed across all image scales.
The number of tested window locations |W | is a function of the image resolution, sliding
step, size of the sliding window, scale range (e.g., two or four octaves), and scale-space
discretization. The objects are represented with a set T of RGB-D templates which are
of the same fixed size as the sliding window. For each object, the set T typically contains
several thousands of templates showing the object at the same distance but in different
3D orientations (Figure 3.3). The distance is defined between the camera center and the
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Figure 3.3. RGB channels of sample templates from [102]. Each object is represented
by multiple (usually several thousands) templates showing the object under different 3D orientations (i.e., under different azimuth, elevation and in-plane rotation angles).

object centroid1 , and chosen so that the object silhouette from all viewing angles fits the
template. A template t ∈ T is associated with the object identifier ot and the object pose
given by a rotation matrix Rt and a translation vector tt . Templates can be obtained by
rendering the 3D models or by capturing the objects using a specialized setup [102].
In general, each window location w ∈ W needs to be compared against all templates,
with the asymptotic computational complexity being O(|W ||T |). This is expensive even
for a moderate number of objects. We therefore propose an evaluation cascade where
the locations W are quickly reduced (Section 3.1.1) and the candidate templates T are
substantially pruned (Section 3.1.2) before the template matching itself (Section 3.1.3).

3.1.1

Objectness Filter

Each window location w is first assessed with a simple objectness measure, i.e., the likelihood that the location contains an object [4, 34]. This is a binary classification problem of
labeling w as a background or a potential foreground, with the foreground defined by T .
The proposed objectness measure is based on the number of depth-discontinuity
edgels inside the window and is computed via an integral image for efficiency. Depthdiscontinuity edgels arise at pixels where the response of the Sobel operator computed
over the depth channel is larger than a threshold τ , which is in the same units as the
depth channel. A window location is classified as a potential foreground if the number
of depth edgels is larger than a threshold θ. In the experiments presented in Section 3.3,
the threshold τ is set to 30% of the diameter2 of the smallest object in the database,
and θ is set to 30% of the minimum number of depth edgels present in any template.
This setting is tolerant to partial occlusions but still strong enough to prune most of the
1

The object centroid is defined by the center of the 3D bounding box of the object model and is
aligned with the origin of the 3D coordinate system of the object model.
2
The object diameter is defined as the largest distance between any pair of points on the model surface.
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window locations – depending on the scene clutter, roughly 60% to 90% window locations
are pruned in images of the considered robot workspace depicted in Figure 3.8. Only
window locations classified as a potential foreground are processed further.

3.1.2

Hypothesis Generation by Hashing-Based Voting

In this stage, a small subset of potentially matching templates is quickly identified for each
window location w that passed the objectness filter. The set of candidate templates is
found using multiple hash tables H, which is an operation with a constant computational
complexity in the number of stored templates |T |. Each hash table h ∈ H is indexed by a
hash key obtained by discretizing a feature vector Fh , which is extracted from a window
location w or a template t. Multiple hash tables are constructed to increase the robustness, each table with a different definition of the associated feature vector Fh . At training
time, the hash tables are filled with identifiers of templates, with possibly multiple but
typically a low number of identifiers stored at each hash key. At test time, the hash tables
are used to vote for the potentially matching templates. A template t can receive up to
|H| votes, in which case all of the feature vectors from t are discretized into the same
hash keys as the feature vectors from w. Up to n templates with the highest number of
votes, which received at least m votes, are passed onward to the next stage of the cascade
(n = 100 and m = 3 in the experiments presented in Section 3.3).
Feature Extraction and Quantization. A feature vector Fh associated with a hash
table h is defined on a regular grid of r × r reference points placed over the templates at
training time and over the sliding window at test time. The vector consists of k − 1 depth
differences and k 3D normal vectors measured at k selected reference points (Figure 3.4):
Fh = (d2 − d1 , d3 − d1 , . . . , dk − d1 , n1 , . . . , nk ). The depth differences di − d1 are quantized
into bd bins, with the quantization boundaries learned from all templates to achieve equal
frequency binning, i.e., each bin contains approximately the same number of examples.
The normal vectors are quantized as in [93] into bn bins according to their orientation.
In the presented experiments, we set r = 12, bd = 5, bn = 8, and select k = 3 reference
points as described below. This setting yields a hash table with 52 83 = 12800 indices.
Selection of Reference Points. To increase the robustness against occlusion and noise,
multiple hash tables are constructed and the feature vector Fh is measured at different
reference points for each table h. The k reference points associated with a table can be
selected randomly. Alternatively, the selection can be optimized to fill the tables uniformly (for stable detection time) and to cover maximally independent measurements (for
robustness). Since the optimal selection is NP-complete, a hybrid strategy is employed – a
set of q, where q  |H|, k-tuples is generated and the subset with the largest joint entropy
of the quantized measurements is retained (q = 5000 and |H| = 100 in the experiments).
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Figure 3.4. Feature extraction. A grid of reference points is placed over the templates at
training time and the sliding window at test time. A feature vector Fh is defined by depth differences {d01 , d02 } and normal vectors {n1 , n2 , n3 } measured at three reference points associated
with the hash table h. The feature vector is discretized and used to index the hash table h –
to insert a template at training time and retrieve potentially matching templates at test time.
The feature vector is valid only when the depth value is available at all three reference points.

Figure 3.5. Multimodal hypothesis verification. The consistency between a sliding window
location and a template is evaluated in different modalities at pixels that are selected independently for each template. Left to right: surface normals, image gradients, depth, color.

The hashing-based voting procedure is inspired by Cai et al. [25], who assume a grayscale
input image and hash distances and orientations of intensity edges instead of depth and
surface normals, and similar to the concurrent work of Kehl et al. [129], who assume an
RGB-D image and hash orientations of image gradients and surface normals.

3.1.3

Multimodal Hypothesis Verification

Thanks to the preceding hypothesis generation stage, only up to n templates are considered for each window location w that passed the initial objectness filter, which makes the
complexity of the verification stage constant in the number of stored templates |T |. The
verification proceeds in a sequence of tests evaluating the object size (T1 ), surface normals
(T2 ), image gradients (T3 ), surface distance (T4 ), and surface color (T5 ). The tests are
ordered by increasing computational cost. If a test fails, the next ones are skipped.
Test T1 verifies that the scale of the detected object ot (i.e., the level of the image
pyramid at which the object is detected) is in accordance with the depth image channel.
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The surface of the object ot as seen in the template t detected at the window location w
is expected to be approximately at distance e = sw ktt k2 − 0.5dt , where sw is the image
scale associated with the window w, ktt k2 is the Euclidean distance between the camera
center and the object centroid, and dt is the object diameter. The expected distance e
is compared with distances calculated at five reference points – the center of the sliding
window and the centers of its four quadrants.3 The template t passes test T1 if the dis√
√
tance at one or more of the five reference points is between e/ s and e s, where s is the
scale factor between two consecutive levels of the image pyramid.
Tests T2 and T3 verify the orientation of the surface normals and of the intensity
gradients at p selected pixels (p = 100 in our experiments; Figure 3.5). Similarly to [94],
the pixels are selected independently for each template at training time. Pixels for test
T2 are selected at locations with locally stable orientation of surface normals. Pixels for
test T3 are selected at locations with large gradient magnitude (i.e., typically on the contour in the case of texture-less objects). The orientation of surface normals and intensity
gradients is quantized and compared between the template and the window, which can
be done efficiently by bitwise operations using the response maps described in [95].
The distance test T4 and the color test T5 reuse pixels selected for the surface normal
test T2 . In test T4 , a difference δ between the distance measured in the template and
the distance measured in the sliding window is calculated at each tested pixel.3 A tested
pixel is matched if |δ − medδ | < αdt , where medδ is the median value of differences δ
from all tested pixels, dt is the object diameter, and α is a coefficient set to 0.05 in our
experiments. Finally, pixel colors in test T5 are compared in the HSV space as in [94].
A template passes tests T2 to T5 if at least v pixels in each test have a matching value
within a small neighborhood of g × g pixels around the corresponding location in the
sliding window. The matching value is searched in the neighborhood to compensate for
the sliding window step and for the discretization of orientations during training. In our
experiments, v was set to 0.6p to leave a tolerance for partial occlusions, and the extent
of the neighborhood g was set to 5 px.
A template t that passes all the tests at a location w is assigned a final score computed
P
as ct,w = i∈{2...5} ct,w,i , where ct,w,i is the fraction of matching feature points in test Ti .

3.1.4

Non-Maxima Suppression

The verified templates are collected from all different locations and scales. Since different views of an object are often alike, and since multiple objects may be similar, there
may be multiple overlapping detections. Unique detections are identified by repeatedly
retaining the candidate with the highest score r, and removing all detections that have
a large overlap with it. The score is defined as r = c(a/s), where c is the verification
score defined above, s is the detection scale, and a is the area of the object silhouette in
3

The distance from the camera center to a 3D point xu that projects to the pixel u can be calculated
from the intrinsics and the value at u in the depth channel, which represents the Z coordinate of xu .
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the template. Weighting the score by the silhouette area favors detections which explain
more of the scene (e.g., when a cup is seen from a side, with the handle visible, a template
depicting the handle is preferred over other templates which may have the same score c
but do not show the handle). The retained detections are passed to the pose refinement
stage, together with the approximate 6D poses associated with the templates.

3.2

Refinement by Particle Swarm Optimization

For a template t detected at a window location w, the pose refinement stage receives as
input a 3D model of the object ot , the object pose Pt = [Rt | tt ], the depth image channel,
and the camera intrinsic parameters.
The pose Pt associated with the template t is valid when the center of t is aligned
with the principal point of the image in the original scale. To reflect the 2D offset (uw , vw )
and the scale sw of the window location w, at which t was detected, Pt is transformed to:
Pt,w = [Ra Rt | Ra tt /sw ], where the rotation matrix Ra aligns the optical axis to a vector
that originates at the optical center and passes through the pixel (uw , vw ).
The pose Pt,w is refined by the Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) [198], which
stochastically evolves a population of candidate poses over multiple iterations. A candidate pose is evaluated by rendering the depth image of the 3D object model in that pose
and comparing the rendering with the input depth image. As shown in [275], PSO is
less prone to local minima compared to the commonly used Iterative Closest Point (ICP)
algorithm [13]. A detailed description of the pose refinement procedure is in [275, 112].

3.3

Experimental Evaluation

This section compares the performance of HashMatch with other methods for 6D object
localization (Section 3.3.1) and describes a robotic assembly project in which the method
was deployed (Section 3.3.2). Results of HashMatch on more datasets are in Section 7.3.

3.3.1

6D Object Localization

Evaluation Methodology. Given a single RGB-D test image and an object identifier,
the task is to estimate the 6D pose of the object. The estimate with the highest confidence
ct,w is selected and evaluated in each image. The estimates are evaluated as in [94] using
the Average Distance (AD) pose-error function defined in Section 2.5 – the ADI variant is
used to evaluate pose estimates of objects #3, #7, #10, and #11, and the ADD variant
for the other objects. A pose estimate is considered correct if the AD error is below 10%
of the object diameter. The accuracy of a method is measured by the recall rate, i.e., the
fraction of annotated object instances for which a correct pose is estimated.
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Dataset. HashMatch is evaluated on the Linemod (LM) dataset [94], which includes 3D
models of 15 texture-less objects and, for each object, a test set consisting of approximately 1200 RGB-D images in VGA resolution. Each image shows one annotated object
instance under mild occlusion, heavy 2D and 3D clutter, and large viewpoint variation.
Compared Methods. The proposed method is compared with the Linemod [95] and
Linemod++ [93] methods by Hinterstoisser et al., and with the methods by Drost et
al. [63] and Kehl et al. [129]. Linemod follows an exhaustive template matching approach. Linemod++ extends it by two verification steps – a color check and a depth
check by a rough but fast ICP. A finer ICP is then applied to the best of the remaining
pose hypotheses. The essential difference of HashMatch is the addition of the objectness
filter and the hypothesis generation stage which avoids the exhaustive search. The Hashmod method by Kehl et al. [129] is similar to HashMatch (they hash orientations of image
gradients and surface normals, instead of depth measurements and orientations of surface
normals). The method of Drost et al. [63] takes a different approach based on matching
pairs of oriented 3D points between the point cloud of the test scene and the 3D object
model, and aggregating the matches via a voting scheme.
Templates and Parameters. The set of templates T is obtained by rendering the 3D
object models from a uniformly sampled upper half of a hemisphere centered at the object centroid (with a step of 10◦ in both azimuth and elevation). To achieve invariance
to rotation around the optical axis, an in-plane rotation is additionally applied to each
template (from −40◦ to 40◦ with a step of 10◦ ). In total, an object is represented by 2916
templates of size 108 × 108 px. Each test image is scanned at 9 scales (4 larger and 4
smaller scales with a scaling factor of 1.2) with a scanning step of 5 px.
Results. HashMatch achieves the average recall rate of 95.4%, i.e., the recall rate averaged over the 15 objects (Table 3.1). HashMatch outperforms Linemod [95] by 12.4%,
Drost et al. [63] by 16.1%, and is slightly inferior to Linemod++ [93] (−1.2%) and Hashmod (−1.1%). As for HashMatch, the computational complexity of Hashmod is sub-linear
in the number of templates, while the complexity of the other compared methods is linear.
The sub-linear complexity of HashMatch in the number of loaded templates is demonstrated in Figure 3.7 (left). The average processing time per image is 0.75 s when only
2916 templates of a single object are loaded and 2.08 s when 43740 templates of 15 objects
are loaded. The latter is noticeably lower than the expected processing time of exhaustive
template matching, i.e., 0.75 · 15 = 11.25 s. The recall rate drops by only 1% when the
templates of all 15 objects are loaded. The benefit of the refinement stage can be seen in
Figure 3.7 (right) that compares the average AD errors of the initial and refined estimates.
The reported processing time is achieved with our parallelized C++ implementation
on a modern desktop PC equipped with a 16 core CPU and an NVIDIA GTX 780 GPU
(the GPU was employed only for the refinement stage). As reported in [94], the method
of Drost et al. takes on average 6.3 s and Linemod++ 0.12 s. The latter was achieved
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Figure 3.6. HashMatch results on the LM dataset [94]. Shown are sample test images
which were darkened, cropped and overlaid with 3D object models in the estimated 6D poses.
Method
HashMatch
Hashmod
LM++
LM
Drost

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

93.9
96.1
95.8
69.4
86.5

99.8
92.8
98.7
94.0
70.7

98.8
99.3
99.9
99.5
95.7

95.5
97.8
97.5
79.5
78.6

95.9
92.8
95.4
79.5
80.2

98.2
98.9
99.3
88.2
85.4

99.5
96.2
97.1
80.7
68.4

94.1
98.2
93.6
81.3
87.3

94.3
94.1
95.9
75.9
46.0

100
99.9
99.8
99.1
97.0

98.0
96.8
91.8
64.3
57.2

88.0
95.7
95.9
78.4
77.4

97.0
96.5
97.5
88.8
84.9

88.8
98.4
97.7
89.8
93.3

15 Avg.
89.4
93.3
93.3
77.8
80.7

95.4
96.5
96.6
83.0
79.3

Table 3.1. Recall rates [%] on the LM dataset [94]. A pose estimate is considered correct
if the AD error is below 10% of the object diameter. The object ID’s are as in [106].
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Figure 3.7. Left: Sub-linear complexity in the # of templates. The average recall rate
(dashed line) and the average processing time are plotted w.r.t. the number of loaded templates
(2916 templates per object). The processing time is 0.75 s when templates of a single object are
loaded and 2.08 s when templates of 15 objects are loaded, which is noticeably lower than the
expected processing time of an exhaustive template matching approach, i.e., 0.75 · 15 = 11.25 s.
Right: Average AD errors of initial/refined pose estimates. Only pose estimates whose
AD error is below 10% of the object diameter after the refinement are considered.
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with a highly optimized implementation using SSE parallelization and a limited scale
space (for each object, only a limited set of scales was considered). With a similar level of
optimization, HashMatch is expected to run even faster thanks to its sub-liner complexity.
HashMatch placed fourth out of the 15 participants of the BOP Challenge 2017 (Section 7.3). The leaderboard, comparing the participating methods on seven datasets, are
presented in Section 7.3.3. Besides the results of the complete HashMatch method, the
leaderboard shows also results of HashMatch without the pose refinement stage – the
average recall dropped by 11.8% without the refinement (from 67.2% to 55.4%). Visualizations of sample HashMatch results on the LM dataset can be found in Figure 3.6.
Compared to modern methods based on neural networks, such as EPOS presented
in Chapter 4, the advantage of HashMatch is the speed of learning new objects. While
retraining a network may take several hours or days, HashMatch only requires to recalculate the hash tables, which typically takes less than a minute. However, as shown
in Section 7.3.3, EPOS significantly outperforms HashMatch in the recall rate on most
datasets (+38% on TUD-L, +27% on LM-O, +15% on T-LESS, -2% on IC-BIN). The
fact that EPOS uses only RGB channels makes these improvements even more notable.

3.3.2

Robotic Application

HashMatch was successfully deployed in the DARWIN FP7 EU project [51] aiming to develop a dexterous assembler robot working with embodied intelligence. Figure 3.8 shows
the estimated poses in the considered environment. When a robotic gripper was present
in the scene, its posture was accurately provided by motor encoders and used to mask
out the corresponding pixels in the image, preventing them from contaminating the pose
estimation. As shown in Figure 3.7 (right), HashMatch achieves a sub-centimeter average
accuracy of the estimated poses, which meets the requirements imposed by the compliant
grippers of the industrial robotic arms used in the project (Stäubli RX130 and RX90).

Figure 3.8. HashMatch supporting robotic manipulation in the DARWIN project.
Industrial robotic arms with compliant grippers were manipulating texture-less electrical fuses
and fuse boxes of different types, which were later included in the T-LESS dataset (Chapter 6).
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EPOS
Estimating 6D Pose of Objects with Symmetries

This chapter presents EPOS, a method for estimating the 6D pose of specific rigid objects with available 3D models from a single RGB input image. The method is based on
establishing 2D-3D correspondences between densely sampled pixels of the input image
and 3D locations on the object model. The key idea is to represent an object by a controllable number of compact surface fragments, which allows handling object symmetries by
predicting multiple potential 2D-3D correspondences per pixel (Figure 4.1), and ensures
a consistent number and uniform coverage of candidate 3D locations on objects of any
type. Thanks to this representation, the method is applicable to a broad range of objects
– besides those with a distinct and non-repeatable shape or texture (a shoe, a box of corn
flakes, etc. [156, 42]), the method can handle texture-less objects and objects with global
or partial symmetries (a bowl, a cup, etc. [102, 62, 94]).
Potential correspondences between densely sampled pixels and the fragments are predicted by an encoder-decoder network. At each pixel, the network predicts (i) the probability of each object’s presence, (ii) the probability of each fragment given the object’s
presence, and (iii) a precise 3D location on each fragment (Figure 4.2). By modeling the
probability of fragments conditionally, the uncertainty due to global and partial object
symmetries (which are assumed unknown) is decoupled from the uncertainty of the object’s presence. The decoupled uncertainty due to symmetries is then used to guide the
selection of possibly multiple potential correspondences at each pixel. The resulting set of
potential correspondences collected at all pixels forms a many-to-many relationship, i.e.,
a pixel may correspond to multiple 3D locations on the model surface and vice versa.
Poses of possibly multiple instances of every object model are estimated from the potential correspondences by an efficient and robust variant of the PnP-RANSAC algorithm
integrated in the Progressive-X scheme [9]. The efficiency is achieved by the PROSAC
sampler [39] that prioritizes potential correspondences with a high predicted probability,
while the robustness is achieved by a novel function for measuring the quality of a pose
hypothesis. This function considers only the most accurate potential correspondence at
each pixel as only up to one may be compatible with the hypothesis; the other potential
correspondences provide alternative explanations and do not influence the quality.
Recent correspondence-based methods predict only a single 3D location per pixel
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Figure 4.1. Ambiguity of 2D-3D correspondences. A 2D image location corresponds to a
single 3D location on the object model in the case of distinct object parts (left), but to one of
multiple indistinguishable 3D locations in the case of global or partial object symmetries (right).
Representing an object by surface fragments allows predicting possibly multiple potential correspondences per pixel. The potentially corresponding fragments are colored by mapping (x, y, z)
coordinates of their centers in the model space to (R, G, B) channels.

and therefore cannot reliably handle object symmetries (Section 2.2.2). On the other
hand, classical correspondence-based methods based on matching local features (Sections
2.1.2 and 2.1.3) can establish multiple correspondences per pixel, but perform poorly on
texture-less objects because the feature detectors often fail to provide a sufficient number
of reliable locations and the descriptors are no longer discriminative enough [248, 112].
Other part-based object representations have appeared in the literature, mainly with
the motivation to increase the robustness of methods against occlusion, but have not
been utilized to handle object symmetries. For example, Crivellaro et al. [47] represent
an object by a set of manually selected distriminative parts and estimate the 6D pose
of each part by predicting the 2D projections of pre-selected 3D keypoints. Brachmann
et al. [17] and Nigam et al. [179] split the 3D bounding box of the object model into
uniform bins and predict up to one corresponding bin per pixel. However, they represent each bin with its center which yields correspondences with limited precision. For
human pose estimation, Güler et al. [5] segment the 3D surface of the human body into
semantically-defined parts. At each pixel, they predict a single label of the corresponding
part and the UV texture coordinates defining the precise 3D location on the part. In
contrast, to effectively capture the partial object symmetries, we represent an object by
a set of compact surface fragments of similar size and predict possibly multiple labels of
the corresponding fragments per pixel. Besides, we regress the precise location in local
3D coordinates of the fragment instead of the UV coordinates. Using the UV coordinates
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Figure 4.2. EPOS pipeline. At training time, the encoder-decoder network is provided for
each pixel an annotation in the form of a single object label (representing an object model),
a single fragment label, and a single 3D location in the local coordinate frame of the fragment.
At test time, the network predicts at each pixel (i) a probability distribution over object models,
(ii) a probability distribution over all fragments of the most probable object model, which is
used to select a set of potentially corresponding fragments, and (iii) a precise 3D location in
the local coordinate frame of each of the selected fragments. Each pixel is then linked with
the precise 3D locations on the potentially corresponding fragments, and 6D poses of possibly multiple instances of each object model are estimated by an efficient and robust variant of
the PnP-RANSAC algorithm. In the visualizations, fragments are colored by mapping (x, y, z)
coordinates of their centers in the model space to (R, G, B), and the precise 3D locations are
colored by mapping (x, y, z) coordinates in the local fragment space to (R, G, B).

requires a well-defined topology of the mesh model, which may need manual intervention,
and is problematic for objects with a complicated surface such as a coil or an engine [62].
Compared with the participants of the BOP Challenge 2019 [100, 106], EPOS outperformed all RGB methods and most RGB-D and D methods on the T-LESS [102] and
LM-O [17] datasets, which include texture-less and symmetric objects captured in cluttered scenes under various levels of occlusion. On the YCB-V [271] dataset, which includes
both textured and texture-less objects, the method was superior to all competitors, with
a significant 27% absolute improvement over the second-best RGB method. These results are achieved without any post-refinement of the estimated poses, such as [159, 147,
205]. As shown later in Section 7.3.3, EPOS significantly outperforms also the HashMatch
method proposed in Chapter 3, even though HashMatch relies on RGB-D image channels.
EPOS was published in [99], is described in detail in Sections 4.1–4.3 and evaluated in
Section 4.4. The project website with a video presentation, a real-world demonstration,
the source code, and pre-trained models is available at: cmp.felk.cvut.cz/epos.
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4.1

Surface Fragments

A mesh model Mo = (Vo , To ), defined by a set of 3D vertices Vo and a set of triangular
faces To , is assumed available for each object, where objects are referred to by labels
o ∈ O = {1, . . . , m}. The set of all 3D points on the model surface, denoted as So , is split
into n fragments referred to by labels f ∈ F = {1, . . . , n}. A surface fragment f of an
object o is defined as So,f = {x ∈ So | d(x, go,f ) < d(x, go,i ), ∀i ∈ F, i 6= f }, where d(·) is
the Euclidean distance of two 3D points and {go,f }nf=1 is a set of fragment centers. The
centers are found by the farthest point sampling algorithm which iteratively selects the
vertex from Vo that is farthest from the already selected vertices. The algorithm starts
with the centroid of the model which is then removed from the final set of centers.
Note that the number of fragments was fixed across all objects for the experiments
presented in Section 4.4. A study of object-specific numbers of fragments, which may
improve performance and may depend on factors such as the physical object size, shape,
or the range of distances of the object from the camera, is left for future work.

4.2

Predicting Potential 2D-3D Correspondences

This section describes the prediction of potential 2D-3D correspondences between densely
sampled pixels of the input image and precise 3D locations on the object models. Each object is represented by a set of surface fragments which allow predicting multiple potential
correspondences per pixel.

4.2.1

Decoupling Uncertainty Due to Symmetries

The probability that a fragment f of an object o is visible at a pixel with image coordinates
u = (u, v) ∈ {1, . . . , w} × {1, . . . , h}, where (w, h) is the image size, is modeled as:
Pr(Y =f, X =o | u) = Pr(Y =f | X =o, u) Pr(X =o | u)
where X and Y are random variables representing the object and the fragment respectively. The probability Pr(Y =f, X =o | u) may be low because (1) the object o is not
present at the pixel u or the object identity is ambiguous, or (2) the identity of the fragment visible at u is ambiguous, which may be caused by global or partial symmetries of
the object. To disentangle these two ambiguities, we predict ao (u) = Pr(X =o | u) and
bo,f (u) = Pr(Y =f | X =o, u) separately, instead of directly predicting Pr(Y =f, X =o | u).
Expressing the probability distribution bo,f separately enables selecting a data-dependent
number of potentially corresponding fragments per pixel (described in Section 4.2.6).
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4.2.2

Regressing Precise 3D Locations

A surface fragment f of an object o is associated with a regressor ro,f : R2 → R3 , which at
a pixel u predicts the corresponding 3D location: ro,f (u) = (x − go,f )/ho,f . The regressor
produces 3D fragment coordinates, which are defined in a 3D coordinate frame with the
origin at the fragment center go,f . The 3D point x is expressed in the 3D coordinate
frame of the model, and the scalar ho,f normalizes the regression range and is defined as
the length of the longest side of the 3D bounding box of the fragment.

4.2.3

Dense Prediction

A single deep neural network with an encoder-decoder structure, e.g., DeepLabv3+ [31],
is adopted to densely predict ai (u), bo,f (u) and ro,f (u), ∀o ∈ O, ∀f ∈ F , ∀i ∈ O ∪ {0},
where 0 is reserved for the background class. For m objects, each represented by n surface fragments, the network has 4mn+m+1 output channels (m+1 for probabilities of the
objects and the background, mn for probabilities of the surface fragments, and 3mn for
the 3D fragment coordinates).

4.2.4

Network Training

The network is trained by minimizing the following loss averaged over all pixels u:

L(u) = E ā(u), a(u)
X

+ λ1
āo (u)E b̄o (u), bo (u)
Xo∈O
X

b̄o,f (u)H r̄o,f (u), ro,f (u)
+ λ2
āo (u)
o∈O

(4.1)

f ∈F

where E is the softmax cross-entropy loss, H is the Huber loss [117], a(u) = [a0 (u), . . . ,
am (u)], and bo (u) = [bo,1 (u), . . . , bo,n (u)]. The ground-truth one-hot vectors ā(u) and
b̄o (u) indicate which object (or the background) and which fragment is visible at the
pixel u. Elements of these ground-truth vectors are denoted as āo (u) and b̄o,f (u). The
vector b̄o (u) is defined only if the object o is present at u. The ground-truth 3D fragment
coordinates are denoted as r̄o,f (u). Weights λ1 and λ2 are used to balance the loss terms.
The network is trained on images annotated with ground-truth 6D object poses. Vectors ā(u), b̄o (u), and r̄o,f (u) are obtained by rendering the 3D object models in the
ground-truth poses with a custom OpenGL shader. Pixels outside the visibility masks of
the objects, which are calculated as in [105], are considered to be the background. The
training images are augmented by randomly adjusting brightness, contrast, hue, and saturation, and by applying random Gaussian noise and blur, similarly to [97] (Figure 4.3).
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RGB image

Object labels

Fragment labels

3D fragment coord.

Figure 4.3. Training data. The left column shows sample synthetic images from [111] augmented by randomly adjusting brightness, contrast, hue, and saturation, and by applying random Gaussian noise and blur, similarly to [97]. The right three columns show the ground-truth
generated by a custom OpenGL shader (labels are converted to one-hot vectors for training).

4.2.5

Learning in the Presence of Object Symmetries

In the case of global or partial object symmetries, a pixel may have multiple potentially
corresponding 3D locations that are indistinguishable in the given image (Figure 4.1).
One could try to find the indistinguishable 3D locations and train the network to predict
a high probability for each of the surface fragments on which these locations lie. Finding
3D locations that are indistinguishable due to global object symmetries is relatively easy
as the global symmetries can be detected from the shape and texture of the object models
(Section 7.1.5). On the other hand, finding 3D locations that are indistinguishable due
to partial object symmetries is difficult as one would need to identify the visible object
parts in each training image and find their fits to the object models.
Instead of explicitly listing all indistinguishable 3D locations, we provide the network
with only a single corresponding 3D location per pixel during training (see Equation 4.1)
and let the network learn all of the potential correspondences implicitly. This is achieved

by minimizing the softmax cross-entropy loss E b̄o (u), bo (u) , which corresponds exactly
to minimizing the Kullback-Leibler divergence of distributions b̄o (u) and bo (u) [82], and
by ensuring that object poses in the training set are sampled uniformly w.r.t. the three
rotation angles and the distance from the camera. Such sampling of object poses is easy
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Figure 4.4. Learning in the presence of object symmetries. The first row shows sample
synthetic training images, the second row visualizes the surface fragments of the bowl oriented
around the vertical axis as in the images, and the third row highlights the ground-truth fragments
assigned to the pixels marked in the first row. Instead of explicitly identifying all indistinguishable (i.e., potentially corresponding) fragments at each pixel of the training images (which may
be not trivial if the object pose is ambiguous due to occlusions), each pixel is assigned a single
ground-truth fragment. By providing the network with multiple training images showing the
objects in uniformly distributed poses, the network is expected to learn a uniform distribution
over the indistinguishable fragments. The color-coding of fragments is explained in Figure 4.1.

to achieve with synthetic training images and ensures that each of the indistinguishable
fragments is indicated by the ground-truth one-hot distribution b̄o (u) at a comparable
number of pixels u. The network is then expected to learn at these pixels a high value of
the probability bo,f (u) for all of the indistinguishable fragments. For example, the probability distribution on a sphere is expected to be uniform, i.e., bo,f (u) = 1/n, ∀f ∈ F . On a
bowl, the probability is expected to be constant around the axis of symmetry (Figure 4.4).

4.2.6

Establishing Potential 2D-3D Correspondences

A pixel u is linked with a 3D location xo,f (u) = ho,f ro,f (u) + go,f on all fragments for
which ao (u) > τa and bo,f (u)/ maxni=1 (bo,i (u)) > τb . The threshold τb is relative to the
maximum to collect locations from all indistinguishable fragments that are expected to
have a similarly high probability bo,f (u). The set of potential 2D-3D correspondences
established for object o, which may cover multiple instances of this object, is denoted as
Co = {(u, xo,f (u), so,f (u))}, where so,f (u) = ao (u)bo,f (u) is a confidence.
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4.3

Robust and Efficient 6D Pose Fitting

The next step of the pipeline is to estimate the 6D poses of possibly multiple instances of
each object o from the set of potential 2D-3D correspondences Co . A 6D pose is defined
by a rigid transformation from the 3D model frame to the 3D camera frame, and the
correspondences define links between the 3D model frame and the 2D image frame.
If only a single instance of an object o was visible in the image, and if only up to
one correspondence was established per pixel, the pose could be effectively estimated by
solving the Perspective-n-Point (PnP) problem [145]. Popular algorithms to solve this
problem include P3P [134] for n = 3 correspondences, EPnP [145] for n ≥ 4, and DLSPnP [92] for n ≥ 3. For robust estimation on real-world data, these algorithms are often
combined with the RANSAC fitting scheme [71]. In this scheme, the PnP problem is
solved repeatedly on a randomly sampled subset of correspondences and the final output
is defined by the pose hypothesis with the highest quality, which is typically defined by the
number of inlier correspondences [71] or their likelihood [250]. A correspondence (u, x) is
considered an inlier w.r.t. a pose estimate P̂ = [R̂ | t̂], if the re-projection error:


e u, x, R̂, t̂ = u − proj R̂x + t̂

2

(4.2)

is below a threshold τr . Function proj(·) is the 2D projection with values in pixels. If the
re-projection error is larger or equal to τr , the correspondence is considered an outlier.
In our case, multiple instances of an object o may be visible in the image, their number
may be unknown (depending on the 6D object pose estimation problem; Section 1.1) and
there may be multiple potential correspondences established at each pixel. Specifically,
with respect to a single pose hypothesis, the set Co of potential correspondences may
include three types of outliers. First, it may include outliers due to erroneous prediction
of the 3D locations. Second, for each 2D/3D location there may be up to one correspondence which is compatible with the pose hypothesis; the other correspondences act as
outliers. Third, correspondences originating from different instances of the object o are
also incompatible with the pose hypothesis. The set Co may be therefore contaminated
with a high proportion of outliers and a robust and efficient estimator able to estimate
poses of multiple object instances is needed.

4.3.1

Single-Instance Fitting

The 6D pose of a single instance of an object o is estimated from the set of correspondences Co by GC-RANSAC [8], a variant of RANSAC which locally optimizes every new
so-far-the-best hypothesis by alternating between two steps: (i) selecting the inliers by a
graph-cut optimization, and (ii) refining the hypothesis from the currently selected inliers.
The inlier selection approach is motivated by the fact that both inliers and outliers are
typically spatially coherent, which is the case also for 2D-3D correspondences – a corre50
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spondence near an inlier or outlier (in 2D and 3D) is more likely to be an inlier or outlier
respectively. A neighborhood graph of correspondences for the graph-cut optimization
is constructed by describing each correspondence with a 5D vector consisting of the 2D
and 3D coordinates (in pixels and centimeters) and linking two 5D descriptors if their
Euclidean distance is below a threshold τd .1 The unary and pair-wise energy terms to
optimize are defined using a kernel function of the re-projection error truncated at τr .
A pose hypothesis is calculated by the P3P solver [134] from a triplet of correspondences sampled by PROSAC [39], which first focuses on correspondences with high confidence so,f (defined in Section 4.2.6) and progressively blends to a uniform sampling.
Triplets which form 2D triangles with the area below a threshold τt or have collinear 3D
locations are rejected, and pose hypotheses behind the camera or with the determinant of
the rotation matrix equal to −1 (i.e., an improper rotation matrix [86]) are discarded. The
hypothesis that passes these early-rejection tests is refined from all inliers by the EPnP
solver [145] followed by the Levenberg-Marquardt (L-M) optimization [171]. EPnP and
L-M are used also for refinement in the local optimization which is applied when a new
so-far-the-best hypothesis is found.
The quality of a pose hypothesis P̂ = [R̂ | t̂] is defined as:
q R̂, t̂, Uo , Co,u , τr



1 X
=
|Uo | u∈U

o

e u, x, R̂, t̂
max max 0, 1 −
(u,x,·)∈Co,u
τr2

2 !
(4.3)

where Uo is a set of pixels at which the correspondences Co are established, Co,u ⊂ Co are
correspondences established at the pixel u, e(·) is the re-projection (Equation 4.2), and τr
is the inlier-outlier threshold. The use of the truncated quadratic function is inspired by
MSAC [251, 142]. At each pixel, the quality q considers only the most accurate potential
correspondence as only up to one may be compatible with the hypothesis; the others
provide alternative explanations and do not influence the quality.
GC-RANSAC runs for up to τi iterations until the quality q of a pose hypothesis
reaches a threshold τq . The hypothesis with the highest q defines the final outcome.

4.3.2

Multi-Instance Fitting

The 6D poses of multiple instances of an object o are estimated from correspondences Co
by the Progressive-X fitting scheme [9]. In this scheme, pose hypotheses are proposed one
by one and maintained in a set H. The hypotheses are proposed by the single-instance fitting method (described in Section 4.3.1) with the quality function modified to encourage
1

Optimal units of the 2D and 3D coordinates forming the 5D space may depend on factors such as the
object size, its distance from the camera or intrinsic camera parameters. Representing the 2D and 3D
coordinates in pixels and centimeters respectively worked well on all datasets used in our experiments.
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exploring correspondences that have not been explained by any hypothesis from H:
q R̂, t̂, H, Uo , Co,u , τr
1 X
=
|Uo | u∈U

o



2 0
2 !!
e u, x, R̂, t̂
e u, x, H
max max 0, min 1 −
,
(u,x,·)∈Co,u
τr2
τr2

(4.4)

where the function e0 is defined by the minimum re-projection error over the set H:


e0 u, x, H = min e u, x, R, t
[R | t]∈H

(4.5)

A proposed pose hypothesis is added to H if the Jaccard similarity [246], calculated
between the set of inliers of the proposed hypothesis and the set of inliers of all hypotheses
from H, is below a threshold τj . After adding a hypothesis, the set H is consolidated by
the PEARL convex optimization [119], which minimizes an energy balancing geometric
errors and regularity of inlier clusters by alternating between two steps: (i) selecting inliers for each hypothesis from H by the alpha-expansion optimization, and (ii) refining all
hypotheses from the selected inliers. A hypothesis is removed from H when no inliers are
assigned to it in the first step. PEARL utilizes the spatial coherence of correspondences
using the same neighborhood graph as GC-RANSAC and runs until convergence.
Progressive-X terminates if the probability of finding another instance [9] falls below
a threshold τp or if the specified number of object poses is estimated (the latter condition
applies only in the case of the 6D object localization problem).

4.4

Experimental Evaluation

This section compares the performance of EPOS with other 6D object pose estimation
methods and presents ablation experiments demonstrating the benefit of representing an
object by surface fragments, of regressing the precise 3D locations on the fragments, and
of fitting the pose by a modern robust estimator.

4.4.1

Experimental Setup

Evaluation Methodology. We follow the evaluation methodology of the BOP Challenge
2019 described in Section 7.1. In short, a method is evaluated on the 6D object localization problem, and the error of an estimated pose P̂ w.r.t. the ground-truth pose P̄ is
calculated by three pose-error functions: Visible Surface Discrepancy (VSD), which treats
indistinguishable poses as equivalent by considering only the visible object part; Maximum
Symmetry-Aware Surface Distance (MSSD), which considers a set of pre-identified global
object symmetries and measures the surface deviation in 3D; and Maximum SymmetryAware Projection Distance (MSPD), which considers the object symmetries and measures
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Figure 4.5. Example EPOS results on T-LESS (left), YCB-V (middle) and LM-O (right).
At the top are renderings of the 3D object models in poses estimated from the RGB images at
the bottom. All eight LM-O objects, including two truncated ones, are detected in the bottom
example. More results, including a real-world demo, can be found on the project website.

the perceivable deviation. MSPD is suitable for the evaluation of RGB methods, for which
estimating the Z translational component (along the optical axis) is more challenging.
An estimated pose is considered correct w.r.t. a pose-error function e, if e < θe , where
e ∈ {VSD, MSSD, MSPD} and θe is the threshold of correctness. The fraction of annotated object instances, for which a correct pose is estimated, is referred to as Recall. The
Average Recall w.r.t. a function e, denoted as ARe , is defined as the average of the Recall
rates calculated for multiple settings of the threshold θe and also for multiple settings of
the misalignment tolerance τ in the case of VSD. The accuracy of a method is measured
by the Average Recall: AR = (ARVSD + ARMSSD + ARMSPD ) / 3. As EPOS uses only the
RGB image channels, besides AR we report ARMSPD .
Datasets. The experiments are conducted on datasets T-LESS [102], YCB-V [271], and
LM-O [17]. The datasets include 3D object models and RGB-D images of VGA resolution
with ground-truth 6D object poses (EPOS uses only the RGB channels). LM-O contains
eight, mostly texture-less objects and 200 test images of the objects in a clutered scene
under various levels of occlusion. YCB-V includes 21 objects, which are both textured
and texture-less, and 900 test images showing the objects with occasional occlusion and
limited clutter. T-LESS contains 30 objects with no significant texture and with symmetries and mutual similarities. It includes 1000 test images from 20 scenes with varying
complexity, including challenging scenes with multiple instances of several objects and
with a high amount of clutter and occlusion. See Section 7.2 for more details.
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Training Images. The network is trained on several types of images. For T-LESS, we
use all 30K physically-based rendered (PBR) images from SyntheT-LESS [196], 50K images of objects rendered by OpenGL on random photographs from NYU Depth V2 [227],
which we generated similarly to [97], and all 38K real images from [102] showing objects
on black background, where we replaced the background with random photographs. For
YCB-V, we use the provided 113K real and 80K synthetic images. For LM-O, we use 67K
PBR images from [111] (scenes 1 and 2) and 50K images of objects rendered by OpenGL
on random photographs. No real images of the objects are used for training on LM-O.
Optimization. We use the DeepLabv3+ encoder-decoder network [31] with Xception65 [38] as the backbone. The network is pre-trained on the Microsoft COCO dataset [151]
and fine-tuned on the training images detailed above for 2M iterations. The training
images are augmented as described in Section 4.2.4, the batch size is set to 1, the initial
learning rate to 0.0001, parameters of batch normalization are not fine-tuned and other
hyper-parameters are set as in [31]. To overcome the domain gap between the synthetic
training and real test images, we apply the simple technique from [97] and freeze the
“early flow” part of Xception-65. For LM-O, we additionally freeze the “middle flow”
since there are no real training images in this dataset.
Method Parameters. The rates of atrous spatial pyramid pooling in DeepLabv3+ are
set to 12, 24, and 36, and the output stride to 8 px. The spatial resolution of the output
channels is doubled by bilinear interpolation, i.e., locations u for which the predictions
are made are at the centers of 4 × 4 px regions of the input image. A single network is
trained for all objects in a dataset, an object is represented by n = 64 surface fragments
(unless stated otherwise), and the other parameters are set as follows: λ1 = 1, λ2 = 100,
τa = 0.1, τb = 0.5, τd = 20, τr = 4 px, τi = 400, τq = 0.5, τt = 100 px, τj = 0.8, τp = 0.5.

4.4.2

Main Results

Accuracy. Table 4.1 compares the performance of EPOS with the participants of the
BOP Challenge 2019 [100, 106]. EPOS outperforms all RGB methods on all three datasets
by a large margin in both AR and ARMSPD scores. On the YCB-V dataset, it achieves
27% absolute improvement in both scores over the second-best RGB method and also
outperforms all RGB-D and D methods. On the T-LESS and LM-O datasets, which include symmetric and texture-less objects, EPOS achieves the overall best ARMSPD score.
As the BOP rules require the method parameters to be fixed across datasets, Table 4.1
reports scores achieved with objects from all datasets represented by 64 fragments. As
reported in Table 4.2, increasing the number of fragments from 64 to 256 yields in some
cases additional improvements but around double image processing time. Note that we
do not perform any post-refinement of the estimated poses, such as [159, 147, 277, 205].
Results of EPOS on the latest BOP Challenge 2020 [109] can be found in Table 7.3.
EPOS was trained only on the synthetic training images provided for the 2020 edition
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6D object pose estimation method

Image

T-LESS [102]

YCB-V [271]

LM-O [17]

AR

AR∗

AR

AR∗

AR

AR∗

Time

EPOS
Zhigang-CDPN-ICCV19 [149]
Sundermeyer-IJCV19 [237]
Pix2Pose-BOP-ICCV19 [188]
DPOD-ICCV19 (synthetic) [277]

RGB
RGB
RGB
RGB
RGB

47.6
12.4
30.4
27.5
8.1

63.5
17.0
50.4
40.3
13.9

69.6
42.2
37.7
29.0
22.2

78.3
51.2
41.0
40.7
25.6

44.3
37.4
14.6
7.7
16.9

65.9
55.8
25.4
16.5
27.8

0.75
0.67
0.19
0.81
0.24

Pix2Pose-BOP w/ICP-ICCV19 [188]
Drost-CVPR10-Edges [63]
Félix&Neves-ICRA17-IET19 [214, 206]
Sundermeyer-IJCV19+ICP [237]

RGB-D
–
RGB-D 50.0
RGB-D 21.2
RGB-D 48.7

–
51.8
21.3
51.4

67.5
37.5
51.0
50.5

63.0
27.5
38.4
47.5

–
51.5
39.4
23.7

–
56.9
43.0
28.5

–
144.10
52.97
1.10

Vidal-Sensors18 [257]
Drost-CVPR10-3D-Only [63]
Drost-CVPR10-3D-Only-Faster [63]

D
D
D

57.4
48.0
43.6

45.0
34.4
33.0

34.7
26.3
24.4

58.2
52.7
49.2

64.7
58.1
54.2

4.93
10.47
2.20

53.8
44.4
40.5

Table 4.1. BOP Challenge 2019 [100, 106] results on the T-LESS, YCB-V and LM-O datasets.
Objects are represented by 64 surface fragments in EPOS. Top scores among methods using the
same image channels are bold, the best overall scores are blue. AR∗ represents ARMSPD . The
time (in seconds) is the average image processing time averaged over the three datasets.

of the challenge and all parameters were set as described above. Overall, EPOS placed
16th out of 26 methods. However, the better performing methods applied an RGB-based
or depth-based post-refinement of the estimated poses, used also real training images,
or trained one neural network per object instead of one network per dataset. As other
methods, EPOS would likely benefit from these design choices as well. For example, the
ICP post-refinement [217] improved the accuracy of the Pix2Pose method [188] by absolute 24.9% and teleported this method from the 22nd to the 4th place. The importance
of a post-refinement stage was demonstrated also by other methods – top nine methods
applied ICP or an RGB-based refiner, similar to DeepIM [147]. Moreover, adding real
training images improved the accuracy on datasets T-LESS, TUD-L, and YCB-V2 on average by 15.8% for the CosyPose method [139] and by 13.2% for the CDPN method [149]
(compare rows #3 and #5 and rows #10 and #14 in Table 7.3). The top-performing
CosyPose method identified strong augmentation of training images as one of the key
components which could be used in EPOS as well. Experiments with a post-refinement
stage, real training images and the strong augmentation are left for future work.
Speed. EPOS takes 0.75 s per image on average on datasets T-LESS, YCB-V, and LM-O
(Table 4.1).3 As the other RGB methods, which are all based on convolutional neural
networks, EPOS is noticeably faster than the RGB-D and D methods, which are slower
typically due to an ICP post-refinement stage. The RGB methods of [237, 277] are 3–4
times faster but significantly less accurate than EPOS. On the seven core datasets from
2
3

The other datasets included in the challenge do not provide real training images.
With a 6-core Intel i7-8700K CPU, 64GB RAM, and Nvidia P100 GPU.
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the BOP Challenge 2020, EPOS takes 1.87 s per image on average (Table 7.3). This processing time is higher mainly because of the ITODD and IC-BIN datasets which include
images with multiple object instances (the average and the maximum number of instances
per image are 4.2 and 81 for ITODD and 12.3 and 19 for IC-BIN). Depending on the application requirements, the trade-off between the accuracy and speed of EPOS can be
controlled by, e.g., the number of fragments, the network size, the image resolution, the
density of pixels at which the correspondences are predicted, or the maximum number of
GC-RANSAC iterations. Besides, our implementation could be further optimized.

4.4.3

Ablation Experiments

Surface Fragments. The accuracy scores of EPOS for different numbers of surface
fragments are shown in the upper half of Table 4.2. With a single fragment, the method
performs direct regression of the so-called 3D object coordinates [17], similarly to [121,
188, 149]. The accuracy increases with the number of fragments and reaches the peak at
64 or 256 fragments. On all three datasets, the peaks of both AR and ARMSPD scores
are 18–33% higher than the scores achieved with the direct regression of the 3D object
coordinates. This significant improvement demonstrates the effectiveness of fragments on
various types of objects, including symmetric, texture-less, and textured objects.
On T-LESS, the accuracy drops when the number of fragments is increased from 64
to 256. We suspect this is because the fragments become too small (T-LESS includes
smaller objects) and training becomes challenging due to fewer examples per fragment.
The average number of potential correspondences increases with the number of fragments, i.e., each pixel is linked with more fragments (columns Corr. in Table 4.2). At
the same time, the average number of fitting iterations tends to decrease (columns Iter.),
i.e., a pose hypothesis with the quality q above threshold τq is found earlier. This shows
that the fitting method can benefit from knowing multiple potential correspondences per
pixel. However, although the average number of iterations decreases, the average image
processing time tends to increase (with a higher number of fragments) due to a higher
computational cost of the network inference and of each fitting iteration. Setting the
number of fragments to 64 provides a practical trade-off between the speed and accuracy.
Regression of 3D Fragment Coordinates. The upper half of Table 4.2 shows scores
achieved with regressing the precise 3D locations, while the lower half shows scores
achieved with the same network models but using the fragment centers (Section 4.1)
instead of the regressed locations. Without the regression, the scores increase with the
number of fragments as the deviation of the fragment centers from the true corresponding
3D locations decreases. However, the accuracy is often noticeably lower than with the
regression. With a single fragment and without the regression, all pixels are linked to the
same fragment center and all samples of three correspondences are immediately rejected
because they fail the non-collinearity test, hence the low processing time.
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T-LESS [102]

n
AR

YCB-V [271]

AR∗ Corr. Iter. Time AR

LM-O [17]

AR∗ Corr. Iter. Time AR

AR∗ Corr. Iter. Time

With regression of 3D fragment coordinates
1
4
16
64
256

17.2
39.5
45.4
47.6
45.6

30.7
57.1
62.7
63.5
59.7

911
1196
1301
1612
3382

347
273
246
236
230

0.97 41.7
0.95 54.4
0.96 63.2
1.18 69.6
2.99 71.4

52.6
66.1
72.7
78.3
79.8

1079
1129
1174
1266
1497

183
110
71
56
56

0.56 26.8
0.52 33.5
0.51 39.3
0.57 44.3
0.94 46.0

47.5
56.0
61.3
65.9
65.4

237
267
275
330
457

111
58
54
53
70

0.53
0.51
0.50
0.49
0.60

0.0
15.2
47.7
62.3
64.9

237
267
275
330
457

400
390
359
171
72

0.24
0.50
0.55
0.55
0.58

Without regression of 3D fragment coordinates
1
4
16
64
256

0.0
3.2
13.9
29.4
43.0

0.0
8.8
37.5
55.0
58.2

911
1196
1301
1612
3382

400
399
396
380
299

0.23
0.89
1.02
1.35
2.95

0.0
3.0
16.1
41.5
64.5

0.0
7.4
36.4
66.6
77.7

1079
1129
1174
1266
1497

400
400
400
383
206

0.17
0.53
0.61
0.73
0.88

0.0
5.2
17.1
31.0
43.2

Table 4.2. Number of fragments and regression. The table reports the Average Recall
scores for different numbers of surface fragments (n) with and without regression of the 3D fragment coordinates (the fragment centers are used in the case of no regression). AR∗ represents
ARMSPD . The table also reports the average number of correspondences established per object
model in an image, the average number of GC-RANSAC iterations to fit a single pose (both are
rounded to integers), and the average image processing time (in seconds).

RANSAC variant
OpenCV RANSAC
MSAC [250]
GC-RANSAC [8]
GC-RANSAC [8]
GC-RANSAC [8]

Non-minimal solver
EPnP [145]
EPnP [145] + L-M [171]
DLS-PnP [92]
EPnP [145]
EPnP [145] + L-M [171]

T-LESS [102]

YCB-V [271]

LM-O [17]

AR

AR∗

AR

AR∗

AR

AR∗

35.5
44.3
44.3
46.9
47.6

47.9
61.0
59.5
62.6
63.5

67.2
63.8
67.5
69.2
69.6

76.6
73.7
76.1
77.9
78.3

41.2
39.7
35.6
42.6
44.3

63.5
61.7
53.9
63.6
65.9

Time
0.16
0.49
0.53
0.39
0.52

Table 4.3. RANSAC variants and non-minimal solvers. The P3P solver [134] is used to
estimate the pose from a minimal sample of 2D-3D correspondences. The non-minimal solvers
are applied when estimating the pose from a larger-than-minimal sample. The reported time (s)
is the average time to fit poses of all object instances in an image averaged over the datasets.

Even though the regressed locations are not guaranteed to lie on the model surface,
their average distance from the surface was measured to be less than 1 mm (with 64 and
256 fragments), which is negligible compared to the object sizes. No improvement was
observed when the regressed locations were replaced by the closest points on the surface.
Robust Pose Fitting. Table 4.3 evaluates several methods for robust pose estimation
from 2D-3D correspondences: RANSAC [71] from OpenCV (function solvePnPRansac),
MSAC [252], and GC-RANSAC [8]. The methods were evaluated within the ProgressiveX scheme (Section 4.3.2), with the P3P solver [134] to estimate the pose from a minimal
sample, i.e., three correspondences, and with several solvers to estimate the pose from a
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non-minimal sample. In OpenCV RANSAC and MSAC, the non-minimal solver refines
the pose from all inliers. In GC-RANSAC, it is additionally used in the graph-cut-based
local optimization which is applied when a new so-far-the-best pose is found. We tested
OpenCV RANSAC with all available non-minimal solvers and achieved the best scores
with EPnP [145]. The top-performing method on all datasets is GC-RANSAC with EPnP
followed by the Levenberg-Marquardt optimization [171] as the non-minimal solver. Note
the improvement in accuracy, especially on T-LESS, over OpenCV RANSAC which is
used by many recent correspondence-based methods, e.g., [188, 277, 205, 242].
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ObjectSynth
Synthesis of Photorealistic Training Images

This chapter presents an approach to synthesize highly photorealistic images of 3D object
models, which are experimentally shown effective for training deep neural networks for
detecting the objects and estimating their pose from real test images. The proposed approach has three key ingredients. First, 3D models of objects are arranged in 3D models of
complete indoor scenes with realistic materials and lighting. Second, plausible geometric
configurations of objects and cameras in the scenes are generated by physics simulation.
And, third, a high degree of visual realism is achieved by physically-based rendering
(PBR). Example images synthesized by the proposed approach are in Figure 5.1.
The experiments show that the Faster R-CNN object detector [208] trained on the
synthesized images achieves a 24% absolute improvement in mAP@.75IoU on real test
images from the RU-APC dataset [209], and 11% on real test images from the LM-O
dataset [17, 94]. The improvements are relative to a baseline where the training images
are synthesized by rendering object models on top of random photographs – similar images
are commonly used for training methods for tasks such as object instance detection [65],
object instance segmentation [97], and 6D object pose estimation [127, 205].
Modeling of objects and scenes is described in Section 5.1, arranging the object models
in the scene models and generating camera poses in Section 5.2, and rendering in Section 5.3. The effectiveness of the photorealistic training images is evaluated in Section 5.4.
A refined version of the proposed approach, which was used to synthesize training images
for participants of the BOP Challenge 2020 (Chapter 7), is described in Section 5.5.
Tomáš Hodaň was working on ObjectSynth during his internship at Microsoft Research
in Redmond in 2018. The work was published in [111]. The project website with a dataset
of 400K photorealistic images is available at: thodan.github.io/objectsynth, and a
dataset of 350K images synthesized for the BOP Challenge 2020 at: bop.felk.cvut.cz.

5.1

Scene and Object Modeling

Achieving a high degree of visual realism requires 3D models that are accurate in terms
of geometry, texture, and material. We worked with 3D models of 15 objects from the
Linemod (LM) dataset [94] and 14 objects from the Rutgers APC (RU-APC) dataset [209]
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Figure 5.1. Example images synthesized by ObjectSynth. The top five rows show images
of the LM objects [94], the bottom row shows images of the RU-APC objects [209]. The images
are annotated with 2D bounding boxes, masks and 6D poses of the objects.

(Figure 5.2, top). We started with the refined versions of the object models from BOP [106],
provided as color meshes with surface normals, and manually assigned PBR materials to
the models which match the appearance of the objects in real images. The material prop-
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erties were controlled by the roughness, specular, and metallic parameters.1 Since objects
from both datasets are mostly texture-less and of a homogeneous material, the same material properties were assigned to the whole model surface. A Lambertian material was
assigned to the RU-APC models as the objects are mostly made of cardboard.
The 3D object models were arranged in 3D models of six furnished scenes (Figure 5.2,
bottom). Scenes 1–5 represent the office and household environments and include fine
details and typical objects, e.g., the kitchen (Scene 5) contains dishes in a sink or a bowl
of cherries. Scene 6 contains a shelf from the Amazon Picking Challenge 2015 [274].
The scene models were created using standard 3D tools, primarily Autodesk Maya,
by artists at Microsoft Research. Scenes 1 and 2 are reconstructions of real-world environments obtained using LiDAR and photogrammetry 3D scans which served as a guide
for artists. Materials were recreated using photographic reference, PBR material scanning [175], and color swatch samples [180]. Scenes 3–5 were purchased online [69], their
geometry and materials were refined, and clutter and chaos was added to mimic a real
environment. A 3D geometry model of the shelf in Scene 6 was provided in the Amazon
Picking Challenge 2015 [274]. Reference imagery of the shelf was used to create textures
and materials that match its appearance. Exterior light coming to the scene through
windows was modeled with Arnold Physical Sky [80] which can accurately depict atmospheric effects and time-of-day variation. Interior lights were modeled with standard light
sources such as area and point lights.

5.2

Scene and Object Composition

Multiple stages to arrange the objects on were manually selected in each scene. A stage
is defined by a polygon and is typically located on tables, chairs and other places with a
distinct structure, texture or illumination. Placing objects on such locations maximizes
the diversity of the rendered images. One stage per shelf bin was created in Scene 6.
An arrangement of a set of objects was generated in two steps: (1) poses of the 3D
object models were initialized above a randomly selected stage, and (2) a physically plausible arrangement was reached by simulating the objects falling on the stage under gravity
and undergoing mutual collisions. The poses were initialized by FLARE [76], a rule-based
system for generation of object layouts for augmented reality applications, and physics
was simulated by NVIDIA PhysX. The initial height of the objects above the stage was
randomly sampled from 5 to 50 cm. For the LM objects, one instance per object model
was added to the stage and initialized with the canonical orientation, i.e., the cup was up1

The roughness parameter controls the range of angles in which the reflected light is scattered, which
influences the sharpness of the reflection. The specular parameter controls the facing (along normal) reflectivity. The metallic parameter controls the blending factor of the metallic and non-metallic material
models. In the case of a metallic material, the base color controls the color of the specular reflection and
most light is reflected as specular reflections. Non-metallic materials have specular reflections that are
the same color as the incoming light and barely reflects when looking at the surface face-on [66].
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Scene 1

Scene 2

Scene 3

Scene 4

Scene 5

Scene 6

Figure 5.2. 3D models of objects and scenes. Objects from the LM dataset [94] (1st row)
were rendered in Scenes 1–5 and objects from RU-APC [209] (2nd row) in Scenes 3 and 6.

right, the cat was standing on her legs, etc. For the RU-APC objects, up to five instances
per object model were added to the stage and initialized with random orientations.
Multiple cameras were positioned around each object arrangement. Instead of fitting
all objects within the camera frustum, the camera was pointed at a randomly selected
object. This allowed for better control of the scale of the rendered objects. The azimuth
angles, elevation angles, and distances of the cameras were uniformly sampled from ranges
determined by the ground-truth 6D object poses from the test images. A mask of the
focused object and a mask of its visible part were rendered before rendering the RGB
image. The RGB image was rendered only if at least 30% of the object was visible.
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Quality

AA

D rays

S rays

D depth

S depth

Max depth

Low
Medium
High

1
9
25

1
4
9

1
4
4

1
3
3

1
2
3

2
3
4

BlenderProc4BOP

50

1

1

3

0

3

Table 5.1. Ray-tracing parameters [80] for different quality settings. AA is the number of rays sampled per image pixel. D/S rays is the number of indirect diffuse/specular rays
sampled when a ray from the camera hits a diffuse/specular surface. After the first reflection,
only a single indirect diffuse/specular ray is sampled. D/S depth is the maximum number of
diffuse/specular reflections, and Max depth is the maximum number of reflections in total. Besides indirect rays that reflect from other scene elements, the color of a surface is determined by
direct rays from light sources. BlenderProc4BOP is discussed later in Section 5.5.

Figure 5.3. High vs. low rendering quality. The same images rendered at the high (top)
and the low (bottom) quality settings of the Arnold physically-based renderer [80]. Notice the
noise due to insufficient illumination sampling in the low-quality images.

5.3

Physically-Based Rendering

Besides accurate 3D models, achieving a high degree of visual realism requires accurate
simulation of lighting, including soft shadows, reflections, refractions and indirect light
bounces. For the experiments in Section 5.4, the images were synthesized by Arnold [80],
a physically-based renderer simulating the flow of light energy in the scene by ray tracing.
Three images were rendered per camera in a low, medium and high quality settings.
The mapping of the settings to Arnold parameters is in Table 5.1. Increasing the number
of rays sampled per pixel (AA) reduces aliasing artifacts due to insufficient sampling of
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geometry and noise due to insufficient sampling of illumination. Increasing the number
of indirect diffuse rays sampled when a ray from the camera hits a diffuse surface (D
rays) and and from a specular surface (S rays) reduces illumination noise. Increasing the
maximum number of diffuse and specular reflections (D/S depth) improves the accuracy
of the illumination by gathering more of the light energy bounced around in the scene.
The images were rendered on 16-core Intel Xeon 2.3GHz processors with 112GB RAM.
GPU’s were not used. The average rendering time per image in VGA resolution was 15 s
in low, 120 s in medium, and 720 s in high quality. A CPU cluster with 400 nodes allowed
us to render 2.3M images in low, 288K in medium, and 48K in high quality within a day.
A set of 200K images in low and 200K images in high quality is available on the project
website. LM objects are rendered in Scenes 1–5 and RU-APC objects in Scenes 3 and 6.
Each instance is annotated with the 2D bounding box, segmentation mask and 6D pose.

5.4

Experiments

The experiments presented in this section evaluate the effectiveness of PBR images for
training the Faster R-CNN object detector [208]. Specifically, the experiments focus on
three aspects: (1) the importance of PBR images over the commonly used images of objects rendered on top of random photographs, (2) the importance of the high PBR quality,
and (3) the importance of accurately modeling the scene context.

5.4.1

Experimental Setup

Datasets. The experiments were conducted on the reduced versions [106] of datasets
Linemod-Occluded (LM-O) [17, 94] and Rutgers APC (RU-APC) [209]. The datasets
include 3D object models and real RGB-D test images of VGA resolution (only RGB
channels were used). The ground-truth 2D bounding boxes for the evaluation of 2D object detection were calculated from the provided ground-truth 6D object poses. LM-O
contains 200 images with ground-truth annotations for 8 LM objects captured with various levels of occlusion. RU-APC contains 14 object models and 1380 images which show
the objects in a cluttered warehouse shelf. Example test images are in Figure 5.5.
“Render & Paste” Training Images (R&P). The baseline images were generated
by a “render & paste” pipeline similar to [97] – the 3D object models were rendered by
OpenGL on top of random real photographs pulled from NYU Depth Dataset V2 [227].
For a more direct comparison, the R&P images were generated by imitating the PBR
images – the 3D object models were rendered in the same poses as in the PBR images.
Generating one R&P image took 3 s on average. Examples are in Figure 5.4.
Object Instance Detection. The experiments were conducted with two network architectures of Faster R-CNN: ResNet-101 [90] and Inception-ResNet-v2 [238]. The networks
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Figure 5.4. Types of training images. The baseline “render & paste” training images (top)
were generated by rendering the 3D object models in the same poses as in the PBR images
(bottom) and pasting the renderings on top of random photographs.

were pre-trained on the Microsoft COCO dataset [151] and fine-tuned on synthetic images
for 100K iterations. The learning rate was set to 0.001 and multiplied by 0.96 every 1K
iterations. To virtually increase diversity of the training set, the images were augmented
by randomly adjusting brightness, contrast, hue, and saturation, and by applying random
Gaussian noise and blur, similarly to [97]. The implementation of Faster R-CNN from
Tensorflow Object Detection API [116] was used. The detection accuracy was measured
by mAP@.75IoU, i.e., the mean average precision with a strict IoU threshold of 0.75 [151].
For each test image, detections of object models annotated in the image were considered.

5.4.2

Importance of PBR Images for Training

On RU-APC, Faster R-CNN with Inception-ResNet-v2 trained on the high-quality PBR
images achieves a significant 24% absolute improvement of mAP@.75IoU over the same
method trained on R&P images (Table 5.3, PBR-h vs. R&P). It is noteworthy that PBR
images yield almost 35% or higher absolute improvement on five objects, and overall
achieve a better performance on 12 out of 14 objects. This is achieved when the objects
are rendered in Scene 6 that accurately imitates the scene visible in test images. When
the objects are rendered in Scene 3 (PBR-ho vs. R&P), the accuracy score still increases
by 11% (the importance of scene context is discussed later in Section 5.4.4). Improvements, although not so dramatic, can also be observed with the ResNet-101 network. On
LM-O, PBR images yield almost 11% absolute improvement, with a large gain on 7 out
of 8 objects (Table 5.2, PBR-h vs. R&P).
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1

5

6

8

9

10

11

12

mAP

Inception-ResNet-v2
PBR-h 60.3 44.5 56.7 53.4 81.8 48.6 9.6 92.3 55.9
PBR-l 57.3 35.8 53.3 52.6 77.8 23.8 3.1 94.5 49.8
R&P
30.7 45.4 42.5 32.4 77.1 33.4 19.6 76.7 44.7
ResNet-101
PBR-h 46.3 40.3 48.5 58.0 76.4 39.5 4.7 85.5 49.9
PBR-l 44.1 26.6 41.6 53.7 73.7 24.5 1.1 91.6 44.6
R&P
35.5 45.3 37.1 44.6 75.0 33.6 12.7 76.8 45.1

Table 5.2. Object detection scores on LM-O: Per-object average precision (AP@.75IoU)
and mean average precision (mAP@.75IoU) of Faster R-CNN trained on high/low PBR images
of objects in Scenes 1–5 (PBR-h, PBR-l), and baseline R&P images. Object ID’s as in [106].
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

mAP

73.2
73.1
81.6
57.4

44.8
44.8
21.5
44.5

65.4
79.3
72.7
47.6

70.9
67.2
58.3
35.8

86.8
90.5
43.3
87.6

26.4
25.6
21.7
40.6

71.9
72.9
58.7
48.0

75.2
66.2
69.3
36.4

42.6
37.5
32.2
36.8

84.5
83.1
66.2
75.1

60.9
61.4
51.8
50.6

73.2
79.3
28.3
48.5

21.4
25.3
19.3
14.8

68.4
65.1
51.6
52.7

Inception-ResNet-v2
PBR-h
PBR-l
PBR-ho
R&P

57.1
57.6
46.2
33.5

93.3
96.3
61.9
47.5

88.0
84.6
56.0
71.5

61.2
62.2
55.8
32.7

80.4
81.3
54.4
42.4

62.5
60.5
69.8
13.5

99.0
98.7
89.0
44.9

98.1
98.6
89.3
73.0

ResNet-101
PBR-h
PBR-l
PBR-ho
R&P

30.6
26.8
35.2
29.1

93.7
87.6
64.4
38.5

91.6
87.3
58.4
82.0

68.2
64.0
52.9
59.2

72.1
79.8
46.7
52.4

56.7
27.8
53.0
59.1

93.4
95.2
71.5
79.5

93.6
90.4
73.8
75.0

Table 5.3. Object detection scores on RU-APC: Per-object average precision (AP@.75IoU)
and mean average precision (mAP@.75IoU) of Faster R-CNN trained on high/low-quality PBR
images of in-context objects in Scene 6 (PBR-h, PBR-l), high-quality PBR images of out-ofcontext objects in Scene 3 (PBR-ho), and baseline images (R&P). Object ID’s as in BOP [106].

Figure 5.5. Object detections. The Faster R-CNN object detector was trained on high-quality
PBR images and evaluated on real test images from LM-O (top) and RU-APC (bottom).
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5.4.3

Importance of PBR Quality

On LM-O, Faster R-CNN with Inception-ResNet-v2 trained on the high-quality PBR images achieves an improvement of almost 6% over the low-quality PBR images (Table 5.2,
PBR-h vs. PBR-l). A similar improvement is not observed on RU-APC when training
on PBR images rendered in Scene 6. The illumination in Scene 6 is simpler, there is no
incoming outdoor light and the materials are mainly Lambertian. There are therefore no
complex reflections and the low-quality PBR images from this scene are cleaner than, e.g.,
when rendered in Scenes 3–5. This suggests that the low quality is sufficient for scenes
with simpler illumination and materials.

5.4.4

Importance of Scene Context

To analyze the importance of accurately modeling the scene context, the RU-APC objects were rendered in two setups: (1) “in context” in Scene 6, and (2) “out of context” in
Scene 3 (Figure 5.6). Following the taxonomy of contextual information from [56], the incontext setup faithfully imitates the gist, geometric, semantic, and illumination aspects of
the context of the test scene. The out-of-context setup exhibits discrepancies in all of these
aspects. Training images of in-context objects yield an absolute improvement of 13% with
Inception-ResNet-v2 and 16% with ResNet-101 over the images of out-of-context objects
(Table 5.3, PBR-h vs. PBR-ho). This demonstrates the benefit of accurately modeling
the context of the test scene.
In context

Out of context

Figure 5.6. Images of in-context and out-of-context RU-APC objects. The in-context
images are rendered in Scene 6 which accurately models the scene in test images.

5.5

Training Images for BOP Challenge 2020

In the BOP Challenge 2020 (Section 7.4), the participants were provided with 350K PBR
training images generated and automatically annotated by BlenderProc4BOP [55, 54],
an open-source and light-weight physically-based renderer which implements a refined
version of the synthesis approach proposed above.
To improve efficiency, BlenderProc4BOP renders objects not in 3D models of indoor
scenes but inside an empty cube, with objects from other datasets serving as distractors.
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Commonly used “render & paste” synthetic training images

Photorealistic training images rendered by BlenderProc4BOP [55, 54]

Figure 5.7. Synthetic training images. Methods for 6D object pose estimation have been
commonly trained on “render & paste” images synthesized by OpenGL rendering of 3D object
models randomly positioned on top of random backgrounds. Instead, participants of the BOP
Challenge 2020 were provided 350K PBR training images rendered by ray tracing and showing
the 3D object models in physically plausible poses inside a cube with a random PBR material.

To achieve a rich spectrum of generated images, a random PBR material from the CC0
Textures library [52] is assigned to the walls of the cube, and light with a random intensity
and color is emitted from the room ceiling and from a randomly positioned point source.
As shown in Table 5.3, the ray-tracing parameters are set economically, with 50 rays sampled per pixel but only a single indirect ray sampled when a ray from the camera hits a
surface. Noise in the rendered images is reduced by the Intel Open Image Denoiser [118].
This setup keeps the computational cost low – the full generation of one RGB-D image in
VGA resolution takes only 1–3 seconds on a standard desktop computer with a modern
GPU. A set of 50K images can be therefore rendered on 5 GPU’s overnight.
Instead of trying to accurately model the object materials, the specular, metallic, and
roughness properties are randomized. Realistic object poses are achieved by dropping
the 3D object models on the ground plane of the cube using the PyBullet physics engine
integrated in Blender [44]. This allows creating dense but shallow piles of objects that
introduce various levels of occlusion. Since test images from the LM dataset show the
objects always standing upright, the objects from LM are not dropped but instead densely
placed on the ground plane in upright poses using automated collision checks. Each object
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arrangement is rendered from 25 random camera poses. The azimuth angles, elevation
angles, and distances of the cameras are uniformly sampled from ranges determined by
the ground-truth 6D object poses from the test images, and the in-plane rotation angles
are generated randomly. Examples of the generated images are in Figure 5.7.
The data generated by BlenderProc4BOP (RGB and depth images, ground-truth 6D
object poses, camera intrinsics) is saved in the BOP format, allowing to interface with
utilities from the BOP toolkit [108]. The source code and configuration files to reproduce
or modify the generation process are publicly available [15]. Users are encouraged to build
on top of the open-source code and release their extensions.
In the BOP Challenge 2020, methods achieved noticeably higher accuracy scores when
trained on the PBR training images generated by BlenderProc4BOP than when trained
on the “render & paste” images. Although adding real training images yielded even higher
scores, competitive results were achieved with PBR images only – out of the 26 evaluated
methods, the fifth was trained only on the PBR images. See Section 7.4 for details.
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Chapter 6

T-LESS
An RGB-D Dataset with Texture-less Objects

This chapter introduces T-LESS, a publicly available dataset for 6D object pose estimation that includes 3D models and training and test RGB-D images of thirty commodity
electrical parts. Recognizing and estimating the 6D pose of these objects is challenging
because the objects have no significant texture or discriminative color, exhibit symmetries and similarities in shape and size, and some objects are a composition of others
(Figures 6.1 and 6.2). Objects exhibiting similar properties are common in industrial
environments and T-LESS is the first dataset to include such objects.
The training and test images were captured with a triplet of sensors, i.e., a structured
light RGB-D sensor (Primesense Carmine 1.09), a time-of-flight RGB-D sensor (Microsoft
Kinect v2), and an RGB sensor (Canon IXUS 950 IS). The sensors were time-synchronized
and had similar perspectives. The images were captured with an automated acquisition
setup which systematically sampled images from a view sphere, resulting in ∼39K training
and ∼10K test images from each sensor. The training images show objects in isolation
on a black background, while the test images originate from twenty table-top scenes with
arbitrarily arranged objects. Complexity of the test scenes varies from those with several
isolated objects and a clean background to very challenging ones with multiple instances
of several objects and with a high amount of occlusion and clutter. Additionally, the
dataset contains two types of 3D mesh models for each object – one manually created in
CAD software and one semi-automatically reconstructed from the training RGB-D images. All instances of the modeled objects in the training and test images are annotated
with accurate ground-truth 6D poses – see the visualizations in Figure 6.1 for a qualitative
and Section 6.7.1 for a quantitative evaluation of the ground-truth poses.
The dataset is intended for evaluating various flavors of the 6D object pose estimation
problem and other related problems such as 2D object detection [248, 101] and segmentation [247, 79]. Since images from three types of sensors are available, the dataset allows
to study the importance of different input modalities for the aforementioned problems.
Another possibility is to use the training images for evaluating 3D object reconstruction
methods [232] where the provided CAD models can serve as the ground truth.
The objectives in designing T-LESS were to provide a dataset of substantial but manageable size, with a rigorous and complete ground-truth annotation that is accurate to
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Figure 6.1. Challenges in T-LESS. Recognizing and estimating the 6D pose of T-LESS objects is challenging because the objects are texture-less, without a discriminative color, exhibit
symmetries and similarities in shape and size, and are often seen under heavy occlusion and
clutter. Cropped test images (top) are shown overlaid with colored 3D object models in the
ground-truth 6D poses (bottom). Instances of the same object have the same color.

the level of the sensor resolution, and with graded complexity that makes the dataset
reasonably future-proof, i.e., solvable but not solved by the current state-of-the-art methods. The difficulty of T-LESS is demonstrated in Section 6.7.2 on the performance of the
HashMatch method, which achieves a relatively low accuracy on T-LESS compared to the
accuracy on the well-established LM dataset (Section 3.3.1). T-LESS was selected as one
of the core datasets in the BOP benchmark (Chapter 7) and, as of 2020, it is still one of
the more difficult datasets in the benchmark.
The applied approach to capture the training and test images, annotate the images
with ground-truth 6D object poses, and reconstruct the 3D object models is described in
Sections 6.1–6.6. The accuracy of the ground-truth poses and the difficulty of the dataset
is assessed in Section 6.7. The T-LESS dataset was published in [102] and is available on
the project website: cmp.felk.cvut.cz/t-less.

6.1

Acquisition Setup

The training and test images were captured with the aid of a setup shown in Figure 6.3.
The objects were placed on a turntable and the sensors were attached to a jig with adjustable tilt. Poses of the sensors were estimated using a marker field that was affixed to
the turntable. The marker field was extended vertically to the turntable sides to facilitate
estimating the poses at lower elevations. When capturing training images, the objects
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Figure 6.2. T-LESS objects and scenes. The dataset includes 3D models and training
images of 30 objects (top) and test images of 20 scenes (bottom) – shown overlaid with colored
3D object models in the ground truth poses. The images were captured from a systematically
sampled view sphere around an object/scene and are annotated with accurate ground-truth 6D
poses of all instances of the modeled objects. Some objects are a composition of others. For
example, objects 7 and 8 are built up from object 6, object 9 is made of three copies of object
10, and the center part of objects 17 and 18 is nearly identical to object 13.

were placed in the middle of the turntable and in the front of a black screen that ensured
a uniform background from all elevations. To introduce a non-uniform background in
test images, a sheet of plywood with markers at its edges was placed on the turntable.
In some scenes, the objects were placed on other objects such as books to invalidate a
ground plane assumption that might be made by some methods. The depth of object
surfaces in the training and test images is in the range of 0.53–0.92 m, which is within the
sensing ranges of the RGB-D sensors: 0.35–1.4 m for Carmine and 0.5–4.5 m for Kinect.
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3~

2~

1~

Figure 6.3. Acquisition setup: (1) a turntable with a marker field, (2) a screen ensuring
a black background in training images (removed when capturing test images), (3) a triplet of
sensors attached to a jig with adjustable tilt.

6.2

Calibration of Sensors

The intrinsic and distortion parameters of the sensors were estimated with the standard
checkerboard-based procedure from OpenCV [19]. High calibration accuracy is affirmed
by low values of the root-mean-square re-projection error calculated at the checkerboard
corners: 0.51 px for Carmine, 0.35 px for Kinect, and 0.43 px for Canon. For the RGB-D
sensors, the calibration was performed with the RGB images. The depth images were
aligned to the RGB images by the factory depth-to-color registration from the official
SDK’s (OpenNI 2.2 and Kinect for Windows SDK 2.0). The color and aligned depth images, which are included in the dataset, are already processed to remove radial distortion.
All sensors were synchronized and extrinsically calibrated with respect to the turntable
to enable registration of any pair of images. Since the images were taken while the
turntable was moving, precise synchronization was essential to ensure that the images
from the three sensors are taken from similar viewpoints. Poses of the sensors were estimated using fiducial BCH-code markers from ARToolKitPlus [258]. Specifically, the
2D detections of particular markers in an image combined with the knowledge of their
physical location on the turntable provided a set of 2D-3D correspondences. The sensor
pose was then estimated from the correspondences by the PnP-RANSAC algorithm [71,
145] and refined by a non-linear minimization of the cumulative re-projection error [154].
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The root-mean-square re-projection error, which was calculated at the marker corners in
all test images, is 1.27 px for Carmine, 1.37 px for Kinect, and 1.50 px for Canon. This
measure combines errors in the intrinsic calibration, marker field detection and pose estimation, and is therefore larger than the aforementioned error of the intrinsic calibration.

6.3

Training and Test Images

The dataset includes training images of every object in isolation captured from a full view
sphere with the acquisition setup described in Section 6.1. The training images were captured from elevation angles −85◦ to 85◦ with a 10◦ step and from the complete range of
azimuth angles with a 5◦ step. Views from the upper and lower hemispheres were taken
separately, turning the object upside down in between. In total, the dataset includes
18 · 72 = 1296 training images per object from each sensor. Exceptions are objects 19 and
20 which were captured only from the upper hemisphere (648 images from elevation 85◦ to
5◦ ). These objects are horizontally symmetric and the views from the upper hemisphere
are therefore sufficient. The test scenes were captured from elevation angles 15◦ to 75◦
with a 10◦ step and from the complete range of azimuth angles with a 5◦ step. In total,
the dataset includes 7 · 72 = 504 test images per test scene from each sensor.
The captured images were cropped to remove regions at the image borders, which
mostly showed the fiducial markers and were irrelevant for 6D object pose estimation. To
hide markers that were still visible in the training images after the cropping, and therefore
to ensure a black background everywhere around the objects, the training images were
gradually darkened from the object mask towards the image borders.
The provided training RGB-D images from Carmine and Kinect are of resolution
400 × 400 px, the training RGB images from Canon of 1900 × 1900 px, the test RGB-D
images from Carmine and Kinect of 720 × 540 px, and the test RGB images from Canon
of 2560 × 1920 px. Example images from the three sensors are in Figure 6.4.

6.4

Depth Correction

Similarly to [72, 233], the depth measurements from the RGB-D sensors were observed to
exhibit a systematic error. To eliminate the error, the depth measurements were collected
at image locations of the marker corners together with their expected values calculated
from the known marker coordinates. The measurements were collected from the range of
0.53 – 0.92 m in which the objects appear in the training and test images. The following
correction models were then found by least-squares fitting: dc = 1.0247 · d − 5.19 for
Carmine, and dc = 1.0266 · d − 26.88 for Kinect, where d and dc are the measured and
corrected depth values in millimeters. The correction reduced the mean absolute difference from the expected depth from 12.4 to 2.8 mm for Carmine and from 7.0 to 3.6 mm
for Kinect. The correction is already applied to all depth images included in the dataset.
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Primesense Carmine 1.09, RGB-D
Training: 400 × 400 px

Microsoft Kinect v2, RGB-D
Training: 400 × 400 px

Canon IXUS 950 IS, RGB
Training: 1900 × 1900 px

Test: 720 × 540 px

Test: 720 × 540 px

Test: 2560 × 1920 px

Figure 6.4. Training and test images captured by three sensors. For the RGB-D images,
the left halves show the RGB channels and the right halves show the depth channel.

6.5

3D Object Models

A manually-created CAD model and a semi-automatically reconstructed model are available for each object (Figure 6.5). Models of both types are provided in the form of 3D
meshes with surface normals. The surface normal at a mesh vertex was calculated by
MeshLab [40] as the angle-weighted sum of face normals incident to the vertex [243]. The
surface color, stored at the mesh vertices, is available only in the reconstructed models.
The reconstructed models were obtained using the volumetric 3D mapping method
by Steinbrücker et al. [232]. The input to the method was the RGB-D training images
from Carmine and the camera poses estimated from the fiducial markers (Section 6.2).
For each object, two partial models were reconstructed first, one from the upper and one
from the lower view hemisphere. The partial models were aligned by the Iterative Closest
Point (ICP) algorithm applied to the model vertices, followed by manual refinement to
ensure correct registration of surface details that are visible only in color. The camera
poses were then brought into a common reference frame by the found alignment transformation and the full object model was reconstructed using images from all cameras. The
models contained some minor artifacts, e.g., small spikes, which were removed manually.
Some of the objects have small shiny metal parts, such as the plug poles, which are not
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Figure 6.5. Examples of 3D object models. Top: Manually created CAD models. Bottom:
Semi-automatically reconstructed models which include also surface color. Surface normals at
model vertices are included in both model types.

reconstructed because their depth was not reliably captured by the depth sensor.
The reconstructed models were aligned to the CAD models by the ICP algorithm
followed by manual refinement. Models of both types are therefore defined in the same
coordinate system and share the same ground-truth 6D poses. The origin of the model
coordinate system coincides with the center of the 3D bounding box of the CAD model.
The geometrical similarity of the two model types was assessed by calculating the
average distance from vertices of the reconstructed models to the closest points on the
surface of the CAD models. The average distance over all object models is 1.01 mm, which
is very low compared to the size of the objects that ranges from 58.13 mm for object 13
to 217.16 mm for object 8. The Metro software [41] was used to measure the distance.

6.6

Ground-Truth 6D Object Poses

To collect the ground-truth 6D object poses for images of a test scene, a dense 3D model of
the scene was first reconstructed from all images of the scene by the method of Steinbrücker
et al. [232]. The CAD object models were then manually aligned to the scene model, the
object models were rendered into several high-resolution images from the Canon camera
using known camera-to-turntable transformations, misalignments were identified in the
renderings, and the poses were manually refined accordingly. The refinement was repeated
until a satisfactory alignment of the renderings with the images of the scene was achieved.
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6.7

Design Validation and Experiments

This section evaluates the accuracy of the ground-truth 6D object poses and assesses the
difficulty of the 6D object localization task on the T-LESS dataset.

6.7.1

Accuracy of the Ground-Truth 6D Object Poses

The depth images, corrected as described in Section 6.4, were compared with depth images obtained by graphically rendering the 3D object models in the ground-truth poses.
Table 6.1 shows the statistics of the difference δ between depth values in the two images,
which was calculated at pixels with a valid depth value in both images and aggregated
over all training and test images. Differences exceeding 5 cm were considered to be outliers and pruned before calculating the statistics. The outliers represent ∼2.5 % of the
differences and are typically caused by erroneous depth measurements or by occlusion
induced by distractor objects in the case of test images.
In the case of Carmine, the captured depth images align well with the rendered depth
images as indicated by the mean difference µδ being close to zero. In the case of Kinect, the
RGB and depth images were observed to be slightly misregistered, which is the cause of
the positive bias in µδ . The average absolute difference µ|δ| is less than 5 mm for Carmine
and 9 mm for Kinect, which is near the accuracy of the sensors [131] and is relatively small
compared to the size of the T-LESS objects. The error statistics are slightly favorable for
the reconstructed object models which were created from the captured depth images and
exhibit similar characteristics and artifacts as the images. For example, the plug poles
are not visible in the depth images and are therefore missing in the reconstructed models,
but are present in the CAD models.

6.7.2

6D Object Localization

The difficulty of 6D object localization on the T-LESS dataset is assessed with HashMatch, the template-matching method described in Chapter 3. The method is evaluated
on all test RGB-D images from Carmine, the templates are generated from the RGB-D
training images from Carmine, and the CAD models are used in the pose refinement stage.
The accuracy of the method is measured by the recall rate, i.e., the fraction of annotated
object instances for which a correct pose is estimated. A pose estimate is considered
correct if the ADI error defined in Section 2.5 is below 10% of the object diameter.
Figure 6.6 presents the recall rates per object (top) and per scene (middle). The lowest recall rates are achieved on objects that are similar to other objects. For example,
object 1 is often confused with object 2, as are objects 20, 21 and 22. Likewise, test
scenes containing similar objects are more difficult, with the hardest one being scene 20
that contains multiple instances of several similar objects. Besides the mutual similarity
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Sensor, model type
Carmine, CAD
Carmine, reconstructed
Kinect, CAD
Kinect, reconstructed

µδ

σδ

µ|δ|

med|δ|

-0.60
-0.79
4.46
4.08

8.12
7.72
11.76
11.36

4.53
4.28
8.76
8.40

2.57
2.46
5.67
5.45

Table 6.1. Quality of the ground-truth 6D object poses. Statistics of differences between
the depth of object models in the ground-truth poses and the captured depth (in millimeters)
– µδ and σδ are the mean and the standard deviation of the differences, µ|δ| and med|δ| are the
mean and the median of the absolute differences.
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Figure 6.6. HashMatch results on T-LESS. Shown are the recall rates per object (top),
per scene (middle), and w.r.t. the visible fraction of the object surface (bottom).

of objects, occlusion is another challenge presented in T-LESS – as shown at the bottom
of Figure 6.6, the recall rate decreases proportionally with the visible fraction of objects.
The recall rate of HashMatch averaged over all T-LESS objects is 67.2%, which is
noticeably lower than the recall rate of 95.4% which this method achieves on the wellestablished and rather saturated LM dataset [94]. A margin for improvement, indicating
new challenges brought by the T-LESS dataset, is evident also from the results of the
recent BOP Challenge 2020 described in Section 7.4.
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Chapter 7

BOP
The Benchmark for 6D Object Pose Estimation

The progress of research in computer vision has been strongly influenced by challenges
and benchmarks, which enable to evaluate and compare methods and better understand
their limitations. The Middlebury benchmark [221, 220] for depth from stereo and optical
flow estimation was one of the first that gained large attention. The PASCAL VOC challenge [68], based on a photo collection from the internet, was the first to standardize the
evaluation of object detection and image classification. It was followed by the ImageNet
challenge [218] which has pushed image classification methods to new levels of accuracy.
The key was a large-scale dataset that enabled training of deep neural networks, which
then quickly became a game-changer for many other tasks [137]. With increasing maturity of computer vision methods, recent benchmarks moved to real-world scenarios. A
great example is the KITTI benchmark [77] focusing on problems related to autonomous
driving. It showed that methods ranking high on established benchmarks, such as the
Middlebury, may perform below average when moved outside the laboratory conditions.
Many methods for 6D object pose estimation have been published recently, e.g., [241,
138, 112, 18, 265, 127, 205, 167], but it was unclear which methods perform well and in
which scenarios. The most commonly used LM dataset by Hinterstoisser et al. [94] was
not intended as a general benchmark and has several limitations: the lighting conditions
are constant and the objects are easy to distinguish, unoccluded, and located around the
image center. Some of these limitations were later addressed – Brachmann et al. [17]
created the LM-O dataset by adding ground-truth annotation for occluded objects in the
LM dataset, the T-LESS dataset described in Chapter 6 introduced industry-relevant objects with symmetries and similarities, and Drost et al. [62] created the ITODD dataset
with objects from reflective materials. However, the datasets were provided in different
formats and there was no standard evaluation methodology. New methods were usually
compared with only a few competitors on a small subset of datasets.
The BOP benchmark was created both to capture the status quo in the field and to
systematically measure the progress in the future. Unlike the PASCAL VOC and ImageNet challenges, the task of 6D object pose estimation requires a specific set of calibrated
modalities that cannot be easily acquired from the internet. In contrast to KITTY, it was
not necessary to record large amounts of new data. We covered many practical scenar81
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Figure 7.1. 3D object models available in the BOP datasets. The models are provided
as 3D meshes with surface normal vectors and surface color. The color is saved per mesh vertex
or as an UV texture. The models were created manually in CAD software or by KinectFusionlike systems for 3D surface reconstruction [178]. T-LESS includes both CAD and reconstructed
models with surface color available only for the reconstructed models shown above. ITODD includes only CAD models with no color. The figure shows models rendered at the same distance.

ios by combining existing datasets. Additionally, we created two datasets with varying
lighting conditions, which is an aspect that was not covered by the existing datasets.
As of 2020, the BOP benchmark comprises of: (1) eleven datasets in a unified format
which cover various types of objects and practical scenarios – see Figures 7.1 and 7.2,
(2) an evaluation methodology with three new pose-error functions which address limitations of the previously used functions, (3) an online evaluation system which is open for
continuous submission of new results and reports the current state of the art, and (4) public challenges held at the International Workshops on Recovering 6D Object Pose [110]
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LM/LM-O [94, 17]

T-LESS [102]

ITODD [62]

HB [126]

YCB-V [271]

RU-APC [209]

IC-BIN [60]

IC-MI [241]

TUD-L [106]

TYO-L [106]

Figure 7.2. Example test RGB-D images from the BOP datasets. The upper rows show
split views of the RGB and D image channels. The lower rows show the images overlaid with
3D object models in the ground-truth 6D poses.

organized annually at the ICCV and ECCV conferences. Tomáš Hodaň has been leading
the organization of the BOP benchmark together with Frank Michel (up to 2018) and
later together with Martin Sundermeyer.
The evaluation methodology is defined in Section 7.1, the datasets are introduced in
Section 7.2, and the public challenges are described and their results analyzed in Sections 7.3 and 7.4. The initial version of the BOP benchmark together with the results of
the first public challenge from 2017 were published in [106] and the results of the following
two public challenges from 2019 and 2020 in [109]. The datasets, evaluation system, and
up-to-date leaderbords are available on the project website: bop.felk.cvut.cz. Evaluation scripts are available in the BOP Toolkit [108].

7.1

Evaluation Methodology

The evaluation methodology detailed in this section defines the 6D object localization task
on which the methods are evaluated (Section 7.1.1), functions to measure the error of 6D
pose estimates which can (fully or partially) deal with pose ambiguities (Sections 7.1.2–
7.1.4), and the accuracy score used to rank the methods (Section 7.1.6).
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7.1.1

6D Object Localization

Methods are evaluated on the task of 6D localization of a varying number of instances of
a varying number of objects from a single RGB-D image. This variant of the 6D object
localization task is referred to as ViVo and defined as:
Training input: For each object, with a label o ∈ {1, . . . , k}, a method is given a 3D
mesh model Mo (typically with a color texture) and synthetic or real RGB-D images showing instances of the object in known 6D poses. Any of the image channels may be used.
Test input: The method is provided with an image I and a list L = [(o1 , n1 ), . . . ,
(om , nm )], where ni is the number of instances of the object oi present in I.
Test output: The method produces a list E = [E1 , . . . , Em ], where Ei is a list of ni
pose estimates for instances of the object oi . An estimate is given by a 3 × 3 rotation
matrix R, a 3 × 1 translation vector t, and a confidence s. The matrix P = [R | t] defines
a transformation from the 3D model coordinates to the 3D camera coordinates.
Note that in the first challenge from 2017, methods were evaluated on a simpler variant of
the 6D object localization task with the goal to estimate the 6D pose of a single instance
of a single object. This variant is referred to as SiSo and detailed in Section 7.3.2.
In BOP, methods have been evaluated on variants of the 6D object localization task
for two reasons. First, the accuracy scores on this simpler task are still far from being
saturated (Section 7.4). Second, the 6D object detection task requires computationally
expensive evaluation as many more hypotheses need to be evaluated to calculate the precision/recall curve, which is typically used for evaluating detection. Calculating the 6D
pose errors is more expensive than, for example, calculating the intersection over union
of 2D bounding boxes used to evaluate 2D object detection.

7.1.2

VSD: Visible Surface Discrepancy

To calculate the VSD error of an estimated pose P̂ w.r.t. the ground-truth pose P̄ in an
image I, an object model M is first rendered in the two poses. The result of the rendering
is two distance maps D̂ and D̄.1 As described below, the distance maps are compared
with the distance map DI of the test image I to obtain the visibility masks V̂ and V̄ , i.e.,
the sets of pixels where the model M is visible in the image I. Given a misalignment tolerance τ , the error is calculated as follows ([·] is the Iverson bracket; see also Figure 7.3):

eVSD D̂, D̄, V̂ , V̄ , τ =

1
|V̂ ∪ V̄ |

X 

u∈
/ V̂ ∩ V̄ ∨ D̂(u) − D̄(u) ≥ τ

(7.1)

u∈V̂ ∪V̄

1

A distance map stores at a pixel u the distance from the camera center to a 3D point xu that projects
to u. The distance map can be readily computed from the depth map which stores at u the Z coordinate
of xu and which is a typical output of Kinect-like sensors.
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RGBI

DI

D̂

V̂

D̄

V̄

D∆

Figure 7.3. Quantities used in the calculation of VSD. Left: The color channels RGBI
(only for illustration) and the distance map DI of a test image I. Right: The distance maps D̂
and D̄ are obtained by rendering the object model M in the estimated pose P̂ and the groundtruth pose P̄ respectively. The visibility masks V̂ and V̄ of the model surface that is visible in I
are obtained by comparing D̂ and D̄ with DI . The distance differences D∆ (u) = D̂(u) − D̄(u),
∀u ∈ V̂ ∩ V̄ , are used for the pixel-wise evaluation of the surface alignment.

Visibility Masks. Given the rendered distance image D̄, with D̄(u) = 0 for pixels outside the object mask, and given the distance image DI of the test scene, with DI (u) = 0
for pixels with missing measurements, the visibility mask V̄ is defined as a set of pixels
where the surface of the model M in the ground-truth pose P̄ is at most by a tolerance δ
behind the scene surface, or where the distance of the scene surface is unknown:


V̄ = u | D̄(u) > 0 ∧ D̄(u) − DI (u) ≤ δ ∨ DI (u) = 0

(7.2)

An object is considered visible at pixels with unknown distance to enable evaluating
poses of glossy objects, e.g., objects from the ITODD dataset [62], whose surface is not
always captured in the distance image. Note that an object was considered invisible at
such pixels in the initial version of the evaluation methodology [106, 105].
For the visibility mask V̂ of the model M in the estimated pose P̂, the definition (7.2)
is extended by including all pixel from the visibility mask V̄ regardless the distance of the
scene surface at these pixels. This is to ensure that the surface of the object captured in
DI does not occlude the object model in the estimated pose. The mask V̂ is defined as:


V̂ = u | D̂(u) > 0 ∧ D̂(u) − DI (u) ≤ δ ∨ DI (u) = 0 ∨ u ∈ V̄

(7.3)

Properties of VSD. The VSD error is calculated only over the visible part of the model
and thus indistinguishable poses are treated as equivalent. This is a desirable property
not provided by the common pose-error functions, including ADD and ADI [94, 105].
Note that VSD evaluates the alignment of the object shape but not of its color. This is
because most of the models currently included in BOP have baked shadows and reflections
in their textures, which makes it difficult to robustly evaluate the color alignment.
Comparison of VSD and ADI. The most widely used pose-error functions have been
ADD and ADI [94, 105] calculated as the average distance from vertices of the model
M in the ground-truth pose P̄ to vertices of M in the estimated pose P̂. The distance
is measured to the corresponding vertices if all views of the object are distinguishable
(ADD) and to the closest vertices otherwise (ADI). The estimated pose P̂ is considered
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a: 0.04
3.7/15.2

b: 0.08
3.6/10.9

c: 0.11
3.2/13.4

d: 0.19
1.0/6.4

e: 0.28
1.4/7.7

f: 0.34
2.1/6.4

g: 0.40
2.1/8.6

h: 0.44
4.8/21.7

i: 0.47
4.8/9.2

j: 0.54
6.9/10.8

k: 0.57
6.9/8.9

l: 0.64
21.0/21.7

m: 0.66
4.4/6.5

n: 0.76
8.8/9.9

o: 0.89
49.4/11.1

p: 0.95
32.8/10.8

Figure 7.4. Comparison of VSD and ADI. The VSD errors (bold, τ = 20 mm, δ = 15 mm)
are compared with the ADI errors (in mm, the threshold of correctness θAD is after the slash)
on example pose estimates sorted by increasing VSD. Top: Cropped and brightened test images
overlaid with renderings of the model in the estimated pose P̂ in blue, and in the ground-truth
pose P̄ in green. Only the part of the model surface that falls into the respective visibility mask
is shown. Bottom: Distance differences D∆ . Case (b) is considered in Figure 7.3.

correct if e ≤ θAD = 0.1d, where e is ADD or ADI, and d is the object diameter.
As discussed in Section 2.5.2, ADI may yield unintuitively low errors for poses that
are clearly distinguishable due to a many-to-one vertex matching that may be established
by the search for the closest vertex, and due to the possibility to match the outer and the
inner model parts. This is shown in Figure 7.4, which compares VSD and ADI on example
pose estimates of objects that have indistinguishable views and their models include the
inner parts. Overall, (f)-(n) yield low ADI errors and satisfy the correctness criterion
of Hinterstoisser et al. These estimates, together with estimates (o) and (p), would be
marked as incorrect by requiring the VSD error to be at most 0.3, which is the criterion
of correctness used in the initial version of the benchmark [106]. In the current version,
the accuracy scores are calculated over multiple thresholds (see Section 7.1.6).

7.1.3

MSSD: Maximum Symmetry-Aware Surface Distance

The MSSD error is defined as the maximum distance between a vertex x ∈ VM of the
object model M in the ground-truth pose P̄ = [R̄ | t̄] and the same vertex x in the estimated pose P̂ = [R̂ | t̂], while considering global symmetry transformations SM of the
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model M (the symmetry transformations are identified as described in Section 7.1.5):

eMSSD R̂, t̂, R̄, t̄, SM , VM =

min

max

[R | t]∈SM x∈VM




R̂x + t̂ − R̄ Rx + t + t̄

(7.4)

2

Properties of MSSD. The maximum distance between model vertices is relevant for
robotic manipulation, where the maximum surface deviation strongly indicates the chance
of a successful grasp. Moreover, compared to the average distance used in the pose-error
functions ADD and ADI [105, 94], which tends to be dominated by higher-frequency surface parts such as the thread of a fuse, the maximum distance is less dependent on the
geometry of the object model and the sampling density of its surface.
As the MSSD error is calculated over the entire model surface, misalignment of the
invisible surface part is penalized. This may not be desirable for applications such as
robotic manipulation with suction cups where only the alignment of the visible part is
relevant (note that VSD evaluates only the visible surface part). Pose ambiguities due to
global object symmetries are handled properly in MSSD by explicitly considering all the
symmetry transformations.

7.1.4

MSPD: Maximum Symmetry-Aware Projection Distance

The MSPD error is defined as the maximum distance between the 2D projection of a
vertex x ∈ VM of the object model M in the ground-truth pose P̄ = [R̄ | t̄] and the 2D
projection of the same vertex x in the estimated pose P̂ = [R̂ | t̂], while considering the
global symmetry transformations SM (proj(·) is the 2D projection):

eMSSD R̂, t̂, R̄, t̄, SM , VM =

min


 
max proj R̂x + t̂ − proj R̄ Rx + t + t̄

[R | t]∈SM x∈VM

2

(7.5)

Properties of MSPD. Since MSPD does not evaluate the alignment along the optical
(Z) axis and measures only the perceivable discrepancy, it is relevant for augmented reality applications and suitable for evaluating RGB-only methods, for which estimating the
alignment along the optical axis is more challenging. Compared to the “2D Projection”
pose-error function proposed in [17], MSPD explicitly considers the global object symmetries and replaces the average by the maximum distance to increase the robustness against
geometry and sampling of the object model. As MSSD, MSPD penalizes misalignment of
the invisible surface part.

7.1.5

Identifying Global Object Symmetries

The set of global symmetry transformations of an object model M , which is used in MSSD
and MSPD, is identified in two steps. Firstly, a set of candidate symmetry transforma0
tions is defined as SM
= {S ∈ SE(3) | h(VM , SVM ) < ε}, where h(· , ·) is the Hausdorff
distance, VM are 3D vertices of the model M in the canonical pose, and SVM are the
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3D vertices transformed by a rigid transformation S = [R | t], which consists of a 3 × 3
rotation matrix R and a 3 × 1 translation vector t. The allowed deviation is bounded
by ε = max(15 mm, 0.1d), where d is the diameter of M and the truncation at 15 mm
avoids breaking symmetries by too small details. Note that even though all symmetry
transformations of objects with a finite size are 3D rotations around an axis of symmetry,
we have no guarantees that the axes of symmetry of the model M intersect the origin
of the model coordinate system. Therefore, we need to consider elements of the special
Euclidean group SE(3) as candidates for the symmetry transformations. In practice, the
0
set SM
is found by dense sampling of the rotational and translational spaces and covers
both discrete and continuous (discretized) global symmetries of the model M .
In the second step, the final set of symmetry transformations SM is defined as a sub0
set of SM
that consists of those transformations that cannot be resolved by the color
texture of M . This was decided subjectively by the BOP organizers – as mentioned in
Section 7.1.2, the object models included in BOP have baked shadows and reflections in
textures, which makes it difficult to evaluate the color alignment programmatically.

7.1.6

Accuracy Score

An estimated pose is considered correct with respect to a pose-error function e, if e < θe ,
where e ∈ {eVSD , eMSSD , eMSPD } and θe is a threshold of correctness. All three poseerror functions are used as each evaluates different qualitites of the pose estimates and is
relevant for a different target application.
The fraction of annotated object instances for which a correct pose is estimated is
referred to as recall. The average recall with respect to a function e, denoted as ARe ,
is defined as the average of recall rates calculated for multiple settings of the threshold
θe , and also for multiple settings of the misalignment tolerance τ in the case of eVSD . In
particular, ARVSD is the average of recall rates calculated for the misalignment tolerance
τ ranging from 5% to 50% of the object diameter with a step of 5%, and for the threshold
θVSD ranging from 0.05 to 0.5 with a step of 0.05. ARMSSD is the average of recall rates
calculated for θMSSD ranging from 5% to 50% of the object diameter with a step of 5%.
Finally, ARMSPD is the average of recall rates calculated for θMSPD ranging from 5r to 50r
with a step of 5r, where r = w/640 and w is the image width in pixels.
The accuracy of a method on a dataset D is measured by ARD = (ARVSD + ARMSSD +
ARMSPD )/3. The overall accuracy on the core datasets is then measured by ARCore defined as the average of the per-dataset ARD scores. In this way, each dataset is treated
as a separate sub-challenge which avoids ARCore being dominated by larger datasets.
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7.2

Datasets

The BOP benchmark currently includes eleven datasets in a unified format. Each dataset
includes 3D object models and training and test RGB-D images annotated with groundtruth 6D object poses. The 3D object models were created manually or using KinectFusionlike systems for 3D surface reconstruction [178]. The training images are real or synthetic.
All test images are real. The 3D object models are shown in Figure 7.1, sample test images
in Figure 7.2, and parameters of the datasets are provided in Table 7.1.
Seven of the datasets were selected as core datasets (marked with a star in Table 7.1).
In the recent public challenges from 2019 and 2020, a method had to be evaluated on
all core datasets to be considered for the main challenge awards [109]. The core datasets
include photorealistic training images generated by the approach described in Section 5.5.
Datasets T-LESS, TUD-L, and YCB-V include real training images and most datasets
include also training images obtained by OpenGL rendering of the 3D object models on a
black background. The test images were captured in scenes with varied complexity, often
with clutter and occlusion. Besides the training and test images, the HB and ITODD
datasets include also validation images – in this case, the ground-truth poses are publicly available for the validation images but not for the test images. A description of the
individual datasets is provided in the following paragraphs.
LM/LM-O [94, 17]. Linemod (LM) has been the most widely used dataset for 6D object
pose estimation. It contains 15 texture-less objects with discriminative color, shape, and
size. Each object is associated with a set of test images showing one annotated object
instance under significant clutter but only mild occlusion. Linemod-Occluded (LM-O)
provides ground-truth annotation for all other instances of the modeled objects in one of
the test sets, which introduces challenging test cases with various levels of occlusion.
T-LESS [102]. This dataset features 30 industry-relevant objects with no significant
texture or discriminative color, with symmetries and mutual similarities in shape and
size, and with some objects being a composition of other objects. T-LESS includes images from three different sensors and two types of 3D object models. Only RGB-D images
from the Primesense sensor are included in BOP. See Chapter 6 for details.
ITODD [62]. The MVTec Industrial 3D Object Detection Dataset (ITODD) is focused
on objects and settings typical for industrial bin picking and object inspection. The
dataset contains 28 mostly texture-less objects with different characteristics in terms of
material properties (glossy vs. Lambertian), symmetry (no vs. discrete or continuous symmetries), shape (flat, long, compact, etc.), and size (diameters from 24 to 270 mm). The
objects are captured in various arrangements with two industrial 3D sensors of two qualities (providing aligned grayscale and depth images) and three high-resolution grayscale
sensors. Only images from the higher-quality 3D sensor are included in BOP.
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Train. im.
Dataset
LM [94]
LM-O [17]
T-LESS [102]
ITODD [62]
HB [126]
YCB-V [271]
RU-APC [209]
IC-BIN [60]
IC-MI [241]
TUD-L [106]
TYO-L [106]

Core
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗

Val im.

Test im.

Test inst.

Objects

Real

PBR

Real

All

Used

All

Used

15
8
30
28
33
21
14
2
6
3
21

–
–
37584
–
–
113198
–
–
–
38288
–

50000
50000
50000
50000
50000
50000
–
50000
–
50000
–

–
–
–
54
4420
–
–
–
–
–
–

18273
1214
10080
721
13000
20738
5964
177
2067
23914
1670

3000
200
1000
721
300
900
1380
150
300
600
1670

18273
9038
67308
3041
67542
98547
5964
2176
5318
23914
1670

3000
1445
6423
3041
1630
4123
1380
1786
800
600
1670

Table 7.1. Parameters of the BOP datasets. Most datasets include also training images
obtained by OpenGL rendering of the 3D object models on a black background (not shown in
the table). Extra PBR training images can be rendered by BlenderProc4BOP [55, 54]. If a
dataset includes both validation and test images, the ground-truth annotations are public only
for the validation images. All test images are real. Column “Test inst./All” shows the number
of annotated object instances for which at least 10% of the projected surface area is visible in
the test images. Columns “Used” show the number of test images and object instances used in
the BOP Challenge 2019 and 2020.

HB [126]. The HomebrewedDB dataset (HB) contains high-quality reconstructed 3D
models of 33 objects (17 toys, 8 industry-relevant, and 8 household objects) captured in
13 test scenes with two RGB-D sensors. The complexity of the scenes ranges from simple scenes with several isolated objects on a plain background to challenging scenes with
heavily occluded objects and extensive clutter. Only RGB-D images from the Primesense
sensor captured in three scenes including 16 objects are currently included in BOP.
YCB-V [271]. The original YCB-Video dataset provides 92 RGB-D video sequences (80
for training, 12 for test) with over 133K frames showing 21 household, both textured and
texture-less, objects from the YCB dataset [27]. The objects are arranged in scenes with
mild clutter and various levels of occlusion. For the BOP benchmark, we have manually
selected 75 images with higher-quality ground-truth poses from each test video sequence.
RU-APC [209]. The Rutgers APC dataset includes 14 textured products from the
Amazon Picking Challenge 2015 [67], each associated with test images showing the product in a cluttered warehouse shelf. The camera was equipped with LED strips to ensure
constant lighting. Ten objects from the original dataset which are non-rigid or poorly
captured by the depth sensor were omitted.
IC-MI/IC-BIN [241, 60]. The dataset of Tejani et al. (IC-MI) provides 3D models
of two texture-less and four textured household objects. The test images show multiple
object instances under clutter and mild occlusion. The dataset of Doumanoglou et al.
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(IC-BIN, “scenario 2” from the original dataset) includes test images which simulate a
bin-picking scenario and show two objects from IC-MI in multiple instances under heavy
occlusion. We have removed test images with low-quality ground-truth poses from both
datasets and refined the ground-truth poses for the remaining images in IC-BIN.
TUD-L/TYO-L [106]. These two datasets were introduced together with the initial
version of the BOP benchmark [106] and include household objects captured under different settings of ambient and directional light. The TU Dresden Light dataset (TUD-L)
contains training and test image sequences that show three moving objects under eight
lighting conditions. The object poses were annotated by manually aligning the 3D object
model with the first frame of the sequence and propagating the pose frame-by-frame by
ICP. The Toyota Light dataset (TYO-L) contains 21 objects, each captured in multiple
poses on a table with four different table cloths and five different lighting conditions.
The ground-truth object poses were obtained by estimating rough poses from manually
established 2D-3D correspondences and refining the poses by ICP. The images in both
datasets are labeled by categorized lighting conditions.

7.3

BOP Challenge 2017

The BOP Challenge 2017 [107] (originally named SIXD Challenge 2017) was the first
step in shaping the BOP benchmark. It was organized together with the 3rd International Workshop on Recovering 6D Object Pose [260] at the ICCV 2017 conference.
Participants of the challenge were submitting the results of their methods by e-mail from
May 11, 2017 to March 14, 2018. The experimental setup is described in Section 7.3.2,
and the results are analyzed in Section 7.3.3 and published in [106].

7.3.1

Evaluated Methods

The methods evaluated in the BOP Challenge 2017 cover all major research directions of
the 6D object pose estimation field which were active at that time. A general description
of the methods is in Chapter 2, and a description of the evaluated versions, together with
the setting of their key parameters, in the following paragraphs. If not stated otherwise,
the image-based methods were trained on the images obtained by OpenGL rendering of
the 3D object models on a black background.
Template Matching Methods. Hodaň-15 [112] is the HashMatch template-matching
method described in Chapter 3 which applies an efficient cascade-style evaluation to each
sliding window location. The templates were generated by applying the full circle of inplane rotations with 10◦ step to a portion of the synthetic training images, resulting in
11–23K templates per object. Other parameters were set as described in [112]. Results of
the method without the last refinement step are reported under the name Hodaň-15-nr.
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Methods Based on Point-Pair Features. Drost-10 [63], i.e., the method which introduced the point pair features, was evaluated using function find surface model from
HALCON 13.0.2 [177]. The sampling distance for the model and the scene was set to 3%
of the object diameter, 10% of points were used as the reference points, and the surface
normals were computed using the mls method. Points farther than 2 m were discarded.
Drost-10-edge extends Drost-10 by detecting depth edges and favoring poses in which
the model contours are aligned with the edges. A multi-modal refinement minimizes the
surface distances and the distances from the reprojected model contours to the detected
edges. The evaluation was performed using the same software and parameters as Drost-10
but with the parameter train 3d edges being activated.
In the evaluated version, Vidal-18 [257] sorts the 500 most-voted pose candidates by
a surface fitting score and refines the 200 best candidates by a projective ICP. For the
final 10 candidates, they evaluate the consistency of the object surface and the object
silhouette with the scene. The sampling distance for the model and the scene was set to
5% of the object diameter, and 20% of the scene points were used as the reference points.
Learning-Based Methods. Brachmann-14 [17] and Brachmann-16 [18] use a random
forest to predict, at each pixel of the input image, the object identity and the 3D object
coordinates. Brachmann-16 [18] presents three improvements of Brachmann-14 – see Section 2.2.2. The first two improvements were disabled for the evaluation since we deal with
RGB-D input, and it is known which objects are visible in the image. The parameters
of Brachmann-14 were set as: maximum feature offset: 20 px, features per tree node:
1000, training patches per object: 1.5M, number of trees: 3, size of the hypothesis pool:
210, refined hypotheses: 25. The parameters of Brachmann-16 were set as: maximum
feature offset: 10 px, features per tree node: 100, number of trees: 3, number of sampled
hypotheses: 256, pixels drawn in each RANSAC iteration: 10K, inlier threshold: 1 cm.
Real training images from TUD-L and T-LESS were used for both methods.
In the Tejani-14 method [241], each patch of the input image is processed by a random
forest and casts 6D votes which are then aggregated to produce the final pose estimates.
The evaluated version omits the iterative refinement step and does not perform ICP. The
features and forest parameters were set as in [241]: number of trees: 10, maximum depth
of a tree: 25, number of features in both the color gradient and the surface normal channel:
20, patch size: 1/2 the image, rendered images used to train each forest: 360.
Kehl-16 [128] is another voting-based method which calculates auto-encoder features
for the image patches and retrieves up to k nearest neighbors (whose distance is below a
threshold t) from a codebook, where each entry is associated with 6D pose votes. The 6D
hypotheses space is filtered to remove spurious votes, modes are identified by mean-shift
and refined by ICP. The final hypotheses are verified in color, depth and surface normals
to suppress false positives. The main parameters of the method were set as follows: patch
size: 32 × 32 px, patch sampling step: 6 px, k-nearest neighbors: 3, threshold t: 2, number
of extracted modes from the pose space: 8. Real training images were used for T-LESS.
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Methods Based on 3D Local Features. Buch-16 [21] is a RANSAC-based method
which iteratively samples three feature correspondences between the object model and
the scene. The correspondences are obtained by matching 3D local shape descriptors and
used to generate 6D pose candidates, whose quality is measured by the consensus set
size. The final pose is refined by ICP. The method achieved the state-of-the-art results
on earlier object recognition datasets captured by LIDAR, but suffers from a cubic complexity in the number of correspondences. The number of RANSAC iterations was set to
10000, allowing only for a limited search in cluttered scenes. The method was evaluated
with several descriptors: 153d SI [123], 352d SHOT [219], 30d ECSAD [124], and 1536d
PPFH [23]. None of the descriptors utilize color.
The Buch-17 method [22] is based on the observation that a correspondence between
two oriented points on the object surface is constrained to cast votes in a 1-DoF rotational subgroup of the special Euclidean group SE(3) of object poses (this observation is
used also in methods based on point pair features). The time complexity of the method
is thus linear in the number of correspondences. Kernel density estimation is used to
efficiently combine the votes and estimate the 6D pose. As Buch-16, the method relies
on 3D local shape descriptors and refines the final pose estimate by ICP. The parameters
were set as in [22]: 60-angle tessellation was used for casting rotational votes, and the
translation/rotation bandwidth was set to 10 mm/22.5◦ .

7.3.2

Experimental Setup

SiSo Variant of 6D Object Localization. The methods were evaluated on the task
of 6D localization of a single instance of a single object. A test target was defined by a
pair (I, o), where I is a test image and o is an identifier of an object model visible in the
image. If multiple instances of the object model o are visible in the image, then the pose
of an arbitrary instance may have been reported. If multiple object models are shown in
the image, and annotated with their ground truth poses, then each object model defined
a different test target. For example, if a test image shows three object models, each in
two instances, then three test targets were defined and the pose of one of the two object
instances had to be estimated for each test target.
The SiSo task reflects the industry-relevant bin-picking scenario where a robot needs
to grasp a single arbitrary instance of the required object, e.g., a component such as a bolt
or a nut, and perform some operation with it. The difficulty of “multiple instances, find
one that you pick” is close to “find the instance in most favorable pose” (least occlusion,
unambiguous view). Most methods were expected, but not required, to report the most
favorable pose, treating the rest as clutter. The simpler SiSo variant of the 6D object
localization task was chosen because it allowed evaluating all relevant methods out of
the box. Since then, the state of the art has advanced and we have moved to the more
challenging ViVo variant in the 2019 and 2020 editions of the challenge (Section 7.4).
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Pose Error and Accuracy Score. Compared to the evaluation methodology presented
in Section 7.1 and used in the 2019 and 2020 editions of the challenge, the error of a 6D
object pose estimate was in the 2017 edition measured with only the VSD pose-error function, and the correctness of the estimate was decided with a single threshold θVSD = 0.3.
The tolerance δ used in the estimation of the visibility masks in VSD was set to 15 mm.
The accuracy of a method on a dataset was measured by the recall rate calculated as the
fraction of test targets for which a correct pose was estimated. The overall accuracy was
measured by the average of the per-dataset recall rates.
Datasets. The methods were evaluated on datasets LM, LM-O, IC-MI, IC-BIN, T-LESS,
RU-APC, and TUD-L. Only subsets of test images were used to remove redundancies and
speed up the evaluation. The test targets were defined by object instances for which at
least 10% of the projected surface area is visible in the test images.
Training and Test Rules. A method had to use fixed hyper-parameters across all objects and datasets. For training, a method may have used the provided 3D models and
training images, and rendered extra training images using the models. However, not a
single pixel of test images may have been used, nor the individual ground-truth poses or
masks provided for the test images. Ranges of the azimuth and elevation camera angles,
and a range of the camera-object distances calculated from the ground-truth poses in test
images is the only information about the test set that may have been used for training.

7.3.3

Results

The accuracy scores of the evaluated methods for the misalignment tolerance τ = 20 mm
and the threshold of correctness θVSD = 0.3 are shown in Table 7.2. Ranking of the methods according to the accuracy score is mostly stable across the datasets. Methods based on
point-pair features perform best. Vidal-18 is the top-performing method with the average
recall of 74.6%, followed by Drost-10-edge, Drost-10, and the template-matching method
Hodaň-15, all with the average recall above 67%. Brachmann-16 is the best learning-based
method, with 55.4%, and Buch-17-ppfh is the best method based on 3D local features,
with 54.0%. Scores of Buch-16-si and Buch-16-shot are inferior to the other variants of
this method and not presented. Figure 7.5 shows the average of the per-dataset scores for
different values of τ and θ. If the misalignment tolerance τ is increased from 20 mm to
80 mm, the scores increase only slightly for most methods. Similarly, the scores increase
only slowly for θ > 0.3. This suggests that poses estimated by most methods are either
of a high quality or totally off, i.e., it is a hit or miss.
Table 7.2 also shows accuracy scores of EPOS (Chapter 4) on datasets LM-O, IC-BIN,
T-LESS and TUD-L.2 EPOS outperforms most participants of the BOP Challenge 2017
2

The object poses were originally estimated by EPOS for the BOP Challenge 2020 and here evaluated
by the methodology of the BOP Challenge 2017. Results for some datasets are missing as not all datasets
from 2017 were included among the core datasets in 2020 on which EPOS was trained.
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Vidal-18 [257]
Drost-10-edge [63]
Drost-10 [63]
Hodaň-15 [112]
Brachmann-16 [18]
Hodaň-15-nr [112]
Buch-17-ppfh [22]
Kehl-16 [128]
Buch-17-si [22]
Brachmann-14 [17]
Buch-17-ecsad [22]
Buch-17-shot [22]
Tejani-14 [241]
Buch-16-ppfh [21]
Buch-16-ecsad [21]

74.60
71.73
68.06
67.23
55.44
55.40
54.02
36.97
36.81
34.61
22.90
15.64
9.23
7.20
2.38

87.83
79.13
82.00
87.10
75.33
69.83
56.60
58.20
33.33
67.60
13.27
5.97
12.10
8.13
3.70

59.31
54.95
55.36
51.42
52.04
34.39
36.96
33.91
20.35
41.52
9.62
1.45
4.50
2.28
0.97

95.33
94.00
94.33
95.33
73.33
84.67
95.00
65.00
67.33
78.67
40.67
43.00
36.33
20.00
3.67

96.50
92.00
87.00
90.50
56.50
76.00
75.00
44.00
59.00
24.00
59.00
38.50
10.00
2.50
4.00

66.51
67.50
56.81
63.18
17.84
62.70
25.10
24.60
13.34
0.25
7.16
3.83
0.13
7.81
1.24

36.52
27.17
22.25
37.61
24.35
32.39
20.80
25.58
23.12
30.22
6.59
0.07
1.52
8.99
2.90

80.17
87.33
78.67
45.50
88.67
27.83
68.67
7.50
41.17
0.00
24.00
16.67
0.00
0.67
0.17

4.7
21.5
2.3
13.5
4.4
12.3
14.2
1.8
15.9
1.4
5.9
6.7
1.4
47.1
39.1

EPOS (Chapter 4)

–

–

78.28

–

88.50

77.78

–

83.67

–

# Method
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Table 7.2. Results of the BOP Challenge 2017. Recall rates (in %) for the misalignment
tolerance τ = 20 mm and the threshold of correctness θVSD = 0.3. The recall rate is the percentage of test targets for which a correct object pose was estimated. The methods are sorted by
the average of the per-dataset recall rates. The right-most column shows the average processing
time per test target (in seconds). The last row shows results of the EPOS method (Chapter 4).
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Figure 7.5. Recall with respect to τ , θVSD , and the visible surface fraction. Left/middle:
Average of the per-dataset recall rates for the misalignment tolerance τ fixed to 20 mm and
80 mm, and for different values of the correctness threshold θVSD . The curves do not change
much for τ > 80 mm. Right: The recall rates w.r.t. the visible fraction of the target object. If
more instances of the object are present in a test image, the largest visible fraction is considered.

on these datasets. Compared to the highest scores achieved on the datasets, the score of
EPOS is 5% lower on TUD-L and 8% lower on IC-BIN, but 10% higher on T-LESS and
19% higher on LM-O. These are strong results considering that EPOS relies only on RGB
image channels while the other methods also use the depth image channel.
The average running times per test target are reported in Table 7.2. However, the
methods were evaluated on different computers and the presented running times are therefore not directly comparable. Moreover, the methods were optimized primarily for accu95
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racy, not for speed. For example, we evaluated Drost-10 with several parameter settings
and observed that the running time can be lowered by a factor of ∼5 to 0.5 s with only
a relatively small drop of the average recall from 68.1% to 65.8%. However, in Table 7.2
we present the result with the highest recall. Brachmann-14 could be sped up by subsampling the 3D object models and Hodaň-15 by using less object templates.
Occlusion is a big challenge for the methods, as shown by the accuracy scores dropping
swiftly already at low levels of occlusion (Figure 7.5, right). The big gap between LM
and LM-O scores provide further evidence. All methods perform on LM by at least 30%
better than on LM-O, which includes the same but partially occluded objects. Inspection
of estimated poses on T-LESS test images confirms the weak performance for occluded objects. Scores on TUD-L show that varying lighting conditions present a serious challenge
for methods that rely on synthetic RGB training images, which were generated with fixed
lighting. Methods relying only on depth information (e.g., Vidal-18, Drost-10) are noticeably more robust under such conditions. Note that Brachmann-16 achieved a high score
on TUD-L despite relying on RGB images because it used real training images, which
were captured under the same range of lighting conditions as the test images. Methods
based on 3D local features and learning-based methods have very low scores on T-LESS,
which is likely caused by the object symmetries and similarities. All methods perform
poorly on RU-APC, which is likely because of a higher level of noise in the depth images.

7.4

BOP Challenge 2019 and 2020

The BOP Challenge 2019 was organized together with the 5th International Workshop
on Recovering 6D Object Pose [103] at ICCV 2019, and the BOP Challenge 2020 together with the 6th International Workshop on Recovering 6D Object Pose [110] at
ECCV 2020. Participants were submitting their results to the online evaluation system
at bop.felk.cvut.cz, from July 30 to October 21 in 2019, and from June 5 to August
19 in 2020. The results are analyzed in Section 7.4.3 and published in [109].
In the BOP Challenge 2019, methods using the depth image channel, which were
mostly based on the point pair features (PPF’s) [63], clearly outperformed methods relying only on the RGB channels, all of which were based on deep neural networks (DNN’s).
The PPF-based methods match pairs of oriented 3D points between the point cloud of the
test scene and the 3D object model, and aggregate the matches via a voting scheme. As
each pair is described by only the distance and relative orientation of the two points, PPFbased methods can be effectively trained directly on the 3D object models, without the
need to synthesize any training images. In contrast, DNN-based methods require a large
number of annotated training images, which have been typically obtained by OpenGL
rendering of the 3D object models with random backgrounds [127, 205, 97, 65]. However,
as shown in Chapter 5, the evident domain gap between these “render & paste” training
images and real test images presumably limits the potential of the DNN-based methods.
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To reduce the gap between the synthetic and real domains and thus to bring fresh air
to the DNN-based methods, we created BlenderProc4BOP [55, 54, 15], an open-source
and light-weight physically-based renderer (PBR). Furthermore, to reduce the entry barrier of the challenge and to standardize the training set, the participants were provided
with 350K pre-rendered PBR images described in Section 5.5.
In 2020, the DNN-based methods finally caught up with the PPF-based methods – five
methods outperformed Vidal-Sensors18 [257], the PPF-based winner from 2017 and 2019.
Three of the top five methods, including the top-performing one, are single-view variants
of CosyPose, a DNN-based method by Labbé et al. [139]. Strong data augmentation,
similar to [237], was identified as one of the key ingredients of this method. The second
is a hybrid DNN+PPF method by König and Drost [135], and the fourth is Pix2Pose,
a DNN-based method by Park et al. [188]. The first two methods used RGB-D image
channels, while the third method achieved strong results with RGB channels only.
Methods achieved noticeably higher accuracy scores when trained on PBR images
than when trained on “render & paste” images. Although adding real training images
yielded even higher scores, competitive results were achieved with PBR images only – out
of the 26 evaluated methods, the fifth was trained only on the PBR images. Interestingly,
the increased photorealism from the PBR images led to clear improvements of also the
CosyPose method, despite the strong data augmentation applied to the training images.

7.4.1

Evaluated Methods

In total, 26 methods were evaluated on all seven core datasets. Results of 11 methods were
received in 2019 and results of 15 methods in 2020 (column Year in Table 7.3). Compared
to the “classical” methods evaluated in the 2017 edition of the challenge, which mostly
do not involve any machine learning techniques and are prevailed by methods based on
the point pair features, the majority of methods evaluated in the 2019 and 2020 editions
reflect the current trend in computer vision and utilize deep neural networks. The following paragraphs provide a brief overview of the evaluated methods. Details are provided
in Chapter 2 and in the documentation of submissions on the project website.
PPF-Based Methods. The method by Drost et al. [63], which introduced the point pair
features, is evaluated in four versions, including the original version with two parameter
settings and two extensions utilizing intensity and depth edges for voting and refinement.
Evaluated is also the method by Vidal et al. [257].
DNN+PPF-Based Methods. The hybrid method by Félix and Neves [214, 206] segments object instances by Mask R-CNN [89], selects the corresponding part of the 3D point
cloud of the test scene for each instance mask, estimates the object pose using the point
pair features [63], and refines the pose with ICP. The method of König and Drost [135]
follows the same pipeline, with the instance masks predicted by RetinaMask [73] or Mask
R-CNN [89], whichever performs better on the validation set.
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DNN-Based Methods. The EPOS method described in Chapter 4, Pix2Pose by Park
et al. [188], DPOD by Zakharov et al. [277], and the method by Liu et al. [152] predict
2D-3D correspondences with deep neural networks and solve for the object pose using
variants of the PnP-RANSAC algorithm. The CDPN method by Li et al. [149] estimates
the 3D rotation from 2D-3D correspondences and the 3D translation by directly regressing
a scale-invariant 3D translation vector. The CosyPose method by Labbé et al. [139] first
predicts 2D bounding boxes of the objects using Mask R-CNN [89], and then applies to
each box a DNN model for coarse pose estimation followed by a DNN model for iterative
refinement. The AAE method by Sundermeyer et al. [237] localizes the objects with 2D
bounding boxes and calculates a descriptor of each detected region by the so-called Augmented Autoencoder, which consists of an encoder mapping the image region to a latent
descriptor space and a decoder mapping the descriptor to a denoised reconstruction of the
input image region. The later method by Sundermeyer et al. [235] shares a single encoder
among multiple objects, which dramatically improves the scalability of the method. The
PointVoteNet2 method by Hagelskjær and Buch [87] estimates the object poses from a
point cloud using a PointNet backbone [202].

7.4.2

Experimental Setup

Both 2019 and 2020 editions of the challenge followed the evaluation methodology described in Section 7.1. A method had to be evaluated at least on the seven core datasets
(LM-O, T-LESS, TUD-L, IC-BIN, ITODD, HB, YCB-V) to be considered for the main
challenge awards [109]. Only subsets of test images were used to remove redundancies and
speed up the evaluation, and only object instances for which at least 10% of the projected
surface area is visible in the test images were to be localized. The participants had to
follow the same rules for training and test as in the 2017 edition.

7.4.3

Results

In 2020, methods based on deep neural networks finally caught up with methods based
on point pair features – four DNN-based and one DNN+PPF-based method from 2020
outperform the method of Vidal et al. [257], the PPF-based winner of the challenges from
2017 and 2019 (columns PPF and DNN in Table 7.3). The neural networks are in all
but one case applied only to the RGB channels, while the depth channel is often used for
an ICP refinement (columns Train, Test, Refine). Only the PointVoteNet2 method [87]
applies a neural network to the RGB and depth channels. It is noteworthy that the overall
third DNN-based method does not use the depth channel at all.
Three of the top five methods, including the top-performing one, are single-view variants of the CosyPose method. The top variant, with the ARCore score of 69.8%, additionally applies a depth-based ICP refinement which improves the score by 6.1% (method #1
vs. #3 in Table 7.3). One of the key ingredients of CosyPose is a strong data augmentation
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TUD-L

IC-BIN

ITODD

HB

YCB-V

Time

CosyPose-ECCV20-Synt+Real-ICP [139]
König-Hybrid-DL-PointPairs [135]
CosyPose-ECCV20-Synt+Real [139]
Pix2Pose-BOP20 w/ICP-ICCV19 [188]
CosyPose-ECCV20-PBR [139]
Vidal-Sensors18 [257]
CDPNv2 BOP20-RGB-ICP [149]
Drost-CVPR10-Edges [63]
CDPNv2 BOP20-PBR-ICP [149]
CDPNv2 BOP20-RGB [149]
Drost-CVPR10-3D-Edges [63]
Drost-CVPR10-3D-Only [63]
CDPN BOP19-RGB [149]
CDPNv2 BOP20-PBR [149]
leaping from 2D to 6D [152]
EPOS-BOP20-PBR [99]
Drost-CVPR10-3D-Only-Faster [63]
Félix&Neves-ICRA17-IET19 [214, 206]
Sundermeyer-IJCV19+ICP [237]
Zhigang-CDPN-ICCV19 [149]
PointVoteNet2 [87]
Pix2Pose-BOP20-ICCV19 [188]
Sundermeyer-IJCV19 [237]
SingleMultiPathEncoder-CVPR20 [235]
Pix2Pose-BOP19-ICCV19 [188]
DPOD (synthetic) [277]

T-LESS

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

LM-O

# Method

Avg.
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69.8
63.9
63.7
59.1
57.0
56.9
56.8
55.0
53.4
52.9
50.0
48.7
47.9
47.2
47.1
45.7
45.4
41.2
39.8
35.3
35.1
34.2
27.0
24.1
20.5
16.1

71.4
63.1
63.3
58.8
63.3
58.2
63.0
51.5
63.0
62.4
46.9
52.7
56.9
62.4
52.5
54.7
49.2
39.4
23.7
37.4
65.3
36.3
14.6
21.7
7.7
16.9

70.1
65.5
72.8
51.2
64.0
53.8
46.4
50.0
43.5
47.8
40.4
44.4
49.0
40.7
40.3
46.7
40.5
21.2
48.7
12.4
0.4
34.4
30.4
31.0
27.5
8.1

93.9
92.0
82.3
82.0
68.5
87.6
91.3
85.1
79.1
77.2
85.2
77.5
76.9
58.8
75.1
55.8
69.6
85.1
61.4
75.7
67.3
42.0
40.1
33.4
34.9
24.2

64.7
43.0
58.3
39.0
58.3
39.3
45.0
36.8
45.0
47.3
37.3
38.8
32.7
47.3
34.2
36.3
37.7
32.3
28.1
25.7
26.4
22.6
21.7
17.5
21.5
13.0

31.3
48.3
21.6
35.1
21.6
43.5
18.6
57.0
18.6
10.2
46.2
31.6
6.7
10.2
7.7
18.6
27.4
6.9
15.8
7.0
0.1
13.4
10.1
6.7
3.2
0.0

71.2
65.1
65.6
69.5
65.6
70.6
71.2
67.1
71.2
72.2
62.3
61.5
67.2
72.2
65.8
58.0
60.3
52.9
50.6
47.0
55.6
44.6
34.6
29.3
20.0
28.6

86.1
70.1
82.1
78.0
57.4
45.0
61.9
37.5
53.2
53.2
31.6
34.4
45.7
39.0
54.3
49.9
33.0
51.0
50.5
42.2
30.8
45.7
37.7
28.9
29.0
22.2

13.74
0.63
0.45
4.84
0.47
3.22
1.46
87.57
1.49
0.94
80.06
7.70
0.48
0.98
0.42
1.87
1.38
55.78
0.86
0.51
1.22
0.19
0.19
0.79
0.23

# Method

Year PPF DNN

Train ...type

Test

Refine

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

2020
2020
2020
2020
2020
2019
2020
2019
2020
2020
2019
2019
2020
2020
2020
2020
2019
2019
2019
2019
2020
2020
2019
2020
2019
2019

rgb
rgb
rgb
rgb
rgb
rgb
rgb
rgb
rgb
rgb
rgb
rgb
rgb-d
rgb
rgb
rgb-d
rgb
rgb
rgb
rgb
rgb

rgb-d
rgb-d
rgb
rgb-d
rgb
d
rgb-d
rgb-d
rgb-d
rgb
d
d
rgb
rgb
rgb
rgb
d
rgb-d
rgb-d
rgb
rgb-d
rgb
rgb
rgb
rgb
rgb

rgb+icp
icp
rgb
icp
rgb
icp
icp
icp
icp
icp
icp
icp
icp
icp
icp
-

CosyPose-ECCV20-Synt+Real-ICP [139]
König-Hybrid-DL-PointPairs [135]
CosyPose-ECCV20-Synt+Real [139]
Pix2Pose-BOP20 w/ICP-ICCV19 [188]
CosyPose-ECCV20-PBR [139]
Vidal-Sensors18 [257]
CDPNv2 BOP20-RGB-ICP [149]
Drost-CVPR10-Edges [63]
CDPNv2 BOP20-PBR-ICP [149]
CDPNv2 BOP20-RGB [149]
Drost-CVPR10-3D-Edges [63]
Drost-CVPR10-3D-Only [63]
CDPN BOP19-RGB [149]
CDPNv2 BOP20-PBR [149]
leaping from 2D to 6D [152]
EPOS-BOP20-PBR [99]
Drost-CVPR10-3D-Only-Faster [63]
Félix&Neves-ICRA17-IET19 [214, 206]
Sundermeyer-IJCV19+ICP [237]
Zhigang-CDPN-ICCV19 [149]
PointVoteNet2 [87]
Pix2Pose-BOP20-ICCV19 [188]
Sundermeyer-IJCV19 [237]
SingleMultiPathEncoder-CVPR20 [235]
Pix2Pose-BOP19-ICCV19 [188]
DPOD (synthetic) [277]

yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
-

3/set
1/set
3/set
1/obj
3/set
1/obj
1/obj
1/obj
1/obj
1/obj
1/obj
1/set
1/set
1/obj
1/obj
1/obj
1/obj
1/obj
1/all
1/obj
1/scene

pbr+real
syn+real
pbr+real
pbr+real
pbr
pbr+real
pbr
pbr+real
pbr+real
pbr
pbr+real
pbr
syn+real
syn+real
syn+real
pbr
pbr+real
syn+real
syn+real
syn+real
syn

Table 7.3. Results of the BOP Challenge 2019 and 2020. The methods are ranked by the
ARCore score (the third column of the upper table) which is the average of the per-dataset ARD
scores (the following seven columns). The scores (in %) are defined in Section 7.1.6. The last
column of the upper table shows the average image processing time averaged over the datasets
(in seconds). The lower table shows properties discussed in Sections 7.4.3 and 7.4.4.
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technique similar to [236]. As reported in [139], using the augmentation for training the
pose estimation models improved the accuracy on T-LESS from 37.0% to 63.8%. Access
to a GPU cluster was also crucial as training of one network took ∼10 hours on 32 GPU’s.
The second is a hybrid method by König and Drost with ARCore of 63.9%. This
method is noticeably faster than the top-performing CosyPose variant, mainly thanks to
a highly optimized implementation of the ICP algorithm from HALCON [177].
Another method that outperformed Vidal et al. is Pix2Pose with ARCore of 59.1%.
The ICP refinement is crucial for this method as it improves the score by an absolute
24.9% and teleports the method from the 22nd to the 4th place. The importance of refinement was also demonstrated by other methods – top nine methods applied ICP or an
RGB-based refiner, similar to DeepIM [147] (column Refine in Table 7.3).
Training a special DNN model per object has been a common practice in the field,
also followed by most participants of the 2020 edition of the challenge. However, the
CosyPose and König-Hybrid methods showed that a single DNN model can be effectively
shared among multiple objects (column DNN in Table 7.3). CosyPose trains three models
per dataset – one for detection, one for coarse pose estimation, and one for iterative pose
refinement, whereas König-Hybrid trains only one model for instance segmentation.
Overall, the EPOS method trained on the PBR images placed 16th. The better performing methods applied an RGB-based or depth-based post-refinement of the estimated
poses, used real training images, trained one neural network per object instead of one
network per dataset, or applied strong data augmentation. As discussed in Chapter 4,
EPOS would likely benefit from these design choices as well.

7.4.4

The Effectiveness of Photorealistic Training Images

In 2020, most DNN-based methods were trained either only on the photorealistic (PBR)
training images, or also on real training images which are available in datasets T-LESS,
TUD-L, and YCB-V (column Train type in Table 7.3)3 . Although adding real training
images yields higher scores (compare scores of methods #3 and #5 or #10 and #14 on
T-LESS, TUD-L, and YCB-V in Table 7.3), competitive results can be achieved with
PBR images only, as demonstrated by the overall fifth PBR-only variant of the CosyPose
method. This is an important result considering that PBR-only training does not require
any human effort for capturing and annotating real training images.
The PBR training images yield a noticeable improvement over the “render & paste”
synthetic images obtained by OpenGL rendering of the 3D object models on real photographs. For example, the CDPN method with the same hyper-parameter settings im3

Method #2 used also synthetic training images obtained by cropping the objects from real validation
images in the case of HB and ITODD and from OpenGL-rendered images in the case of other datasets,
and pasting the cropped objects on images from Microsoft COCO [151]. Method #24 used PBR and real
images for training Mask R-CNN [89] and OpenGL images for training a single Multi-path encoder. Two
of the CosyPose variants (#1 and #3) also added the “render & paste” synthetic images provided in the
original YCB-V dataset, but these images were later found to have no effect on the accuracy score.
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Detection
PBR+Real
PBR
PBR
PBR
Render & paste v1
Render & paste v2

Pose estim.
PBR+Real
PBR
Render & paste
Render & paste
Render & paste
Render & paste

T-LESS

TUD-L

YCB-V

72.8
64.0
16.1
60.0
6.1
45.3

82.3
68.5
60.4
58.9
49.5
42.4

82.1
57.4
44.9
58.5
26.5
25.7

v1
v2
v1
v2

Table 7.4. The effect of different training images. Shown are the ARCore scores achieved
by the CosyPose method [139] when different types of images were used for training its object
detection (i.e. Mask R-CNN [89]) and pose estimation stage. The “render & paste v1” images
were obtained by OpenGL rendering of the 3D object models on random real photographs. The
“render & paste v2” images were obtained similarly, but the CAD models of T-LESS objects
were assigned a random surface texture instead of a random gray value, the background of most
images was assigned a synthetic texture, and 1M instead of 50K images were generated. Interestingly, the increased photorealism brought by the PBR images yields noticeable improvements
despite the strong data augmentation applied by CosyPose to the training images.

proved by absolute 20.2% on HB, by 19.5% on LM-O, and by 7% on IC-BIN when trained
on 50K PBR images per dataset vs. 10K “render & paste” images per object (compare
methods #13 and #20 in Table 7.3). As shown in Table 7.4, the CosyPose method improved by a significant 57.9% (from 6.1% to 64.0%) on T-LESS, by 19.0% on TUD-L,
and by 30.9% on YCB-V when trained on 50K PBR images per dataset vs. 50K “render & paste v1” images per dataset. The “render & paste v1” images used for training
CosyPose were obtained by imitating the PBR images, i.e., the 3D object models were
rendered in the same poses as in the PBR images and pasted on real backgrounds.
As an additional experiment, we trained the CosyPose method on another variant
of the “render & paste” images, generated as in [139] and referred to as “render & paste
v2”. The main differences compared to the “render & paste v1” variant described in the
previous paragraph are: (a) the CAD models of T-LESS objects were assigned a random
surface texture instead of a random gray value, (b) the background was assigned a real
photograph in 30% images and a synthetic texture in 70% images, and (c) 1M instead of
50K images were generated. As shown in Table 7.4, “render & paste v2” images yield a noticeable improvement of 39.2% over “render & paste v1” on T-LESS, but no improvement
on TUD-L (−7.1%) and YCB-V (−0.8%). This may suggest that randomizing the surface
texture of the texture-less CAD models of T-LESS objects improves the generalization of
the network by forcing the network to focus more on shape than on lower-level patterns,
as found in [78]. When generating the PBR images, which yield the highest accuracy on
T-LESS, the CAD models were assigned a random gray value, as in “render & paste v1”,
but the effect of randomizing the surface texture may have been achieved by randomizing
the PBR material (Section 5.5) – further investigation is needed to clearly answer these
questions. The importance of both the objects and the background being synthetic, as
suggested in [98], was not confirmed in this experiment – “render & paste v1” images with
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only real backgrounds achieved higher scores than “render & paste v2” images on TUD-L
and YCB-V. However, the first ten convolutional layers of Mask R-CNN (“conv1” and
“conv2 x” of ResNet-50 [90]) used for object detection in the CosyPose method were pretrained on Microsoft COCO [151] but not fine-tuned, whereas all layers were fine-tuned
in [98]. The benefit of having 1M vs. 50K images is indecisive since 50K PBR images
were sufficient to achieve high scores.
Both types of “render & paste” images are far inferior compared to the PBR images, which yield an average improvement of 35.9% over “render & paste v1” and 25.5%
over “render & paste v2” images (Table 7.4). Interestingly, the increased photorealism
brought by the PBR images is important despite the strong data augmentation which
the CosyPose method applies to the training images. Since the poses of objects in PBR
and “render & paste v1” images are identical, the ray-tracing rendering technique, PBR
materials and objects realistically embedded in synthetic environments seem to be the
decisive factors for successful “sim2real” transfer [54].
We also observed that the PBR images are more important for training DNN models
for object detection/segmentation (e.g., Mask R-CNN [89]) than for training DNN models
for pose estimation from the detected regions (Table 7.4). In the case of CosyPose, if the
detection model is trained on PBR images and the later two models for pose estimation
are trained on the “render & paste v2” instead of the PBR images, the accuracy drops
moderately (64.0% to 60.0% on T-LESS, 68.5% to 58.9% on TUD-L) or does not change
much (57.4% vs. 58.5% on YCB-V). However, if also the detection model is trained on
the “render & paste v1” or “render & paste v2” images, the accuracy drops severely (the
low accuracy achieved with “render & paste v1” on T-LESS was discussed earlier).
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Conclusion

We addressed the problem of estimating the 6D pose of specific rigid objects from a single
RGB or RGB-D input image. We primarily focused on the problem of 6D object localization, where the identifiers of visible object instances are provided together with the input
image, and assumed that the 3D object models are available.
Starting on the shoulders of giants who had worked on this problem for decades,
we made contributions that address limitations of the existing methods, enable effective training of learning-based methods without capturing any real images, introduce an
industry-relevant dataset with new challenges, and set a standard for benchmarking.
First, we proposed EPOS, a method based on a deep neural network that predicts
2D-3D correspondences between densely sampled pixels of the input RGB image and 3D
locations on the object model, and solves for the object poses using an efficient variant
of the PnP-RANSAC algorithm. The key idea is to represent an object by a controllable number of compact surface fragments, which allows handling object symmetries by
predicting multiple potential 2D-3D correspondences at each pixel and ensures a consistent number and uniform coverage of candidate 3D locations on objects of any type. In
the BOP Challenge 2019, EPOS outperformed all RGB and most RGB-D and D methods on the T-LESS and LM-O datasets. On the YCB-V dataset, it was superior to all
competitors, with a large margin over the second-best RGB method.
Second, we presented HashMatch, an RGB-D template matching method that applies
a cascade of evaluation stages to each sliding window location, which avoids exhaustive
matching against all templates. The key stage of the cascade is a voting procedure based
on hashing, which substantially reduces the number of candidate templates (usually by
three orders of magnitude) before a more expensive template verification stage, and makes
the time complexity of the method largely unaffected by the number of templates. The
method was fourth out of the 15 participants in the BOP Challenge 2017 and was successfully deployed in DARWIN, a robotic assembly project.
Third, we presented ObjectSynth, an approach to synthesize photorealistic training
images of 3D object models. The 3D models of objects are arranged in 3D models of
complete indoor scenes with realistic materials and lighting, plausible geometric configurations of objects and cameras are generated by physics simulation, and a high degree
of visual realism is achieved by physically-based rendering (PBR). The generated images
were shown to yield significant improvements in 2D object detection and 6D object pose
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estimation, compared to the commonly used training images synthesized by rendering
object models on top of random photographs. A refined version of the proposed synthesis approach was implemented in BlenderProc4BOP, a new open-source and light-weight
physically-based renderer and procedural data generator. BlenderProc4BOP was used to
synthesize photorealistic training images for the participants of the BOP Challenge 2020.
Although adding real training images yielded even higher scores, competitive results were
achieved with the photorealistic training images only – out of the 26 evaluated methods,
the fifth method was trained only on the photorealistic images.
Fourth, we created T-LESS, a publicly available dataset for training and testing methods for 6D object pose estimation. The dataset includes 3D models and training and test
RGB-D images of thirty commodity electrical parts. Recognition and pose estimation of
these objects is challenging because the objects have no significant texture or discriminative color, exhibit symmetries and similarities in shape and size, and some objects are
a composition of others. Objects exhibiting similar properties are common in industrial
environments and T-LESS is the first dataset to include such objects.
Fifth, we lead the BOP benchmark with the goal to capture the status quo in the
field and systematically measure the progress in the future. The benchmark currently
comprises of eleven datasets in a unified format which cover various practical scenarios,
an evaluation methodology with three new pose-error functions which address limitations
of the previously used functions, an online evaluation system which is open for continuous
submission of new results and reports the current state of the art, and public challenges
held at the International Workshops on Recovering 6D Object Pose which we organize
annually at the ICCV and ECCV conferences. The recent BOP Challenge 2020 showed
that methods based on neural networks finally caught up with methods based on point
pair features, which were dominating previous editions of the challenge. Although the
top-performing methods rely on RGB-D image channels, strong results were achieved
with RGB channels only, also thanks to the provided photorealistic training images.
As research never ends, other interesting problems in the field of object pose estimation remain open, with methods tackling some of them starting to emerge. Examples
include pose estimation of piece-wise rigid objects [168], flexible objects [5], or object
categories [264, 244, 30, 33], and learning to recognize objects in a model-free [26, 187,
189], few-shot [187, 189], weakly-supervised [223], or a self-supervised manner [263, 229].
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